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Chapter 1

Introduction and outline

1.1 The interstellar medium

T
he splendor of a night sky filled with glowing stars is one of the truly

remarkable experiences of life. At first glance, the space between the

stars seems to be empty, however, there must be some material from

which stars can form. As we look more carefully at the interstellar space,

we find that it is filled with a diffuse gas laced with microscopic dust par-

ticles. This combination of gas and dust is called the interstellar medium

(ISM) and is the raw material from which stars are being formed. This

material is found throughout the Universe, though mainly concentrated

within galaxies, with very little found in between galaxies. The amount of

ISM in the Milky Way is ∼ 10% of the stellar content by mass, the latter

being 1011 M⊙. While dense regions are interweaved throughout the ISM,

the overall density is extremely low, lower than that of the best vacuum

routinely created in laboratories on Earth. However, the low density is

compensated by the amount of matter adding up over the vast distances

between the stars.

Interstellar gas consists mostly of neutral atoms, e.g., hydrogen (H) and

helium (He), molecules, e.g., H2, CO, H2O, as well as charged particles such

as ions and electrons. Beyond the large amounts of H, some He, and small

amounts of lithium (Li) created during the Big Bang, other elements that

constitute stars and their planets were produced via nucleosynthesis in the

interiors of stars or through supernova (SN) explosions of high-mass stars.

As a result, the elements out of which our own solar system is formed are

a mix of nucleosynthetic products from many generations of stars. This

molecular evolution connects a variety of processes that create more com-

plex molecules or destroy them. Molecular complexity in the ISM is driven

particularly in molecular clouds, as star formation exclusively takes place

in these regions. Up to now, around 130 different molecules have been iden-
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tified in the ISM and more are still waiting to be discovered. On the other

hand, dust is formed in circumstellar envelopes of late-type stars where the

physical conditions are favourable for complex silicates and carbonaceous

material to grow. The chemistry of the dust depends on the C/O ratio. As

the CO molecule is very tightly bound, it consumes all available C or O,

whichever is less abundant. If C is left over after the formation of CO,

then a C-based dust chemistry occurs. Conversely, silicate dust forms in an

O-rich environment.

Astrochemistry, the study of the chemical interactions between the gas

and dust in space, is complex because of the enormous range of environ-

ments present therein, each with its specific density and temperature range.

Among interstellar components are (i) the Hot Ionized Medium (HIM, T∼
106 K, nH ∼3× 10−3 cm−3), (ii) the Warm Ionized Medium (WIM, T∼ 104 K,

nH > 10 cm−3), (iii) the Warm Neutral Medium (WNM, T∼ 103 – 4 K, nH ∼ 0.1

cm−3), (iv) the atomic Cold Neutral Medium (CNM, T∼ 100 K, nH ∼ 10 –

100 cm−3), (v) the molecular Cold Neutral Medium (CNM, T∼ 10 – 50 K, nH2

∼ 103 – 5 cm−3), and (vi) molecular hot cores (T∼100 – 300 K, nH2
> 106 cm−3).

Throughout these regions, each chemical species is associated with a unique

spectrum. Not only do atoms have characteristic spectra, so do molecules

as well. These objects emit and absorb electromagnetic radiation at certain

definite frequencies, which range from the radio frequency region up to the

region of very short wavelength X-rays, or gamma rays. Moreover, each

chemical element produces its own characteristic emission and absorption

line spectra, depending on the temperature and density distributions of

the gas and dust in previously mentioned regions. Hence, it is through

the interpretation of the observed emission or absorption of radiation at

characteristic frequencies coming from atoms and molecules that we learn

more about astronomical objects. As such, the interplay between gas, dust

and radiation enables us to retrieve information from various sites in the

Universe.

As the water molecule is the cornerstone of this thesis, in the follow-

ing, we will highlight some important aspects related to the formation and

destruction processes (Section 1.2), its spectral properties (Section 1.3), and

the observational signatures (Section 1.4) of the molecule.

1.2 Formation and destruction routes of H2O

Behind the apparent simplicity of the water molecule lies a rich chemistry

at the origin, since water can be formed via various routes in the solid-

phase, i.e., on dust grains, as well as through gas-phase reactions. Because

of this variety, in the following focus is on the most important formation

and destruction pathways.
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(i) In cold gas (T< 100 K), the temperatures are too low for endoergic re-

actions to take place. Therefore, in this regime, H2O is formed mainly

through the dissociative recombination of the H3O+ ion:

H3O
+

+ e− → H2O + H (+ 6.4 eV). (1.1)

Note that at these low temperatures H3O+ itself is produced in a reaction

sequence of H+
3

with O to form OH+, followed by molecular hydrogen (H2)

reactions leading to H3O+, and no H2O is needed a priori. The H+
3

forma-

tion rate in its turn is proportional to the ionization rate of H2 (and He)

due to cosmic- and/or X-rays. It is found that quiescent low-temperature

(T. 230 K) gas-phase chemistry accounts for typical H2O abundances of up

to a few times 10−7 (e.g., Lee et al. 1996; Le Teuff et al. 2000).

In addition, at these low temperatures, H2O can be formed on inter-

stellar grain surfaces via hydrogenation of surface oxygen atoms by hydro-

gen atoms which land on the grain, owing to the high mobility of atomic

hydrogen on the cold surfaces. When temperatures reach ∼ 100 K, i.e., the

sublimation temperature of H2O, water evaporates from dust grains into

the gas-phase. Conversely, at temperatures lower than the sublimation

temperature water is frozen-out onto dust grains and thus removed from

the gas-phase. Note that the freeze-out of water onto grain surfaces is a

function of density and time, i.e., high densities and timescales t> 106 yr

favour the depletion of species (Bergin 1995). Besides this, in cold dark

clouds, water ice can be destroyed through photodesorption via external or

internal ultraviolet and infrared photons (Adamson et al. 1988; Williams,

Hartquist & Whittet 1992; Smith et al. 1993).

(ii) At temperatures above a few 100 K, e.g., in hot core regions and shocked

gas, H2O will be produced rapidly from O by a series of two neutral-neutral

reactions whose activation barriers are overcome by the thermal energy of

the warm gas. First, a substantial fraction of the oxygen will be trans-

formed into OH initiated by the endothermic reaction

O + H2 → OH + H (− 0.5 eV), (1.2)

subsequently followed by

OH + H2 → H2O + H, (1.3)

a reaction which possesses a large activation barrier. Quiescent gas-phase

chemistry predicts H2O abundances of up to ∼10−4 for T& 230 K by these

reactions (Charnley 1997; Doty et al. 2002). Note, however, that these high

water abundances at high T require a high H2/H ratio to prevent back re-

actions with atomic H.
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(iii) Water is not only formed through an oxygen-rich chemistry as previous-

ly mentioned, but also in a carbon-rich environment, e.g., a circumstellar

envelope around a carbon-rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star, or in

inner regions of protoplanetary disks, by a process called Fischer-Tropsch

catalysis. This process is defined as the reaction whereby CO and H2 are

converted into hydrocarbons on an iron or nickel catalyst and water is pro-

duced as a by-product. The process can be summarized by

CO + 3H2 → CH4 + H2O. (1.4)

In the gas-phase, this type of reaction has a high activation energy that

prevents its occurrence. However, the presence of a transition metal ca-

talyst dramatically lowers the barrier to reaction. It has been shown that

these kinds of reactions can produce sufficient gaseous water to account for

the observations in carbon-rich environments (Willacy 2004). The amount

of water produced in this way obviously depend on the abundance of the

catalyst metal grains.

(iv) Photodissociation of water occurs in the vicinity of a strong ultraviolet

(UV, 6 – 13.6 eV) radiation field, e.g., impinging radiation of a nearby star

on a molecular cloud, where

H2O + hν→ H + OH, (1.5)

and

OH + hν→ O + H. (1.6)

Note that the dissociation of OH into O and H already prevents the forma-

tion of H2O.

(v) Finally, water destruction by X-rays becomes important in the proxi-

mity of an X-ray source, e.g., in envelopes around young stellar objects

(YSOs). X-rays can reduce the water abundance from their 10−4 peak in

these regions, especially where the gas temperature drops below 230 K for

X-ray fluxes FX & 10−5–10−4 erg cm−2 s−1 (Stäuber et al. 2006). The converse

is also true. Meijerink & Spaans (2005) have shown that the abundance

of water can be enhanced in the vicinity of an X-ray source, like an ac-

creting black hole, where for nH ∼105 cm−3 and FX &1 erg cm−2 s−1 abun-

dances of ∼10−5–10−6 are found for T∼500 K. Note that the latter is mainly

a temperature effect (see Eq. 1.2 and 1.3). However, X-rays also main-

tain a larger ionization fraction and promote charge transfer between H+

and O. As a result, the reaction chain O+ + H2→OH+, OH+ + H2→H2O+,

H2O+ + H2→H3O+ leads to the formation of H3O+, and is followed by the

dissociative recombination of H3O+ to O, OH, and H2O.
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Figure 1.1: Molecular energy level diagram. (a) Electronic, (b) vibrational and

(c) rotational transitions, as well as (d) ro-vibrational transitions are displayed.

1.3 Structure of the water molecule – spectroscopy

Spectroscopy, the study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation (visi-

ble light, radio waves, X-rays, etc.) with matter, is the key to reveal the be-

haviour of the molecule through an observed spectrum. Spectra of the same

molecule change as the molecule reacts in a different manner on various

types of energy sources. Visible and UV light are energetic enough to pro-

mote the redistribution of electrons in a molecule such that the electronic

potential energy of the molecule is changed, i.e., electrons will occupy a

different set of energy levels. This redistribution of the electrons leads

to the excitation, de-excitation, and/or ionization of the molecule. Hence,

we call visible and UV spectroscopy electronic spectroscopy. Light of in-

frared frequencies can generally promote molecules from one vibrational

energy level to another. Therefore, a synonym of infrared spectroscopy

is vibrational spectroscopy. Note that light of energy sufficient to cause

electronic transitions (E&5000 K) usually – depending on selection rules

– simultaneously promotes vibrational (100 K.E.1000 K) and rotational

transitions (E∼ 10 K), as vibrational and rotational energies of molecules

are even smaller than electronic energies. By the ’excitation’ of electrons,
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Figure 1.2: Vibrational and rotational motions of the water molecule (Tennyson

& Polyansky 1998). Note the displacement of the oxygen atom as the center of mass

of the entire molecule changes for the different normal modes of vibration.

vibrations and rotations, we mean that the molecule is promoted to a state

of higher energy. In this, electrons are redistributed and the vibrational

amplitude and rotational frequency increased. Fig. 1.1 plots the energy

level diagram of a molecule, in which electronic, vibrational and rotational

transitions are denoted.

To understand an observed spectrum, one first needs to know what the

structure of the observed atom/molecule is. Evidently, H2O is composed of

one oxygen atom and two hydrogen atoms. Each hydrogen atom is cova-

lently bonded to the oxygen via a shared pair of electrons. Oxygen also has

two unshared pairs of electrons. Thus, in total, four pairs of electrons sur-

round the oxygen atom; two pairs involved in covalent bonds with hydro-

gen, and two unshared pairs on the opposite side of the oxygen atom. Due to

the unshared pairs of electrons, water has a partial negative charge near
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Figure 1.3: Diagram of the rotational levels of the ground and first-excited vibra-

tional state of ortho- and para-H2O up to an energy of 2000 K (Tielens 2005).

the oxygen atom, and partial positive charges near the hydrogen atoms.

Therefore, water is referred to as a polar molecule, meaning that there

is an uneven distribution of electron density. Because each of the hydro-

gen atoms has a nuclear spin 1/2, they can combine to a singlet (S= 0) or

a triplet (S= 1). As such, H2O is split into para-H2O (p-H2O) and ortho-

H2O (o-H2O), respectively, between which transitions are highly forbidden

(∆S, 0). Therefore, o- and p-H2O can be treated as separate species since

their levels are not connected by radiative transitions.

Electronic spectroscopy is important to understand a spectrum. How-

ever, in this thesis the water molecule will be mainly excited by collisions

in the temperature regime 10 K.T. 1000 K. Therefore, we will solely focus

on the different vibrational and rotational states of the water molecule.

In general, a non-linear molecule with N atoms will have 3N− 6 nor-

mal modes of vibration. The vibrational modes for H2O are (i) symmetric

stretch, (ii) bending and (iii) asymmetric stretch designated with the vibra-

tional quantum numbers ν1, ν2 and ν3, respectively. The vibrational energy
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Table 1.1: Characteristics of the lowest 20 ground-vibrational rotational levels for

the water molecule.

Level Energy (cm−1)⋆ J Ka Kc Level Energy (cm−1) J Ka Kc

Para levels

1 0.00000 0 0 0 11 315.779 4 2 2

2 37.1371 1 1 1 12 326.625 5 1 5

3 70.0907 2 0 2 13 383.842 4 3 1

4 95.1757 2 1 1 14 416.208 5 2 4

5 136.164 2 2 0 15 446.697 6 0 6

6 142.278 3 1 3 16 488.134 4 4 0

7 206.301 3 2 2 17 503.968 5 3 3

8 222.052 4 0 4 18 542.907 6 1 5

9 275.497 4 1 3 19 586.480 7 1 7

10 285.220 3 3 1 20 602.774 6 2 4

Ortho levels

1 23.7943 1 0 1 11 325.348 5 0 5

2 42.3717 1 1 0 12 382.517 4 3 2

3 79.4963 2 1 2 13 399.458 5 1 4

4 134.901 2 2 1 14 446.510 5 2 3

5 136.761 3 0 3 15 447.252 6 1 6

6 173.365 3 1 2 16 488.108 4 4 1

7 212.156 3 2 1 17 508.812 5 3 2

8 224.838 4 1 4 18 552.911 6 2 5

9 285.419 3 3 0 19 586.244 7 0 7

10 300.362 4 2 3 20 610.341 5 4 1
⋆ To convert to Kelvin (K), multiply by c×h/k, with c the speed of light, h Planck’s

constant, and k the Boltzmann constant.

states correspond to particular internuclear distances; when the distance

becomes so large that the atoms are no longer bound together, dissociation

has occured. Besides this, three rotational, mutually perpendicular, axes

passing through the center of mass permit the molecule to rotate, resulting

in discrete rotational energy levels. Thanks to the peculiar geometry (tri-

atomic asymmetric top), water can be found in many different rotational/

vibrational states. The different vibrational and rotational states of the

molecule are shown in Fig. 1.2.

A full description of the treatment to compute the energy level struc-

ture of water is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, it is necessary

to know that the rotational levels are labeled using the standard asymmet-

ric top notation JKaKc
, where J is the main rotational quantum number, and

Ka and Kc its projections on the two molecular axes A and C, respectively,

with Ka +Kc =J or J+ 1. The molecular axes correspond to the symmetry
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axis the molecule would have had in the limit that it became, respectively,

either a symmetric prolate or oblate rotor, between which water is interme-

diate. To distinguish between prolate and oblate (a)symmetric molecules,

one makes use of the moment of inertia I of the molecule. Molecules for

which IA < IB = IC are called prolate symmetric tops, whereas oblate sym-

metric tops are molecules for which IA = IB < IC. For water holds that IA
(= 0.6115 amuÅ2, amu = atomic mass unit) . IB (= 1.148 amuÅ2) < IC (= 1.760

amuÅ2), making it an asymmetric near-oblate top.

The water energy levels divide into two groups with distinct proper-

ties (see Fig. 1.3). The first group includes the lowest level of each J-state,

the second one all the others. Transitions among members of the first

group have larger cross sections. Because of the large collisional rates,

the corresponding levels thermalize easily and carry the bulk of the popu-

lation. For this reason, the levels of the first group are named the backbone

levels. The main mode for population of off-backbone levels is a cascade

from neigbouring backbone levels; all other pumping processes have much

lower rates. As a result, level populations decrease with distance from

the backbone ladder and each backbone level generates a trail of inverted

transitions (masers). Large Einstein-A coefficients between the levels lead

to high critical densities, of the order of 108 cm−3 or higher. The critical

density ncr is defined as the ratio of the Einstein-A coefficient over the col-

lisional de-excitation rate coefficient, and is the density at which collisions

dominate the de-excitation process. As such, the level populations are in

local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) for n>ncr and are then given by

the Boltzmann expression at the kinetic temperature of the gas, i.e.,

ni

nj
=
gi
gj

exp[−Eij/kT]
1 + ncr

n

, (1.7)

with ni and nj the population density of the ith and jth level, gi and gj
the statistical weights of the upper and lower level, and Eij the energy

difference between the two levels. These high densities are obviously found

in star-forming regions. However, in general the molecule is not in LTE,

making radiative transfer programs valuable and necessary tools for the

modeling of the molecule. The energy levels for the lowest rotational levels

up to an energy of 600 cm−1 are listed in Table 1.1.

Due to the complex structure and spectroscopic properties of the H2O

molecule as described above, large variations in optical depths of the lines

are found. Moreover, all these transitions interact with each other in that

photons from, e.g., an optically thick transition will be absorbed and re-

emitted in the same or other lines further into the cloud. This makes ra-

diative transfer of water different from the majority of other molecules. As

a consequence, the transfer problem is far from easy and needs to be treated

as such.
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1.4 Observational studies of water

A number of reasons make the water molecule important to observe. First

of all, water is present in multiple sites throughout the Universe. As an

example, let us take the water trail in regions of star formation. Water

ice is present in cold (10 – 20 K), dense (n>103 cm−3) clouds. As these dense

clouds are still extremely tenuous, water ice predominantly forms on grains,

rather than through direct condensation. The loss of magnetic support is

thought to initiate the collapse toward the formation of a protostar as these

clouds become denser and, depending on the clumps’ angular momentum, a

protoplanetary disk. This collapse leads to elevated temperatures towards

the center. As a result, many species, e.g., H2O, sublimate and turn up in

the gas-phase. This process provides a wealth of information on condensed

species in the colder environments. After all the gas is removed from the

collapsing envelope, the disk consists of solids ranging from dust, comets

to giant planets. Many of the comets in their turn collide with existing

planets, providing them with organic compounds and water. Second, it has

become clear from laboratory studies that water plays a key role in the

hot (T&230 K) gas-phase chemistry, e.g., in star-forming regions and proto-

stellar disks. As a consequence, its role in the oxygen-chemistry is unques-

tioned, since in many circumstances it is, next to CO, the most abundant

oxygen-bearing molecule, hence influencing the overall chemical composi-

tion of the gas. Third, as can be seen from Fig. 1.3, H2O can be excited over

a broad range of temperatures; from ∼ 10 K up to ∼ 2000 K. This makes

H2O a valuable tool to retrieve kinematical information in various astro-

physical environments through multiple transition observations. Fourth,

the role of water as an important coolant cannot be underestimated. Over

a wide range of interstellar conditions the equilibrium gas temperature

within molecular clouds is determined by the balance between heating pro-

cesses and radiative cooling (e.g., Goldsmith & Langer 1978; Black 1987).

Radiative cooling of dense molecular gas is of crucial importance to the star-

formation process, because dense molecular cloud cores can only undergo

gravitational collapse to form stars simply and solely as gravitational po-

tential energy can be radiated away. Theoretical studies show that CO,

H2, and H2O are the dominant coolants of molecular gas in the interstellar

medium (Neufeld, Lepp & Melnick 1995). It is found that at low tempe-

ratures (T∼10 K) and low densities (nH2
∼103 – 6 cm−3) CO contributes most

to the cooling. At these temperatures H2 is ineffective as a coolant because

it possesses no low-lying energy states. However, at high temperatures

(T∼ 100 K) and low densities, H2 is the dominant coolant because of its

large abundance. This situation changes at high densities and high tem-

peratures as H2O cooling exceeds both CO and H2 cooling because of its in-

creased abundance (hot gas-phase chemistry) and the large dipole moment

of the water molecule. Note that H2O can also become a heating agent, if
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pumped by IR radiation and then collisionaly de-excited.

Despite the presence of water in our atmosphere which hampers ground-

based observations, H2O was the third interstellar molecule discovered at

radio wavelengths, after the HI radio emission line at 21 cm – the wave-

length of the spin-flip transition between the ground-state hyperfine levels

of atomic hydrogen – and the discovery of 18 cm radio radiation from the

ground-state of OH (Weinreb et al. 1963). Cheung et al. (1969) detected

the 22 GHz line corresponding to the 616-523 transition of o-H2O toward

a number of star-forming regions. The emission was rather strong, with

antenna temperatures as high as 60 K, even though the transition levels

lie more than 600 K above ground. This requires substantial excitation

rates of the 616 state. Maser emission was suspected, and confirmed by the

observations of Knowles et al. (1969). However, in order to observe non-

masing transitions of the molecule in the infrared region of the spectrum,

satellites are needed to avoid atmospheric lines. The Infrared Space Obser-

vatory (ISO) and the Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) pro-

vided the first opportunities for sensitive searches of emission and absorp-

tion characteristics of H2O and its isotope H18
2

O, followed by Odin. Among

some of the highlights of these missions are the detection of gas-phase H2O

lines in warm star-forming regions, including the ν2 ro-vibrational lines

around 6 µm in absorption (van Dishoeck & Helmich 1996; Dartois et al.

1998) and emission (González-Alfonso et al. 1998), the detection of strong

H2O emission and absorption lines towards Orion (Harwit et al. 1998; Cer-

nicharo et al. 1999), the detection of strong far-infrared H2O lines toward

molecular outflows (e.g., Giannini et al. 2001), observations of the water

production in several comets at high spectral resolution (Lecacheux et al.

2003), the observation of H2O emission and absorption in the direction of

the Galactic Center (Sgr A) (Moneti et al. 2001; Sandqvist et al. 2003), the

study of dense and diffuse interstellar gas clouds (Melnick & Bergin 2005),

LWS/SWS studies of H2O in circumstellar envelopes (Barlow 1999), plane-

tary atmospheres (Coustenis et al. 1998), comets (Neufeld et al. 2000), and

water around carbon-rich stars like IRC+10216 (Ford & Neufeld 2001).

These observations have revealed large variations in the H2O abun-

dances, from 10−8 in cold clouds to 10−4 in warm gas and shocks. The

high water abundances in warm regions can be explained by a combina-

tion of two processes. The first being ice evaporation in regions where

Tdust & 100 K, the second through high-temperature gas-phase chemistry at

Tgas > 230 K (Section 1.2). Nevertheless, the low abundances of H2O (and

O2) found by SWAS on large scales in quiescent clouds are inconsistent

with standard pure gas-phase chemistry models. One way to explain this

deficiency is to include gas-grain chemistry and freeze-out onto interstellar

grains (Bergin et al. 2000). In this, oxygen and carbon collide with grains

and are transformed into solid H2O and CH4, followed by evaporation of

the weakly bound CH4 into the gas-phase, in comparison to the strongly
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bound H2O. As a result, the low gas-phase oxygen abundance naturally

explains little O2 and H2O in the gas-phase. An alternative explanation

has been proposed by Spaans & van Dishoeck (2001) in which the inho-

mogeneous nature of molecular clouds, as known from [CI] and [CII] fine-

structure line observations, lowers the column densities of H2O and O2 by

more than an order of magnitude at the same visual extinction AV, as com-

pared to homogeneous models, due to enhanced photo-dissociation. Note

that these models were aimed at the larger scale, lower density molecular

cloud regime where freeze-out is not important.

The future of the study of the infrared part of the spectrum (1 µm –

1000 µm) – a wavelength regime that allows star-forming regions to be

probed in an unprecedented way – and more specifically the study of the

distribution and behaviour of water, is secured with theHerschel Space Ob-

servatory and the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA).

1.5 The thesis

The aim of the thesis is to achieve a better understanding of the excitation

characteristics of H2O. This is important in the interpretation of already

existing observations. Besides this, future missions demand the need for

sophisticated tools, since these will have better spectral and angular reso-

lution. To this end, a fully three-dimensional spherical multi-zone escape

probability method – β3D – has been developed that includes the effects of

dust pumping on the level populations, and can treat (if applicable) inho-

mogeneity and systematic velocity fields. Chapter 2 is used to describe and

test this method against existing radiative transfer codes. It is found that

β3D produces level populations that agree well with the outcome of Monte

Carlo (MC) and Accelerated Lambda Iterations (ALI) codes within, depend-

ing on the adopted problem, ∼5%. In Chapter 3 we apply this method to

the star-forming region S140. This object consists of a photon dominated

region (PDR) and an extended molecular cloud (EMC). The water emission

is calculated for both regions since the excitation conditions differ between

them. This is compared with the emissivity characteristics of an embedded

source, known to be present in the PDR. Also, line profiles are presented

for the embedded source and the PDR. It is found that due to the intrinsic

different physical structure of the two objects the ground-state transitions

are the strongest emitters in the PDR, whereas in the embedded source

high-lying transitions produce the bulk of the emission. Chapter 4 explores

the information content of the ground-state transition of o-H2O at 557 GHz

in dense molecular clouds, i.e., can this transition be used to trace a clouds’

volume? We show that the intensity scales with column density in the op-

tically thin regime. However, when the line increases in optical depth, it

reaches a regime where it is even not effectively optically thin. At this
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point, information is lost, and the intensity of the ground-state line does

not scale linear with the column density. Hence, one can underestimate the

water column density by a factor of a few when relying on single transition

observations. Chapter 5 is devoted to AFGL 2591, a prototype of a high-

mass star-forming region. Intensities and line profiles are presented for

the different transitions of o- and p-H2O in order to extract line diagnostics

in the aformentioned region. We find that low-lying transitions are primar-

ily sensitive to the excitation conditions of the outer regions. In contrary,

high-lying transitions can be used to probe the inner parts of the system.

In Chapter 6 focus is on the water emission characteristics in proto-stellar

disks in the light of future SOFIA observations. The snow-line in proto-

planetary disks is very important since it is thought to play a crucial role in

the proces of planet formation. We find that intensities and line profiles of

fluorescent water transitions around 6 µm depend strongly on the adopted

dust properties and vary with freeze-out temperatures (110 –170 K). Hence,

fluorescent transitions around 6 µm are sensitive probes of the snow-line

transition, and can be used in the future, together with 2.3 µm fluorescent

lines, to probe its location.
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Chapter 2

β3D, a multi-zone escape
probability code

W
e present a newly developed numerical method and computer code

to calculate the radiative transfer and excitation of molecular lines.

The use of a multi-zone formalism, in contrast with a one-zone

approach, allows to calculate excitation gradients within opaque sources.

The level populations in every gridpoint depend on the level populations

in all the other gridpoints through the different escape probabilities that

connect any two gridpoints. In this way, global information is used to de-

termine iteratively in every gridpoint the ambient level populations. Con-

tinuum emission and absorption by dust, known to be an important con-

tributor to the excitation of molecules, e.g., H2O, is taken into account. We

benchmark the code (i) by calculating the excitation of H2O in a static cloud,

(ii) in an expanding sphere, and (iii) by computing the excitation of HCO+

in an infalling envelope around a protostar. We find that the resulting level

populations are in good agreement with existing Monte Carlo and Accele-

rated Lambda Iteration codes.

Contains parts from Poelman, D.R., & Spaans, M. 2005, A&A, 440, 559-567
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2.1 Introduction

Our understanding of astrophysical objects, such as molecular clouds, young

stellar objects (YSOs), disks, planetary nebulae and photon dominated re-

gions (PDRs), requires not only observations but also detailed modeling

in order to retrieve information on physical parameters, e.g., temperature,

density, abundance, velocity structure, and turbulence. Line emission from

molecules, such as CO and H2O, has been observed extensively in the past

decades (Federman et al. 1980; Helmich et al. 1996; Ladd et al. 1998; Stark

et al. 2004; van Dishoeck 2004) and has been proven to be a powerful tool

to reveal the behaviour of the aforementioned environments. Furthermore,

molecular line transitions play a key role in tracing the properties of gala-

xies and their evolution, e.g., molecular line ratios of HNC, HCN, HCO+,

and very high-J CO can distinguish between a starburst or an active galac-

tic nuclei (AGN) activity (Meijerink et al. 2007).

To interpret line emission, line radiative transfer programs are required

which calculate accurately the non-LTE (local thermodynamic equilibrium)

level populations and the resulting output spectra. The level populations

in their turn follow after solving the local statistical equilibrium equations.

However, the local solution is coupled to the global radiative transfer equa-

tions. In other words, the local level populations are coupled to the global

radiation field and hence the global level populations. This feedback of the

surrounding level populations on the local ones makes radiative transfer

far from straightforward.

One way to model line emission from various molecules is to make use

of a one-zone escape probability method, in which the probability β indi-

cates the chance for a photon to escape the cloud in a direct flight with-

out absorption or scattering. The one-zone approach is applied only for

isothermal and homogeneous media and has been used in the past to cal-

culate, e.g., the radiative cooling of warm molecular gas (Neufeld & Kauf-

man 1993), the far-infrared water emission from shock waves (Kaufman &

Neufeld 1996) and water maser emission (Neufeld & Melnick 1991). De-

spite the wide range of applications of this method, other techniques, e.g.,

Monte Carlo (MC), Accelerated Lambda Iteration (ALI) and Local lineariza-

tion (MULTI type) codes, that solve non-LTE multi-level radiative transfer

problems, were created in order to meet with the non-local effects that arise

in certain problems. Monte Carlo codes have been used over the years to

study, e.g., masers (Spaans & van Langevelde 1992), ultraviolet (UV) con-

tinuum transfer (Spaans 1996) and molecular line transfer (Hogerheijde &

van der Tak 2000). These have been proven to be reliable tools. However,

they have the disadvantage of having convergence problems at high optical

depths, i.e., τ≥ 100.

In this chapter we examine and compare a newly developed radiative

transfer code that is used throughout the thesis for modeling the strength
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of molecular lines emerging from interstellar regions. The multi-zone com-

ponent of the method, in contrast with a one-zone approach, enables to cal-

culate locally the equations of statistical equilibrium in different positions

in the cloud, taking into account global information.

2.2 Radiative transfer: general

One of the essential quantities in the transfer of radiation is the specific

intensity Iν. It is defined as the energy passing through an infinitesimally

small area dA within a solid angle dΩ in time dt and in frequency range dν,

i.e.,

dE= IνdAdtdΩdν. (2.1)

When a ray passes through a medium, its specific intensity can change

as energy is added or substracted from it by emission or absorption. To

describe the emission of a transition from level i to level j at frequency

ν, the spontaneous emission coefficient jν is introduced. It is defined as

the energy emitted per unit time, per unit solid angle and per unit vol-

ume. Since each atom/molecule contributes an energy hν distributed over

4π solid angle for each transition, jν = hν4πniAijϕ(ν), with ni the population

density of the ith level, and Aij the Einstein A-coefficient. The energy diffe-

rence between two levels is not infinitely sharp and is described by the

line profile function ϕ(ν). Thus, the intensity added to the beam by spon-

taneous emission traveling over a distance ds is dIν = jνds. Conversely, the

absorption coefficient αν is defined as the energy absorbed out of a beam

in frequency range dν per unit time, per unit solid angle and per unit vo-

lume, i.e., αν = hν4πnjBjiϕ(ν), assuming that the absorption is described with

the same line profile function that defines the emission. Bji is the Ein-

stein B-coefficient. However, stimulated emission is not incorporated in

this, and is treated as negative absorption. Hence, the absorption coef-

ficient, corrected for stimulated emission, is αν = hν4π (njBji − niBij)ϕ(ν). The

loss of intensity in a beam as it travels a distance ds can be written as

dIν =−ανIνds.
It is now possible to describe the behaviour of radiation through a me-

dium. The transfer of radiation is embodied by an equation connecting

the emission and absorption properties of the photons passing through the

cloud along a distance ds:

dIν

ds
= jν − ανIν. (2.2)

Equation 2.2 can be rewritten as

dIν

dτν
=Sν − Iν, (2.3)
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with τν the optical depth defined as dτν = ανds and Sν = jν/αν the source

function, defined as the ratio of the emission coefficient to the absorption

coefficient. As a result

Sν =
2hν3

ij

c2

[

njgi

nigj
− 1

]−1

, (2.4)

where gi and gj are the statistical weights of levels i and j, respectively.

The equation of radiative transfer can now be formally solved:

Iν(τ)= Iν(0)e
− τν +

∫ τ

0

Sν(τ’)e
τ’− τdτ’. (2.5)

This integral is evaluated along all possible straight lines through the me-

dium. The mean integrated intensity received in a point from all solid

angles dΩ is then given by

〈Jν〉 =
∫ ∞

0

dνϕνJν with Jν =
1

4π

∫ ∞

0

IνdΩ. (2.6)

Locally, the level populations are determined by collisions and radiation

through the equations of statistical equilibrium:

ni(x, y, z)

l
∑

j, i

Rij(x, y, z) =

l
∑

j, i

nj(x, y, z)Rji(x, y, z), (2.7)

where l is the total number of levels included. Since the set of l statistical

equilibrium equations is not independent, one equation has to be replaced

by the conservation equation, i.e.,

nx =

l
∑

j= 0

nj , (2.8)

where nx is the number density of species x in all levels.

Rij(x, y, z) is expressible in terms of the Einstein A- and B-coefficients and

the collisional excitation (i< j) and de-excitation (i> j) rates Cij:

Rij(x, y, z) =















Aij +Bij〈Jν〉+Cij(x, y, z), i > j

Bij〈Jν〉+Cij(x, y, z), i < j.
(2.9)

Locally, the equations of statistical equilibrium couple the level populations

to each other through the processes indicated by Eq. 2.9. However, this

equation can only be solved if 〈Jν〉 is known. Hence, the local equations of

statistical equilibrium are coupled globally through the radiation field. In

other words, the intensity of spectral lines depends on the level populations,
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which in their turn depend on the radiation field. Thus, equations 2.5 – 2.9

form a coupled set of equations.

In general, 〈Jν〉 has contributions from the Cosmic Microwave Back-

ground (CMB), the interstellar radiation field (ISRF), dust and spectral

lines. One can assume, to first order, when modeling an astrophysical ob-

ject that the physical conditions within the cloud do not vary much. In this

case, 〈Jν〉 can be approximated by the local conditions only. This is the basic

principle of the Large Velocity Gradient Method, the Sobolev method, or the

one-zone escape probability formalism (e.g., Sobolev 1960; Goldreich and

Kwan 1974; de Jong et al. 1980). However, usually temperature and den-

sity gradients are present and such simplifications cannot be made. One

can solve this set of equations by adopting the ALI or MC method. How-

ever, these methods have the disadvantage of slow convergence in highly

optically thick regions.

In the following, we present an alternative method to solve the radiative

transfer equations that does not suffer from convergence problems at high

optical depth and retains the accuracy of previous methods. The code is

not limited to spherical symmetric or axisymmetrical problems, in that an

unique temperature (gas and dust), density, and abundance value can be

attributed to every position in the cloud (see, e.g., Chapter 3 in which high

density clumps are randomly distributed within a low density interclump

medium).

2.3 Line transfer through a multi-zone escape

probability method in a dusty medium

We calculate the transfer of line radiation of an atom/molecule in an (in)ho-

mogeneous three-dimensional spherical cloud by use of a multi-zone escape

probability method. Consideration of the escape probability from one grid-

point to all the others allows us to calculate locally the radiative transfer

but with global information, see Fig. 2.1.

〈Jν(x, y, z)〉 is the solid angle averaged, frequency integrated radiation field

corresponding to the transition from level i to j with rest frame frequency

νij at position (x, y, z) in the cloud, given by:

〈Jν(x, y, z)〉= (1 − βij)Sij(x, y, z) + (βij − ηij)B(νij,Td)+ηijB(νij,T= 2.7 K), (2.10)

where B(νij, Td) is the infrared emission of dust at a temperature Td, and

B(νij,T= 2.7 K) the 2.7 K cosmic microwave background (CMB) contribu-

tion. Two photon escape probabilities are introduced: (1) βi j is the probabil-

ity that a photon escapes line absorption:

βij = δij +

∫ ∞

0

dΩ

4π

∫ ∞

0

dνϕν
τL

τL + τd
e− (τL+τd), (2.11)
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Figure 2.1: Representation of a sphere in which every gridpoint is connected with

the neigbouring gridpoints through the different escape probabilities.

where τL and τd are the line and dust optical depths, respectively, and δij
is the probability per scattering that a photon will be absorbed by dust

(Hummer 1968; Hummer and Rybicki 1970):

δij =

∫ ∞

0

dΩ

4π

∫ ∞

0

dνϕν
τd

τL + τd
. (2.12)

(2) ηi j is the probability that a photon escapes dust absorption as well as

line absorption, and therefore contributes to the observed line emission by

a distant observer:

ηij =

∫ ∞

0

dΩ

4π

∫ ∞

0

dνϕνe
− (τL+τd). (2.13)

Note that the angle dependence in the above equations is replaced in our

formalism by the summation over a fixed number of directions, i.e.,

∫ ∞

0

dΩ

4π
=

N
∑

k= 1

(2.14)

The number of directions is arbitrary, but a 6-ray approximation is imple-

mented in 3D, i.e., N= 6. This particular number is chosen as it represents

the different orthogonal directions in a three-dimensional Cartesian grid.

The effect of more directions, e.g., 26 – in which the values −1, 0, or 1 are
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assigned to x, y, and z of the k-vectors (x, y, z) – on the converged solu-

tion of the level populations is small in comparison with the 6 implemented

directions. However, 26 directions lead to more angular resolution, but is

by comparison more time consuming by a factor of ∼ 6. Many problems in

astrophysics, e.g., a static or spherical symmetric infalling cloud, do not

require larger angular resolution than is achieved with the 6 implemented

directions. Nevertheless, more ’exotic’ processes of radiation, such as maser

emission, necessitate higher angular resolution, as this intense radiation

is confined within small angular sizes with beaming angles in the range of

10−1 – 10−2 rad (Elitzur 1992).

Equations 2.7 – 2.10 constitute the core of the escape probability method

that includes dust radiation. Equation 2.10 has the following physical in-

terpretation: the first term on the right-hand side is the contribution of

line photons whose number is proportional to the amount of line absorp-

tion, 1− βij. Similarly, the second term is the contribution of dust photons

whose number is proportional to the amount of dust absorption, βij − ηij.
The third term is the amount of external radiation reaching the test point.

Consider now an extreme case in which both line and dust optical depths

are large in all directions. In this case we obtain

〈Jν(x, y, z)〉= (1 − δij)Sij(x, y, z) + δijB(Td), (2.15)

i.e., the contribution of each component to the total radiation field is de-

termined by the ratio of dust to line optical depths. The dust contribution

to the radiation field depends on the line optical depth, and vice versa. In

the absence of dust (τd = 0), we obtain the usual expression for the escape

probability (cf. Castor 1970; de Jong, Chu, & Dalgarno 1975), i.e.,

βij(x, y, z) =

∫ ∞

0

dΩ

4π

[

1 − e− τL

τL

]

=

N
∑

k= 1

[

1 − e− τL

τL

]

. (2.16)

Note that the probability for a photon to escape in a point equals the sum

of the escape probabilities over all directions, i.e.,

βij(x, y, z) =
∑

~{k}

βij(x, y, z, ~{k}). (2.17)

The optical depth averaged over the line, in direction ~k over a distance

s= s2(x2, y2, z2)− s1(x1, y1, z1) is given by

τij(x, y, z,~k)=
Aijc

3

8πν3
ij

s=s2
∫

s=s1

ni

∆vD

[

njgi

nigj
− 1

]

ds. (2.18)

Note that the optical depth τL at position (x, y, z) in the cloud, as used in

Eq. 2.11 – 2.13, is the sum of the contributions of optical depths τij(x, y, z, ~k)
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from the starting point (x, y, z) up to the edge of the cloud. Hence, the pro-

bability for a photon to escape is connected through all the gridpoints along

its line of sight. The velocity dispersion, ∆vD, includes thermal and tur-

bulent contributions, i.e., ∆vD = (v2
th
+ v2

turb
)1/2. Turbulence in, for instance,

molecular clouds can be combined with the thermal speed of the gas into a

Gaussian distribution. The resultant Doppler profile is

ϕ(ν) =
1

∆νD
√
π

e− (ν− ν0)
2/(∆νD)2 , (2.19)

where the constant (∆νD
√
π)−1 is determined by the normalization condition

∫

ϕ(ν)dν= 1 under the (reasonable) assumption that ∆νD≪ν0. The Doppler

frequency width ∆νD is given by ∆νD =∆vD
νij
c

. Typical line widths range

from a few kilometers per second up to a few tens of kilometers per second,

far in excess of plausible thermal velocities in the clouds. For reference, the

rms thermal velocity of a 12C16O molecule at 30 K is 0.16 km s−1. There-

fore, in many circumstances, the turbulent dispersion vturb is larger than

the thermal velocity vth of the gas and dominates the line broadening in

molecular clouds.

The dust optical depth in direction ~k over a distance s= s2(x2, y2, z2)− s1(x1,

y1, z1) is calculated as

τν,dust(x, y, z,~k)=

s=s2
∫

s=s1

κνρdustds, (2.20)

where κν is the dust opacity in cm−2 per unit (dust) mass and ρdust is the

mass density of dust. Grain properties throughout the thesis are taken

from Ossenkopf & Henning 1994. The dust optical depth τd at position (x,

y, z) in the cloud, as used in Eq. 2.11 – 2.13, is the sum of the contributions

of dust optical depths τν,dust(x, y, z, ~k) from the gridpoint (x, y, z) up to the

edge of the cloud, in analogy with the optical depth in the line.

A converged solution of the set of coupled level populations is found after

global iteration. This set of level populations is then used by a ray tracing

program to compute line intensities. The intensity of a transition from level

i to j (i> j) is given by

Iij,total =
1

4π

∫ r

0

Λij,localds, (2.21)

with

Λij,local =niAijhνijβ(τij){[S(νij) − P(νij)]/S(νij)}, (2.22)

and

P(νij)=B(νij,T= 2.7 K)+ (1 − e
−τdust,νij )B(νij,Td). (2.23)
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Figure 2.2: Ortho-to-para ratio of H2 (solid) and H2O (dash-dotted) in LTE as a

function of the local kinetic temperature.

2.4 Collisional rate coefficients

Because the interpretation of observed lines requires knowledge of the col-

lisional excitation rates responsible for line formation, it is necessary to

work with the most accurate collisional rate data available. In this thesis,

spectroscopic and collisional input for the modeling is taken from the mole-

cular database by Schöier et al. (2005). In the case of water, the collisional

rates are taken from Green et al. (1993) for inelastic collisions between

He and H2O in the temperature range from 140 K to 2000 K. To account

for the different reduced mass of the H2 collisional partner, the rate coe-

fficients are scaled by a factor of 1.348. Rate coefficients of o- and p-H2O

owing to collisions with o- and p-H2 at kinetic temperatures from 20 K to

140 K are taken from Phillips et al. (1996). In addition, rate coefficients

for H2O in collisions with o-H2 and p-H2 for the low temperature regime

(5 – 20 K) are taken from Grosjean et al. (2003) and Dubernet & Grosjean

(2002), respectively. In general, collisions between molecules and electrons

contribute to the total collisional rate. However, this is only the case when

the electron abundance, X(e), is high. For instance, using the H2O-electron

collisional rates presented by Faure et al. (2004), we find that the contri-

bution by electrons to the total collisional excitation rate is less than 1%

when X(e) is ∼10−6. Only when the electron abundance is of the order of

10−5 and higher, does the contribution by electron collisions become equal
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to the collisional rates of H2O with p-H2, and consequently has to be taken

into account. These large electron abundances can be found in regions with

strong X-rays, e.g., at the edges of circumstellar disks.

Observational studies of the ortho-to-para ratio (OPR) of H2 in PDRs have

found values in the range of 1.5 – 2.2 (Hasegawa et al. 1987; Ramsay et

al. 1993; Chrysostomou et al. 1993; Hora & Latter 1996; Shupe et al.

1998), and are not constant because of gas temperature variations within

the PDR. However, some of the values found in previously mentioned stu-

dies differ slightly from the exact value since only H2 J=1/J=0 transitions

are taken into account. To come to an exact result, all J levels need to

be considered. Therefore, we adopt the expression for the OPR in thermal

equilibrium defined by

OPR(H2) =
3
∑

J=odd(2J+1)exp[−BJ(J+1)/TL]
∑

J=even(2J+1)exp[−BJ(J+1)/TL]
, (2.24)

where no and np are the abundances of o- and p-H2, respectively, J the

rotational quantum number, B the rotational constant of H2 (B= 87.6 K),

and TL the local temperature. A similar expression holds for the o- and

p-H2O OPR:

OPR(H2O)=
(2Io+1)

∑

(2J+ 1)exp
(

− Eo(J,Ka,Kc)
kT

)

(2Ip+1)
∑

(2J+ 1)exp
(

−Ep(J,Ka,Kc)
kT

)
, (2.25)

where Io and Ip are the total nuclear spin, according to the hydrogen nu-

clear spins being parallel (Io = 1, ↑↑) or anti-parallel (Ip = 0, ↑↓). The sum

in the numerator (denominator) extends over all ortho (para) levels JKaKc

(Mumma et al. 1987), for which Ka +Kc = odd (even) for ortho-H2O (para-

H2O) levels. In Fig. 2.2, the LTE values of the OPRs of H2 and H2O are

plotted as a function of kinetic temperature. It is found that the OPR in

LTE converges towards 3 for H2 at high temperatures (T& 200 K), whereas

in the case of H2O the statistical equilibrium value (OPR = 3) is attained at

temperatures exceeding ∼60 K.

2.4.1 Influence of different collisional rate coefficients

Recently, new collisional rate coefficients were presented by Dubernet et

al. (2006) using a new interaction potential for the lowest 10 rotational

levels of para- and ortho-H2O in collisions with p- and o-H2, for kinetic

temperatures from 5 K to 20 K. These rate coefficients differ from the ones

previously described, especially for collisions with p-H2. In order to quan-

tify the differences, we model the level populations for water as a two-level

molecule in a static cloud with a H2 density of 104 cm−3 and a kinetic tem-

perature of 20 K, and compare this with the level populations adopting the
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Dubernet & Grosjean (2002) and Grosjean et al. (2003) rates. We find that

the population of the upper states differ by up to 60% in the optically thin

regime. Note that the rate coefficients for temperatures downwards of 20 K

differ even more from the rates presented in Dubernet & Grosjean (2002)

and Grosjean et al. (2003), hence an even larger deviation will be found.

2.5 Benchmarking the code

In order to work out a radiative transfer problem, one needs to solve the

rate equations (Eq. 2.9). Iterative methods are needed as this set of equa-

tions describe a non-linear and non-local problem. Since Bernes (1979),

most of the tools used in molecular radiative transfer have been based

on one-zone escape probability methods, Monte Carlo techniques, and Λ-

iteration schemes for the iterative solution of the non-LTE problem. Even-

though Monte Carlo techniques can cope with complicated geometries, its

intrinsic random noise is a major drawback. On the other hand, the Λ-

iteration scheme is very easy to implement, but converges slowly in highly

optically thick regions. Therefore, this method is extended into an ALI

scheme in which the convergence of the level populations is speed up. It

has been extensively used in stellar and solar astrophysics and has even

been combined with Monte Carlo techniques (Hogerheijde & van der Tak

2000).

Monte Carlo and ALI codes solve the transfer problem in a similar way

in that the internal radiation field is computed at any position in the cloud

following Eq. 2.5 – 2.6. For this reason it becomes a time consuming task.

The calculation of the internal radiation field in the escape probability

method is replaced by Eq. 2.10, which depends solely on the escape prob-

abilities. As a result, the computing time can drop, up to a factor of 10 –

100 for the same problem. Consequently, the escape probability method is

favoured to solve the radiative transfer in optically thick media.

In order to verify and quantify the accuracy of the code, we have com-

pared it to a number of test problems. In this, a number of different mo-

lecules (HCO+ and H2O) and a large range of ambient conditions are con-

sidered. The following problems are typically encountered in the field of

sub-millimeter molecular line modeling. These problems have much of the

complicated physics included, such as velocity- and temperature gradients,

non-constant line widths, multiple levels etc.

2.5.1 H2O

To test β3D, we calculate the level populations presented at the water ra-

diative transfer workshop, held in Leiden (2004). Three test problems were

presented: a static two-level problem, an expanding two-level problem, and
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an asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star with 45-level ortho- and para-H2O

(van der Tak et al. 2005). The first two problems have an analytical solu-

tion1, and are therefore good test problems.

Static cloud

We consider the simple case of a two-level water molecule (110 and 101

states) in an isothermal, constant density sphere for o-H2O abundances,

relative to H2, of 10−10 and 10−5. In these cases, the optical depth increases

from ∼ 0.1 (optically thin) to 104 (optically thick). The parameters used for

this model are listed in Table 2.1. Level populations are calculated in a

spherical symmetric geometry with 200 radial shells by means of the β3D

code as described in Section 2.3. Resulting level populations together with

the results of other codes are plotted in Fig. 2.3. The relative differences

between the codes are shown in comparison to the mean. The solid lines

are the results of the β3D code.

The critical density for this transition is 1.59×107 cm−3. However, the

effective critical density is reduced due to radiative trapping by a factor in

proportion to the escape probability, i.e., ncr,eff =ncr × β, with β∼1/τ for large

τ. Thus, in the high water abundance case, the level populations are driven

in the interior towards LTE as the effective critical density drops below

the H2 density. In the outer regions, the upper level populations drop due

to the divergence from LTE. In this regime, the difference from the mean

value increases from ∼5% in the inner regions towards ∼ 10% in the outer

regions. In the optically thin case, the results of the β3D code differ by ∼ 3%

in the inner radius to ∼ 6% at the outer radius.

Table 2.1: Model parameters for a static cloud

Outer radius 0.1 pc

Inner radius 0.001 pc

H2 density 104 cm−3

Gas temperature 40 K

Velocity dispersion∗ 0.32 km s−1 (FWHM)

De-excitation rate coefficient 2.18× 10−10 cm3s−1

Excitation rate coefficient 1.12× 10−10 cm3s−1

No dust or velocity gradient
∗ Only thermal broadening, no turbulence.

1http://www.sron.rug.nl/∼vdtak/H2O/radxfrtest.pdf
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Figure 2.3: Upper panels: fractional upper level populations of ortho-H2O in case

of a static two-level problem. The solid line is from the β3D method. Bottom panels:

difference of the upper level populations with respect to the mean. Left panels:

X(H2O) = 10−10, right panels: X(H2O) = 10−5.

Expanding cloud

We adopt the same excitation and cloud model as in the static case, but add

a velocity gradient VR =α×R, with α= 100 km/s/pc. Note that the thermal

line width is ≪VR(Rout). Resulting level populations together with the re-

sults of other codes are plotted in Fig. 2.4. The solid lines are the results of

the β3D code.

At small radii, this problem has an analytical solution for the level po-

pulations with an upper level population of 5.613× 10−4 for the high abun-

dance (X(H2O) = 10−8, τ∼1), and a population of 3.250×10−4 for the low

abundance (X(H2O) = 10−10, τ∼ 10−2) case. These values are based on the

Sobolev approximation, relevant in regions undergoing a large velocity gra-

dient (LVG). Since the Sobolev method takes into account only local effects,

this method is solely suitable for regions where τ≪1. After all, the con-

tinual process of absorption and re-emission causes photons to wander all

over the source, and a local escape factor can only be a rough approxima-

tion at best. This can be seen in Fig. 2.4, where all the codes agree with

the analytical solution in the low abundance case. In the case of a water
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abundance of 10−8, the optical depth τ∼ 1. Since the Sobolev approxima-

tion is applicable for regions where τ≪1, the result found with the β3D

code differs slightly from the analytical solution. Note that the upper level

population computed with the β3D method approaches this value closely

without any noise, in contrast to other codes, within ∼ 10% of the analytical

value. Some codes indicate even a decrease, which is an artifact of grid-

ding the velocity field along with the temperature and the density, hence

underestimating the effective optical depth along a line of sight.

Figure 2.4: Fractional upper level populations of ortho-H2O in case of an expan-

ding sphere for H2O. Left panel: X(H2O) = 10−10, right panel: X(H2O) = 10−8. The

horizontal dotted line indicates the analytical solution.

2.5.2 HCO+

A more realistic test problem is based on a model by Rawlings et al. (1992,

1999) to analyze HCO+ data for an infalling envelope around a protostar.

This problem was presented at a workshop held in Leiden (1999) to com-

pare line radiative transfer programs. Results of that campaign are writ-

ten down in van Zadelhoff et al. (2002). The model describes how the cloud

core collapses from the inside-out. The model is similar to the analyti-

cal inside-out collapse model by Shu (1977), but includes more realistic

physics. Figure 2.5 shows the structure of the cloud at a particular time

during the collapse phase. This is the input of the model for our test case.

The collapse can clearly be seen in the radial velocity, which is 0 for radii

larger than 1017 cm, and directed towards the source for smaller radii. The

density profile is given by a power-law of the form n(r) =n0(r/r0)m, where

m=−1.5 inside the collapsing sphere (r<1017 cm) and m=−2.0 outside. The

model parameters are specified at 50 radii, logarithmically spaced between

1016 and 4.6× 1017 cm. Resulting level populations together with the re-

sults of other codes are plotted in Fig. 2.6. The relative differences between
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Figure 2.5: Physical structure of the test model to analyze HCO+ data for an

infalling envelope around a protostar. Upper left: density; lower left: radial velocity;

upper right: temperature; lower right: turbulent line width b. Changes in the

density and velocity distribution are seen at the point where infall starts. The

temperature of the gas at the inside rises due to the infall, while the outside is

heated by the interstellar radiation field (van Zadelhoff et al. 2002).

the codes are also shown in comparison to the mean. The solid lines are the

results of the β3D code.

The resulting level populations of the β3D code are consistent with the

other codes. For level J= 1, the differences with respect to the mean are in

the optically thin and thick regime only a few per cent. These differences

increase in both cases up to a few 10% for the J= 4 level. However, note

that the bulk of the level populations, i.e., 99.7%, is in the ground state

levels.

The level populations can be used to calculate the emergent intensity of

different transitions through Eq. (2.20) – (2.22). In the case of an optically

thin line, the intensity scales linear with the level populations. Thus, a

10% difference in the level populations between the different codes results

in intensities that differ 10%. However, when a line is optically thick, the

intensities can differ by smaller factors than the level populations.
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Figure 2.6: Fractional level populations of the J= 1 (left panels) and J= 4

level (right panels) of HCO+. Upper panels: X(HCO+) = 10−9, bottom panels:

X(HCO+) = 10−8.
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2.5.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, a newly developed radiative transfer code is described and

tested. The main advantages of the program are its speed and dimensio-

nality. Together, it allows the user to solve a more complicated problem

unlimited to any symmetry assumption. Although applicable for any atom

and molecule, e.g., HCN, HNC, CO, CN, CS, HCO+, ..., the code is extremely

suitable for atoms and molecules that emit in the NIR-mm region, i.e.,

rotational and ro-vibrational transitions. Furthermore, the excitation by

dust emission, particularly important for water, is included in full. It is

shown that the results found with β3D overlap the outcome of already ex-

isting Monte Carlo and ALI codes. We therefore believe that the code is an

exquisite tool to use in preparatory work for and future data of Herschel

and ALMA, as well as in the analysis/interpretation of already exisiting

data.
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Chapter 3

The excitation of water in the
S140 region

W
ater is a key ingredient in many interstellar environments, like

photon dominated regions and star forming clouds. It plays an im-

portant role in the oxygen chemistry and can act as a coolant in

dense interstellar clouds and shocks. Observations and modeling of water

lines thus provide powerful diagnostics of the physical conditions in inter-

stellar emission zones. In this chapter, we consider the excitation of water

in the photon dominated region S140 and its embedded sources. Homoge-

neous and inhomogeneous models are used to compute the differences be-

tween H2O line transitions and profiles across the S140 region. We apply

our models to previous SWAS and ISO observations of water vapour in or-

der to make models to plan for, and to interpret, HIFI data. It is found that

the low-lying transitions, e.g., 110-101 and 212-101, trace the photon domi-

nated region, whereas the high excitation lines, e.g., 321-221, 303-212, 212-101

and 220-111, probe the embedded sources. Therefore, water emission in a

source like S140 requires a combination of a pure photon dominated region

and an embedded source in order to match the observations. Because of its

good angular resolution, HIFI will be able to distinguish between a dense

star forming region or a more diffuse gas component. It is therefore impor-

tant for future observing programs to consider both in their predictions of

the emission characteristics of water in these environments.

Based on Poelman, D. R., & Spaans, M. 2005, A&A, 440, 559-567

and Poelman, D. R., & Spaans, M. 2006, A&A, 453, 615-620
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3.1 Introduction

The study of water is of great interest, not only because H2O possesses a

very large number of strong far-infrared (FIR) transitions, but also because

it plays a crucial role in the chemistry of molecular clouds (Bergin et al.

1998) and can act as an important coolant in dense clouds (Neufeld et al.

1995), shocks (Draine et al. 1983; Neufeld & Melnick 1987) and circumstel-

lar outflows (Chen & Neufeld 1995). Because of its high abundance and

easy excitation in warm interstellar and circumstellar environments, wa-

ter is a powerful tool to probe astrophysical conditions in a broad variety of

sources, from molecular clouds to protostars.

Nonetheless, the large attenuation by terrestrial H2O molecules has

made ground-based observations nearly impossible. Therefore, observa-

tions from space-born facilities are needed (e.g., Neufeld et al. 1999; Truong-

Bach et al. 1999; Wright et al. 2000). The launch of the Infrared Space

Observatory (ISO) has made it possible to look for emission and absorp-

tion lines in warm (∼100 K) molecular gas near young stellar objects (van

Dishoeck et al. 1999), while the Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite

(SWAS) has probed H2O and O2 residing in cold molecular clouds (Melnick

et al. 2000), as has Odin (Hjalmarson et al. 2003). The future launch of

Herschel, with on board the Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared

(HIFI), will provide even better information on the physical and chemical

conditions in molecular clouds by means of observing many water lines with

higher angular resolution (between 13′′ – 39′′, depending on frequency) and

sensitivity. As more infrared and submillimeter surveys are planned in the

future (e.g., SOFIA, JWST), more models to interpret the data from these

instruments are needed.

One way to retrieve information from an observed object is through the

emission properties on one hand and through understanding the spectrum

on the other hand. Together, a complete picture arises of the region. Line

profiles of molecules contain important information on the conditions of the

regions they occupy, such as the density, and the velocity structure. Retrie-

ving information from these lines requires accurate modeling. However,

the interpretation of the line shapes has to be treated with great caution.

Rawlings & Yates (2001) noted that the classic signature of infall (an asym-

metric double-peaked line which possesses a blue wing that is stronger

than the red wing) could dissapear when molecules are depleted in spite

of infall velocity fields. Moreover, Lee et al. (2004) argued that line ob-

servations can be misunderstood if one does not consider the variations in

abundance with time or with radius.

In this chapter we discuss the excitation of water in photon dominated

regions (PDRs). As a test case we take the S140 region because it has been

probed extensively in the past with SWAS and will be examined in the

future with HIFI, as part of key programs. The results presented herein
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Figure 3.1: Schematic impression of the S140 interface region and extended

molecular cloud.

are obtained with the β3D code, described in Chapter 2, combined with

the inhomogeneous numerical code of Spaans (1996) and Spaans & van

Dishoeck (1997). Section 3.2 describes briefly the S140 region. Sections 3.3

and 3.4 are used to interpret the results from 3D-(in)homogeneous models.

In Section 3.5, line profiles are shown throughout the S140 region. We

summarize and discuss the results in Sect. 3.6.

3.2 The molecular cloud S140

The molecular cloud lies at a distance of ∼900 pc (Crampton & Fisher 1974)

and is illuminated from the south-western side by the BOV star HD 211880.

The star is located about ∼ 7′ (1.85 pc) from the edge of the cloud and offers

a source of impinging ultraviolet (UV) photons. The cloud extends over

more than 30′ (8 pc) and contains a dense core in which star formation is

occuring.
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The molecular cloud consists of two parts: (i) the interface region near

the south-west edge of the cloud (PDR), and (ii) the extended molecular

cloud (EMC). Here focus is on the interface region, as this region is a far

more interesting object to probe the behaviour of water with its high H2O

abundance relative to the EMC. A schematic impression of the S140 mole-

cular cloud is shown in Fig. 3.1.

In the past, models were able to reproduce the observations of the ex-

tended emission of neither [CI] (Keene et al. 1985) and [CII] (Stutzki et al.

1988) deep into the cloud, nor the intense 13CO 6-5 emission in some re-

gions (Graf et al. 1990). This information, together with the CO maps by

Falgarone & Perault (1988), led to the suggestion that interstellar clouds

are very inhomogeneous in nature. In this way, the UV radiation pene-

trates deeper into the cloud, hence heating up a more extended region, as

is suggested from observations.

Most previous models of S140 (e.g., Ashby et al. 2000) have assumed

a spherically symmetric cloud with temperature and density power laws.

Even though they can reproduce well the observed value of the intensity of

the 557 GHz 110-101 ground-state transition of ortho-H16
2

O, being acquainted

with the inhomogeneous structure of molecular clouds from observations

and in order to explain and predict more accurately various line transi-

tions, we make use of density, temperature and abundance (relative to H2)

distributions as calculated with the inhomogeneous Monte Carlo code of

Spaans (1996), further described in Spaans & van Dishoeck (1997). As

such, the first attempt is made to model the water emission in S140 in an

inhomogeneous way.

The Monte Carlo code calculates the chemical structure and thermal

balance in PDRs, as well as the distribution of the water abundance and

molecular hydrogen density simultaneously. A chemical network including

291 reactions between 51 species consisting of the elements hydrogen (H),

carbon (12C), oxygen (O), iron (Fe), magnesium (Mg), and Polycyclic Aro-

matic Hydrocarbons (PAHs, with charges −1, 0, +1) is used. The gas abun-

dances for S140, are taken to be 2× 10−4, 5×10−4, 2.5× 10−7 and 1.3×10−6

for C, O, Fe and Mg, respectively. For carbon this implies that about 50% of

the solar abundance is present in the gas phase, which is comparable with

the values found in diffuse clouds (Cardelli et al. 1993).

Mechanisms for converting the UV flux into gas heating are (1) pho-

toelectric emission from small dust grains and large molecules like PAHs

(Bakes & Tielens 1994; Spaans et al. 1994), (2) neutral carbon ionization,

(3) H2 photodissociation, (4) far-ultraviolet (FUV) pumping followed by col-

lisional de-excitation of vibrationally excited H2 in a two level approxima-

tion, and (5) H2 formation from FUV-produced hydrogen atoms on grain

surfaces. In addition, (6) cosmic-ray heating may also contribute to the

heating deep into the cloud, and (7) OI may heat the gas through the col-

lisional de-excitation of the 3P1 fine structure level excited by (dust) conti-
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nuum radiation.

For the cooling, the infrared fine-structure lines from atoms C, C+, O,

Si, and Fe have been taken into account. The lowest 20 rotational lev-

els of CO are calculated in statistical equilibrium and their contribution

to the cooling is included. H2 rotational cooling is considered, as well as

cooling due to water through an adopted cooling function (Neufeld & Mel-

nick 1987). The contribution of water to the total cooling rate amounts

to 10 – 20% around the clump density of 105 cm−3 and for temperatures of

40 – 60 K. The CO molecule dominates the cooling for these conditions.

The computed temperature, density and water abundance distribution

is then used as input for the β3D line transfer code. This approach leads

to a more accurate treatment of the complex chemical and thermal struc-

ture of the PDR, than when a temperature and H2O abundance are simply

imposed.

3.3 Models

This section consists of three parts. The first part describes the results

from the homogeneous PDR model, the second part describes the outcome

of the inhomogeneous models. The third part is attributed to the excitation

characteristics of water in an embedded source, known to be present in the

PDR (Harvey et al. 1978; Preibisch et al. 2001, 2002).

3.3.1 Homogeneous PDR model

The incident radiation field, taken to be IUV = 140 with respect to the Draine

(1978) field, is consistent with the enhancement at the edge of the cloud

near the BOV star HD 211880. An isotropic component, IUV = 1, of the

average interstellar radiation field has also been taken into account. We

adopt a generic mean total hydrogen density of nH =n(H) + 2n(H2) = 2×104

cm−3 over a region 0.5 pc in extent, corresponding to a visual extinction

AV of ≈20 mag, in agreement within a factor of ∼ 1.5 – 2 with observations

(Hayashi et al. 1985; Zhou et al. 1994). For areas where H2O is present,

hydrogen is totally molecular (the main part of the UV radiation is already

absorbed), and therefore nH = 2n(H2). The model is run on a 813 grid, cor-

responding to a resolution of 0.006 pc.

The temperature distribution for the gas and dust is shown in Fig. 3.2.

The gas (dust) temperature is ∼ 150 K (40 K) at the western edge of the

cloud, and drops to about 30 K (30 K) deeper inside the cloud. The dust

temperature stays far below the gas temperature at the west side, but be-

comes slightly larger or equal to the gas temperature towards the opposite

edge. It is worth noting that dust plays an important role in the excita-

tion of water. It absorbs the interstellar FUV and visible radiation field
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Figure 3.2: Gas (left) and dust (right) temperatures (K) when taking a verti-

cal slice through the centre of the sphere for the homogeneous model. The star

HD 21880 is located at the left of both images.

and emits the absorbed energy in the far infrared, offering a source of ex-

citation for water. However, as the dust temperature is rather moderate

throughout the PDR, its influence is limited. Computed water abundances

vary from ∼ 10−10 to ∼ 10−6, relative to the hydrogen density nH, with an a-

verage abundance of 1.4× 10−7. At the western side of the cloud, where the

star is located, the abundance reaches its minimum value due to photodis-

sociation of water by the FUV radiation field (Section 1.2). Deeper into

the cloud, the radiation field is attenuated by dust, resulting in a higher

abundance. In calculating the water abundance at temperatures appropri-

ate to interstellar clouds, a value of 0.3 is chosen for the branching ratio

leading to H2O in the dissociative recombination of H3O+ with a rate coeffi-

cient of 3.3× 10−7 (T/300)−0.3 cm3 s−1 (see Section 1.2). This branching ratio

is higher than the value of 0.05 suggested by Williams et al. (1996), but is

consistent with the results of Vejby-Christensen et al. (1997).

Average and peak intensities, as well as intensities averaged over the

HIFI FWHM beam size at the transition frequency of the particular line

for a beam centered on the peak emission are listed in Table 3.1. Figure 3.3

shows maps of the predicted distribution of the intensities for various tran-

sitions for ortho- and para-H2O as we would see them on the sky, convolved

with a beam size of 0.3′′, i.e., ∼ the angular extent that corresponds to one

gridpoint.

To interpret the results, the distribution of the gas and dust tempera-

ture, the abundance of water in the cloud, the density of the medium, as
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of the intensities [erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1] for various transi-

tions of ortho-(top) and para-(bottom) H2O. The top left and right panel depicts the

110-101 and 312-221 transition, respectively. Bottom left and right panel plots the 111-

000 and 211-202 lines. The star HD 211880 is located to the left of the figures. The

two circles L and R in the upper left plot represent the HIFI beam when zooming in

at two different positions in the PDR (see Section 3.5).

well as optical depth effects need to be taken into account. Since the over-

all mean density of hydrogen is 2×104 cm−3, far below the critical density

for all the transitions (of the order of 108 cm−3 or higher), the lines are sub-

thermally excited. This means that collisional de-excitation is less impor-

tant than spontaneous emission, which results in a distribution of the level

populations deviating from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE, Section

1.3).

In general, the emission will originate from a surface layer with a thick-
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ness corresponding to an optical depth τi j ∼ 1. The position where τi j ∼ 1

varies for every transition. Optically thick lines can be used to probe the

physical conditions in the outer (τi j . 1) layers of the cloud. Lines which are

optically thin can be used to probe the physical conditions throughout the

cloud. A peak in intensity for a certain transition will occur at places where

the temperature is high enough to excite the line and will depend on the

column of H2O along the line of sight. The o-H2O 110-101 transition peaks

near the east edge of the cloud where the temperature of the gas drops to

∼ 60 K, the perfect regime to excite the line. Transitions with a higher up-

per energy level, e.g., o-H2O 312-221 , have their peak shifted towards the

edge where the impinging radiation heats up the gas. Note that HIFI with

its high angular resolution will be able to see this shift. Depending on the

frequency of the transition, the beam will be ∼ 5 times smaller than the

PDR.

We find that the o-H2O 212-101 transition is the strongest, with an a-

verage intensity of ∼5× 10−7 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1. Other transitions are weaker

by a factor of 5 and higher.

3.3.2 Inhomogeneous PDR and EMC models

The inhomogeneous nature of molecular clouds is well established from

observations of extended [CI] and [CII] emission (e.g., Keene et al. 1985;

Plume et al. 1994) and has been modeled by various groups (e.g., Meixner

& Tielens 1993; Spaans 1996; Stoerzer et al. 1996). It is therefore natu-

ral to explore the excitation of H2O in models incorporating high density

clumps embedded in a low density interclump medium. In analogy with

the homogeneous model, the inhomogeneous models are run on a 813 grid.

In this section we not only cover the excitation of water in the PDR but

also in the EMC core, in order to fully interpret the results. We define the

molecular cloud core as that part of the EMC that encloses the PDR and

lies in one SWAS beam. What is left outside the molecular cloud core is

denoted as the EMC.

The clumpy models have three free parameters: (i) the volume filling

factor F, which gives the fraction of the total volume that is occupied by the

clumps, (ii) a clump size lc, which fixes the extinction through an individual

clump, and (iii) the clump-interclump density ratio Ric. For the PDR a fixed

incident radiation field has been taken IUV = 140 with respect to the Draine

(1978) field, as well as a mean total hydrogen density 〈nH〉= 2×104 cm−3,

as in the case of the homogeneous model. The mean total hydrogen density

obeys 〈nH〉=Fnc + (1−F)nic. Here nc and nic indicate the clump and in-

terclump density, respectively. For the EMC core, the enhancement factor

decreases to IUV ≈ 30 – 50 because of geometric dilution, and a mean total

hydrogen density 〈nH〉 of 103 cm−3 is adopted over a region 10 pc in extent.

The average hydrogen density of the EMC is not well constrained by obser-
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Table 3.2: Inhomogeneous model parameters

Model size nc nic F Ric lc X(H2O) ∆vd

[pc] [cm−3] [cm−3] [%] [pc] [km s−1]

PDR I 0.5 4× 105 1× 104 2.5 40 0.03 1× 10−8 1.2

PDR II 0.5 2× 105 1× 104 5 20 0.03 2× 10−8 1.2

PDR III 0.5 6× 104 6× 103 20 10 0.03 2× 10−8 1.2

EMC 10 3000 300 25 10 0.6 7× 10−10 0.7

vations, but the adopted value approximates those derived from the total
13CO column density divided by the size of the cloud (Blair et al. 1978;

Plume et al. 1994).

Table 3.2 gives the parameters used for the different models. Three

models are run for the PDR and one for the EMC core. The PDR clump

densities range from 3× 104 cm−3 to 2× 105 cm−3, whereas interclump den-

sities vary between 3× 103 cm−3 and 5× 103 cm−3. Different volume filling

factors were incorporated, ranging from 2.5% to 20%. In the PDR models,

the clump size has been taken constant, being 0.03 pc in diameter. The

clump size in the EMC core is taken to be 20 times larger than the clump

size in the PDR, equal in proportion to the ratio in scale size. The veloc-

ity dispersion is taken to be 1.2 km s−1 in the PDR (Zhou et al. 1994), and

0.7 km s−1 in the EMC core, assuming a weaker turbulent velocity com-

ponent in comparison with the vturb of the PDR. The larger PDR velocity

width simply reflects our assumption that the embedded sources, being

present in the PDR and not in the EMC, inject some additional turbu-

lent motions (IRS1–3, Blair et al. 1978; Beichman et al. 1979; Evans et

al. 1989). This seems reasonable given that star-forming molecular cores

tend to have larger (non-thermal) velocity widths than quiescent cores. The

clumps are distributed randomly in the interclump medium, and clump and

interclump gas join smoothly with a density gradient.

Due to the clumpiness, radiation transport will differ from that in the

homogeneous model. The UV radiation penetrates deeper into a clumpy

region than into a cloud in which the gas is homogeneously distributed,

leading to a lower water abundance because of enhanced photodissociation

(Spaans & van Dishoeck 2001). The average water abundance in compari-

son with the homogeneous model drops by a factor of ∼ 10. Note that these

clumps are low-temperature water reservoirs. Inhomogeneity also affects

the temperature structure, resulting in enhanced temperatures deeper into

the interclump medium of the cloud. However, temperatures inside the

clumps drop due to enhanced shielding. The result is an increase in the

volume averaged gas temperature (∼78 K for PDR I), compared to the ho-

mogeneous PDR model (∼ 52 K). However, the mass-weighted average gas
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of the intensities [erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1] for various transi-

tions of ortho-H2O using the PDR I model. The top left and right panels depict the

110-101 and 212-101 transitions. Bottom left and right panels plot the 221-110 and

312-221 line. The star HD 211880 is located to the left of the figures.

temperatures in the inhomogeneous models are 88 K, 70 K and 46 K for

PDR I, PDR II and PDR III, respectively, and 52 K for the homogeneous

model. This means that most of the mass of the cloud is located in cold

clumps.

Average and peak intensities of various transitions for the PDR are

shown in Table 3.3, and for the molecular cloud core, i.e., that part of the

EMC lying at the southwest of the cloud which encloses the PDR in Table

3.4. Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 show maps of the predicted distribution of the intensi-

ties for various transitions.

The intensity of the o-H2O 110-101 line in the homogeneous PDR model

is a factor of a few lower than in PDR I and PDR II, and equals that of

PDR III. The strongest transition we find is the 212-101, in all the models.
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of the intensities [erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1] for various transi-

tions of para-H2O using the PDR I model. The top left and right panels depict the

111-000 and 202-111 transitions. Bottom left and right panels plot the 220-111 and

211-202 line. The star HD 211880 is located to the left of the figures.
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Table 3.3: Intensities for the inhomogeneous PDR models

Model Transition Average Peak Average

intensity intensity around

peak intensity⋆

[erg cm−2s−1sr−1] [erg cm−2s−1sr−1] [erg cm−2s−1sr−1]

PDR I o-H2O 110-101 1.1× 10−7 1.9× 10−6 2.2× 10−7

o-H2O 212-101 6.2× 10−7 6.6× 10−6 1.4× 10−6

o-H2O 221-110 5.7× 10−9 1.7× 10−7 9.1× 10−9

o-H2O 221-212 4.1× 10−10 1.2× 10−8 6.5× 10−10

o-H2O 303-212 4.7× 10−9 1.2× 10−7 8.0× 10−9

o-H2O 312-221 1.3× 10−11 5.4× 10−10 2.8× 10−11

o-H2O 312-303 7.8× 10−11 3.2× 10−9 1.7× 10−10

p-H2O 111-000 2.5× 10−7 3.7× 10−6 7.2× 10−7

p-H2O 202-111 2.7× 10−8 8.1× 10−7 5.8× 10−8

p-H2O 220-111 8.8× 10−10 2.3× 10−8 1.7× 10−9

p-H2O 211-202 2.7× 10−10 7.8× 10−9 4.4× 10−10

PDR II o-H2O 110-101 7.3× 10−8 6.7× 10−7 1.5× 10−7

o-H2O 212-101 7.3× 10−7 5.7× 10−6 1.8× 10−6

o-H2O 221-110 1.8× 10−9 2.6× 10−8 3.1× 10−9

o-H2O 221-212 1.3× 10−10 1.9× 10−9 2.2× 10−10

o-H2O 303-212 1.5× 10−9 2.2× 10−8 2.6× 10−9

o-H2O 312-221 4.3× 10−12 7.8× 10−9 1.1× 10−11

o-H2O 312-303 2.5× 10−11 4.7× 10−10 6.3× 10−11

p-H2O 111-000 2.5× 10−7 2.5× 10−6 8.6× 10−7

p-H2O 202-111 7.7× 10−9 1.5× 10−7 1.7× 10−7

p-H2O 220-111 3.5× 10−10 5.9× 10−9 7.8× 10−10

p-H2O 211-202 8.4× 10−11 1.5× 10−9 1.8× 10−10

PDR III o-H2O 110-101 2.7× 10−8 2.2× 10−7 1.1× 10−7

o-H2O 212-101 3.9× 10−7 3.0× 10−6 1.6× 10−6

o-H2O 221-110 2.0× 10−10 1.6× 10−9 5.9× 10−10

o-H2O 221-212 1.4× 10−11 1.1× 10−10 4.2× 10−11

o-H2O 303-212 8.8× 10−11 3.8× 10−10 1.0× 10−10

o-H2O 312-221 2.1× 10−13 1.5× 10−12 5.3× 10−13

o-H2O 312-303 1.2× 10−12 9.1× 10−12 2.7× 10−12

p-H2O 111-000 1.5× 10−7 1.4× 10−6 6.9× 10−7

p-H2O 202-111 4.6× 10−10 4.0× 10−9 1.1× 10−9

p-H2O 220-111 6.9× 10−11 9.5× 10−10 2.8× 10−10

p-H2O 211-202 4.8× 10−12 2.7× 10−11 7.4× 10−12

⋆ Intensity averaged over the HIFI FWHM beam size

(http://www.sron.rug.nl/hifiscience/) for a beam centered on the peak

emission.

This transition has an upper state energy of ∼ 80 K above ground level. The

gas temperatures in the models are sufficient to excite this transition. All

other transitions, except for the p-H2O 111-000, are a few orders of magni-
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Table 3.4: Inhomogeneous EMC model

Model Transition Average

intensity

[erg cm−2s−1sr−1]

EMC core o-H2O 110-101 1.3× 10−11

o-H2O 212-101 5.4× 10−11

o-H2O 221-110 2.7× 10−14

o-H2O 221-212 1.9× 10−15

o-H2O 303-212 2.9× 10−14

o-H2O 312-221 1.5× 10−16

o-H2O 312-303 9.1× 10−16

p-H2O 111-000 2.4× 10−11

p-H2O 202-111 6.0× 10−14

p-H2O 220-111 5.1× 10−15

p-H2O 211-202 2.2× 10−15

Table 3.5: Antenna temperatures of the o-H2O

110-101 transition

Model Antenna temperature TA
∗

[K]

Homogeneous 0.08

PDR I 0.25

PDR II 0.17

PDR III 0.07

EMC core 3.6×10−4

EMC 3× 10−4 – 3× 10−3

tude weaker than the two lowest-lying transitions. To excite these high-

lying transitions, elevated temperatures are needed.

Snell et al. (2000) mapped with SWAS a larger region of S140 than only

the PDR, including several positions on the molecular cloud. They find no

significant 557 GHz water emission emanating from these areas (e.g., out-

side the molecular cloud core), in agreement with our results (Table 3.4).

The contribution of the EMC core to the total signal is negligible in com-

parison with the PDR. This minor contribution is due to the low gas density,

which results in little excitation of the H2O molecule. Freeze-out of water

is not required to explain the SWAS non-detections away from the PDR.

However, the derived physical conditions indicate that freeze-out of water

does occur. From Bergin et al. (1995) we find a depletion factor of about

2 – 3 (see Section 3.6).
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From the average intensities, antenna temperatures are derived for the

557 GHz transition as seen in Table 3.5, corrected for beam dilution. In

the case of the PDR a beam dilution factor of 2 is adopted. Note that the

exact beam dilution factor is uncertain. Since the antenna temperatures

scale inversely in proportion to the beam dilution factor, the results pre-

sented in Table 3.5 will differ when an alternative beam dilution factor is

incorporated. The total antenna temperature is the weighted sum of the

PDR and EMC contributions. PDR I and PDR II in Table 3.3 yield, when

combined with Table 3.4, a value consistent with the observation of SWAS,

i.e., TA
∗ ≈ 0.25 K, (Ashby et al. 2000; Snell et al. 2000) for the ground-state

transition of ortho-H2O. At face value, PDR I is in closest agreement with

this observation.

From Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, it is seen that the o-H2O 110-101 ground-state

transition peaks near the eastern edge of the cloud. The bulk of the emis-

sion emanates from the individual clumps. At the western side of the cloud,

the water abundance drops due to dissociation, still, for higher transitions,

we see that the majority of the emission is shifted towards the western edge

of the cloud. The H2O emission arises mainly from the warm, ∼ 80 – 110 K,

clump edges, where the gas temperature is higher than in the interiors of

the clumps. On the other hand, the clump edge water abundance is a factor

of ∼ 10 lower compared to the insides of the clumps, but still a factor of ∼ 10

higher than in the interclump medium. The 557 GHz line traces mostly

the total column of water, while it is evident from Table 3.3 that the higher

excitation lines differ from one model to the other more strongly.

Again, HIFI will be able to confirm the predicted shift towards the west-

ern edge of the higher water transitions because of its good angular reso-

lution. Also, the inhomogeneity of the medium can be constrained through

water line observations, provided a number of lines are detected to confirm

the temperature and density simultaneously. With the spectral resolution

of HIFI, line profiles will be resolved which in their turn give information on

the velocity structure, i.e., kinematics of the clumps. Tracers of outer lay-

ers of photon-dominated molecular clumps, such as atomic [CI], [CII] and

mid-J CO transitions, probe also varying physical conditions of the emit-

ting regions, since their critical densities vary from each other. Together

with future water line observations, a complete picture arises from these

dense emission zones.

3.4 Spherical embedded source models

Before going to Sect. 3.5 in which we model line profiles for the 110-101

transition in the S140 region, we calculate the radiative transfer of certain

transitions of H2O when an embedded source is incorporated into the mo-

dels of the S140 PDR. As known from observations (IRS 1 to 3, Evans et
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Figure 3.6: Upper panels: the distribution of density (left) and temperature

(right) as a function of position from the embedded source. Lower panels: the water

abundance distribution, relative to H2, as a function of position from the embedded

source for two (model I (left); model II (right)) different scenarios.

al. 1989), an embedded cluster of infrared sources is part of the S140 mo-

lecular cloud. The temperature and density structure characterizing these

sources are different from the ones adopted in Section 3.3.2 for the PDR,

and is therefore a useful extension of the performed calculations in Section

3.3.2.

The calculations have been performed in 1D (100 radial shells), with an

adopted size of 0.06 pc and 0.12 pc for the embedded source in model I and

II, respectively. Using spherical symmetry, the resulting level populations

have been rotated to become a 3D solution from which the intensities have

been computed. No systematic velocity field is included, but a velocity dis-

persion, ∆ves = (v2
th

+ v2
turb

)1/2, of 2 km s−1 is adopted. The temperature and

density structures of the embedded source were derived by van der Tak et

al. (2000, 2003), using a power-law density structure n=n0(r/r0)−α, and are

plotted in Fig. 3.6. Following Boonman et al. (2003), our density increases

from a few times 105 cm−3 at the edge to almost 108 cm−3 in the centre of the

embedded source for both models. We assume, for simplicity, that the tem-

perature of the gas is coupled to the dust because of the high densities, as

opposed to the deviating gas and dust temperatures in the PDR and EMC.

In models I and II, the temperature rises from, respectively, 80 K and 60 K
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Table 3.6: Observed ISO line intensities [erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1]

for S140 IRS 1

Transition and wavelength

113.5 µm 136.5 µm 174.6 µm 179.5 µm

414-303 330-321 303-212 212-101

< 6.8×10−6 < 8.6×10−6 7.1× 10−5 < 4.5× 10−5

at the edge towards 450 K in the centre. The corresponding H2O abundance

profiles are plotted in Fig. 3.6. Note that the average H2O abundance is a

factor 20 to 2×103 higher, respectively, in Model I and II, in comparison to

the average abundance in the PDR. The adopted water abundance profiles

are merely to illustrate the effects that are expected to result when water

molecules are thermally released from warm dust grains (cf. Boonman et

al. 2003). Note that our embedded sources are ∼ 2× 1017 cm in size, com-

pared to ∼ 1018 cm in Boonman et al. 2003. We feel that this is appropriate

because 1017 cm is approximately the size of the adopted clumps in Section

3.3.2. Hence, beyond 1017 cm photo-dissociation of water dominates. Table

3.6 lists the observed ISO line intensities, as presented in Boonman et al.

(2003). These line fluxes [W cm−2 µm−1] have been converted into line in-

tensities [erg cm−2s−1sr−1] by adopting a beam size of ∼78′′ (∼0.4 pc at the

distance of S140) in order to facilitate comparison. The resulting intensi-

ties of the two adopted models are listed in Table 3.7, together with the

results found in Section 3.3.2 for the PDR without embedded sources.

Higher densities and temperatures lead to stronger intensities for the

high-lying transitions compared to the PDR intensities. We find that the

110-101 line is a factor ∼ 10 too high compared to the observed SWAS value

for both the models. However, beam dilution effects are likely to alleviate

this (Spaans & van Dishoeck 2001). The predicted intensity for the 303-212

line at 174.6 µm is less than a factor of two lower than the observed value

of 7.1× 10−5 erg cm−2s−1sr−1 for model II, while model I is lower by a factor

of ∼ 3. A core of water, as in model II, is preferred to model this transition.

The predicted intensities for the 212-101 line at 179.5 µm and the 330-321

line at 136.5 µm are in good agreement with the observed upper limits for

both models. The observed upper limit for the 414-303 line at 113.5 µm is

best reproduced by model I. Model II produces too much intensity for this

transition by a factor of ∼ 20.

The intensities listed in Table 3.7 show that water emission from a PDR

source, like S140, requires a combination of a pure PDR contribution for

o-H2O 110-101 (Poelman & Spaans 2005), and an embedded source for high

excitation lines (Model I/II) in order to match the observations.
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Table 3.7: Embedded Source Model

Transition Wavelength Average Average Average

intensity intensity intensity

model I model II PDR I (Sect. 3.3.2)

[µm] [erg cm−2s−1sr−1] [erg cm−2s−1sr−1] [erg cm−2s−1sr−1]

o-H2O 110-101 538.3 5.0× 10−6 2.2× 10−6 1.1× 10−7

o-H2O 212-101 179.5 4.5× 10−5 1.4× 10−5 6.2× 10−7

o-H2O 221-110 108.0 3.4× 10−5 1.4× 10-4 5.7× 10−9

o-H2O 221-212 180.5 1.1× 10−5 3.8× 10−5 4.1×10−10

o-H2O 303-212 174.6 2.5× 10−5 5.4× 10−5 4.7× 10−9

o-H2O 312-221 259.9 6.8× 10−6 3.1× 10−5 1.3×10−11

o-H2O 312-303 273.2 4.9× 10−6 1.6× 10−5 7.8×10−11

o-H2O 321-212 75.3 3.7× 10−5 2.2× 10-4 –

o-H2O 321-312 257.7 2.7× 10−6 8.0× 10−6 –

o-H2O 414-303 113.5 2.7× 10−5 1.3× 10-4 –

o-H2O 330-321 136.5 5.0× 10−6 2.2× 10−6 –

p-H2O 111-000 269.3 1.5× 10−5 1.5× 10−5 2.5× 10−7

p-H2O 202-111 303.4 1.2× 10−5 1.0× 10−5 2.7× 10−8

p-H2O 220-111 100.9 1.7× 10−5 1.4× 10-4 8.8×10−10

p-H2O 211-202 398.6 4.2× 10−6 4.6× 10−6 2.7×10−10

p-H2O 220-211 243.9 2.2× 10−6 1.4× 10−5 –

p-H2O 313-202 138.5 1.8× 10−5 7.8× 10−5 –

p-H2O 313-2†
20

1635.7 1.9× 10−11 1.6× 10−7 –

p-H2O 322-211 89.9 1.8× 10−5 1.5× 10-4 –

p-H2O 404-313 125.3 1.4× 10−5 9.5× 10−5 –
† Like Doty & Neufeld (1997) we find weak maser action in this line.

3.5 Line profiles

In this section, line profiles are presented for the 110-101 transition of ortho-

H2O in the PDR, as well as the 303-212 transition for a static embedded

source.

In Figure 3.7, line profiles are plotted for a static PDR model (upper

panels), and for a PDR with an outflow velocity field1 (lower panels). A

homogenous (dotted) and inhomogenous (solid) distribution have been con-

sidered. The left (middle) panel represents the line profiles when one takes

the mean over a region, with a size comparable to the HIFI beam2, toward

1The level populations, as calculated in Section 3.3.2 for the static PDR model are adopted

because dV
dR

.L∼∆v.
2Half Power Beamwidth between 13′′ and 39′′, depending on frequency band.
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Figure 3.8: Line profiles for the 110-101 (dashed) and 303-212 (solid) transi-

tions of o-H2O for a static embedded source (Model I). The Y-axis is in units of

erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 per cm s−1.

the south-west (north-east) side of the cloud. These two areas, L and R, are

indicated by a circle in the upper left plot of Fig. 3.3. The upper and lower

right plots depicts the line profiles when we take the mean over the PDR in

its totallity.

Static line profiles

It is seen that different regions lead to different line shapes. This is due

to the fact that at the western side of the cloud the abundance of water is

lower, because of photodissociation, compared to the other side of the cloud.

This leads to a lower water column, hence a lower opacity as opposed to the

right side of the cloud. Consequently, a single-peaked line profile arises in

the left part, whereas towards the right the line profile is self-absorbed due

to opacity effects. In the inhomogeneous case, the clumps are the opacity

source, increasing the opacity in the left part, resulting in a top-flatted

profile. When taken the mean over the whole region, the line profiles are

still self-absorbed. It is seen that the inhomogeneous distribution produces

a higher intensity than the homogeneous distribution.

In Fig. 3.8 we plot line profiles for the o-H2O 110-101 and 303-212 transi-

tions arising from the static embedded source described in Section 3.4. One

notices the difference with Fig. 3.7, in that the larger opacity in the lines

causes the profiles to be very strongly self-absorbed. Inclusion of a velo-

city gradient with magnitude ∼ 3∆ves does not remove this self-absorption
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characteristic.

Line profiles with a velocity field

Lower panels of Fig. 3.7 show line profiles for a PDR model with an out-

flow velocity field. We consider a velocity field, Vout, ranging from −2 to

+2 km s−1, with a velocity equal to zero at the center, and gradually in-

creasing towards the edge of the cloud, i.e., Vout ∝R. A homogenous (dotted)

and inhomogenous (solid) density distribution have been considered. The

overall tendency of the shapes of the line profiles in the inhomogeneous

case is comparable to the homogeneous models. In addition, a model with

a smaller clump size lc = 0.02 pc (dash-dotted), i.e., with clumps that are

about 30% smaller is plotted. This clump size is consistent with other PDR

characteristics (Spaans & van Dishoeck 1997) of S140.

We see that the line profile for the homogeneous model is more self-

absorbed than when an inhomogeneous distribution is adopted. Reducing

the clump size by a factor of 1.5, leads to a more single-peaked line profile,

comparable with observations (Snell et al. 2000; Ashby et al. 2000). Al-

though not shown, altering the velocity dispersion to 2 km s−1 broadens the

line profile by a factor of ∼2, in disagreement with observations.

If only microturbulence within the cloud is considered, stronger self-

absorption effects occur than when macroturbulent motions are consid-

ered as well. The widths of the profiles are broader in the eastern part

of the cloud, compared to the western side due to opacity effects. Note

that the slopes of the line profiles depend on the adopted velocity disper-

sion. The differences between the slopes of the homogeneous and inhomo-

geneous models do not only depend on the density distribution (clumpiness

versus homogeneity), but are also a result of the chemical and thermal

balance within the clouds. Velocity fields with a moderate velocity gra-

dient, as in Vout, give rise to an almost top-flat line profile with a FWHM of

∼ 6 km s−1, in agreement with observations (Snell et al. 2000; Ashby et al.

2000). Similar results are found for an infall velocity field with a compara-

ble velocity gradient.

3.6 Summary and discussion

In this chapter we have examined the influence of inhomogeneity on the

excitation of water in molecular clouds. Inhomogeneity causes photons to

penetrate much deeper into the cloud, leading to enhanced photodissocia-

tion of water. We have shown that intensities of PDR I and PDR II are a

factor of a few higher as opposed to the intensities arising from a homo-

geneous distribution. PDR III is in closest agreement with the intensities

of the homogeneous model. This is not surprising since the parameters of
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PDR III resemble the homogeneous model most. We conclude that the ma-

jor part of the water line intensity emanates from the warm high density

clump edges.

The total antenna temperature, TA
∗, is reproduced for the o-H2O 110-101

line, observed by SWAS. However, the incorporated beam dilution factor is

uncertain. It is found that the total signal is dominated by the signal of

the PDR. Water line emission is found also outside of the PDR, but is a

few orders of magnitude weaker, in agreement with observations (Snell et

al. 2000). Freeze-out of water onto dust grains has not been taken into ac-

count. Bergin et al. (1995) probed the evolution of molecular clouds, includ-

ing depletion of atoms and molecules onto grain surfaces in the tempera-

ture and density regime that we are interested in. They find that 50 – 60%

of the water vapour can be removed from the gas phase, when gas tempera-

tures are 20 – 25 K, dust temperatures 10 K and 〈nH〉= 103 cm−3, as in the

case of the EMC. Consequently, depletion can result in an even lower in-

tensity. We find for nH ∼ 105 cm−3, Tg = 25 K and Td = 15 K that ∼ 90% of the

water vapour is frozen-out (Bergin et al. 1995). However, depletion of wa-

ter molecules in the PDR will occur only inside the shielded clumps (not the

irradiated clump edges), and thus will not modify our results drastically.

Predictions have been made for the intensities and integrated antenna

temperatures of various transitions that HIFI will probe in the future. It is

found for S140 that the 212-101 and 111-000 transitions are the strongest for

ortho- and para-H2O, respectively, in all the models.

Ashby et al. (2000) present Monte Carlo radiative transfer models for

the 557 GHz 110-101 ground-state transition of ortho-H2O in the S140 PDR

observed by SWAS. These models adopt power-law representations for their

density and temperature profiles, with the mean density of H2 being a

factor of ∼ 40 larger than the density we adopted, 〈nH2
〉= 2× 104 cm−3, in

our PDR models. They are unable to produce a single-peaked line profile

with the observed integrated intensity by any combination of the ortho-

H2O abundance and turbulent velocity when a static cloud is adopted. A

combination of turbulent and macroscopic motions, infall and/or outflow,

is needed to reproduce the observed line profile. With our adopted den-

sity and temperature distributions, a single-peaked line profile is also not

found for a static cloud. When an outflow (or infall) velocity field is incor-

porated, line profiles with a FWHM of ∼ 6 km s−1 are obtained for a velocity

field with a gradient of a few km s−1. However, when modeling the line

profiles for a static embedded source, with a size ∼7 times smaller than

the PDR, i.e., strongly beam-diluted in the SWAS 3.3′ × 4.5′ beam, we find

strongly self-absorbed line profiles that remain self-absorbed for modest

velocity gradients.

On scales of the PDR, we see that the shapes of the line profiles in the in-

homogeneous case are less self-absorbed than when an homogeneous model

is adopted. At smaller scales, and comparable to the size of the HIFI beam,
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different line profile shapes are found when zooming in on different areas

of the PDR. Note that the beam of HIFI, depending on the frequency of

the transition, will be ∼ 5 times smaller than the PDR, being able to zoom

in on certain regions, and to confirm the predicted change in the line pro-

files. Therefore, HIFI can distinguish the embedded sources from the PDR.

The former produce a completely different emission line distribution (see

Table 3.7), with the bulk of the emission emanating in lines like, e.g., 321-

221, 303-212, 212-101 and 220-111. Clearly, a combination of pure PDR and

star-forming core characteristics is needed to plan for and interpret HIFI

data.
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Chapter 4

The interpretation of water
emission from dense
interstellar clouds

E
xisting SWAS observations and future HIFI/Herschel data require

a clear sense of the information content of water emission and ab-

sorption lines. We investigate whether the ground-state transition of

ortho-H2O (110-101) at 557 GHz can be used to measure the column den-

sity throughout an interstellar cloud. We find that for low abundances,

i.e., X(H2O).10−9, the intensity of the 110-101 transition scales with the

total column density of H2. However, this relationship breaks down with

increasing abundance, i.e., optical depth, due to line trapping and – for

Tdust & 25 K, X(H2O). 10−8 and n∼ 104 cm−3 – absorption of the dust contin-

uum. We conclude that an observed decline in intensity per column density,

expected if H2O is a surface tracer, does not necessarily mean that the wa-

ter is absent in the gas-phase at large column densities, but can be caused

by line trapping and subsequent collisional de-excitation. Consequently, to

determine the amount of water vapour in the interstellar medium, multiple

line measurements of optically thin transitions are needed to disentangle

radiative transfer and local excitation effects.

Based on Poelman, D.R., Spaans, M., & Tielens, A.G.G.M. 2007, A&A, 464

1023-1027
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4.1 Introduction

The launch of the Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS, Mel-

nick et al. 2000) made it possible to observe emission from the ground-state

transition (110-101) of ortho-H16
2

O and its isotopomer ortho-H18
2

O, to deter-

mine the abundance of water vapour, i.e., column densityNo-H2O , in various

regions in the interstellar medium, e.g., dense and diffuse interstellar gas

clouds, circumstellar envelopes, planetary atmospheres, and comets (e.g.,

Melnick et al. 2000; Snell et al. 2000a,b; Encrenaz et al. 1995; Bergin

et al. 2000a; Gurwell et al. 2000; Melnick et al. 2000). In the future,

the Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared (HIFI) on Herschel will

observe even more transitions of ortho- and para-H2O (o/p-H2O) like 212-

101 (1669.904 GHz), 221-212 (1661.015 GHz), 303-212 (1716.774 GHz), 312-

303 (1097.357 GHz), 321-312 (1162.910 GHz), 111-000 (1113.342 GHz), 202-

111 (967.924 GHz), 211-202 (752.029 GHz), and 220-211 (1228.801 GHz), with

some in absorption while others in emission.

One of the main goals of the SWAS mission was to determine where and

whether H2O and O2 are the major reservoirs of oxygen through the inter-

stellar medium. SWAS observations have determined the gaseous water

abundance in warm dense gas (T& 300 K and n(H2)&103 cm−3) to be 10−5

relative to H2, in good agreement with chemical models for such conditions.

However, in cold (T. 30 K), dense clouds the abundance of gaseous water is

∼ 100 to 1000 times below the predictions of cold-cloud gas-phase chemical

models. It has been suggested that toward cold clouds gaseous H2O exists

only near the cloud surface. Indeed, closer to the surface than an AV of a

few mag, H2O is photodissociated by the ambient galactic UV field. Deeper

into the cloud, i.e., AV of 4 – 8 mag (depending on density and UV intensity),

H2O may rapidly deplete onto dust grains (Bergin et al. 2000b; Charnley

et al. 2001; Viti et al. 2001). Although the derivation of the column density

from absorption observations is straightforward (column density is simply

proportional to the optical depth in the line, see Plume et al. 2004), this

is not the case for emission observations. The analysis to determine the

H2O abundance now crucially depends on the physical properties of the gas

through the collisional rate coefficients. Therefore, accurate constraints on

the gas densities and temperatures are needed.

Extensive SWAS observations of the Orion A molecular cloud show that

gaseous H2O correlates with CN rather than with C18O (Melnick & Bergin

2005, see Fig. 4.1). From model calculations (e.g., Sternberg & Dalgarno

1995; Jansen et al. 1995) we know that in homogeneous photon domina-

ted regions (PDRs) CN molecules, just as HCO+, are abundant in zones

closer to the PDR surface where the ultraviolet (UV) radiation field is only

partly attenuated, whereas CO is more a volume tracer (Fig. 4.1). Be-

cause of this behaviour, the observational correlation of H2O with CN has

been interpreted as evidence that gaseous water resides only near the sur-
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Figure 4.1: (Left) Predicted CN, CO, C, C+ and N2H+ abundance versus depth

into the cloud with n(H) = 106 cm−3, G0 = 2× 105, and a cosmic-ray ionization rate

ζ = 5× 10−17 s−1 (after Sternberg and Dalgarno, 1995). The shaded region highlights

the depths, near to the cloud surface, where the CN abundance is predicted to peak.

CO is a volume tracer. (Middle) H2O (110-101) versus CN (J= 1-0) integrated inten-

sity towards the ridge in Orion A. (Right) H2O (110-101) versus C18O (J= 1-0) inte-

grated intensity toward the same lines of sight. The H2O data were obtained with

SWAS. Both the CN and C18O data were obtained with FCRAO telescope and the

spatial resolution was convolved to match that of SWAS (Melnick & Bergin 2005).

face. However, caution is needed when relying purely on single transition

observations to draw such a conclusion in view of the complex rotational

level structure of the H2O molecule. In particular, there is a fundamental

difference between an optically thin and an effectively optically thin line.

The latter case implies a strong coupling between line photons and water

molecules. A full radiative transfer calculation is needed to address this

problem, since the observed intensities of molecular emission depend on

a complex competition between radiative and collisional processes. More-

over, the excitation of H2O differs from that of other molecules, since both

collisions and infrared radiation from warm dust influence the level popu-

lations (Takahashi et al. 1983). The intent of this work is to show that it is

not a straightforward matter to retrieve accurate information, e.g., column

density, from single transition observations of H2O due to the complex level

structure of this molecule.

4.2 Model description and results

We calculate the surface brightness for the 110-101 ground-state transition

of o-H2O, in the case of a homogeneous sphere and as a function of impact

parameter. The density and abundance of H2O are the main parameters of

the model. All the models have a constant total column density N(H2) of

6× 1021 cm−2 through the center of the cloud, corresponding to a total AV of
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Table 4.1: Model parameters

Model n(H2) size X(H2O)a N(H2)b Tgas Tdust

[cm−3] [pc] [cm−2] [K] [K]

I 104 – 106 0.002 – 0.2 10−10 – 10−6 6× 1021 50 no

II 104 – 106 0.002 – 0.2 10−10 – 10−6 6× 1021 50 15

III 104 – 106 0.002 – 0.2 10−10 – 10−6 6× 1021 50 25

IV 104 – 106 0.002 – 0.2 10−10 – 10−6 6× 1021 50 50

V 104 – 106 0.002 – 0.2 10−10 – 10−6 6× 1021 30 15

a Abundance of H2O; b Column density through the center

∼ 3 mag. As a result, the physical size of the cloud is inversely proportional

to the density of the medium. The parameters for the different models

are shown in Table 4.1. The density ranges from 104 to 106 cm−3, thereby

covering the relevant range for dense molecular clouds such as the Orion

ridge. The temperatures, ranging from 30 K to 50 K for the gas and from

15 to 50 K for the dust, were chosen to represent the mean observed tem-

peratures towards star-forming molecular clouds such as the Orion ridge,

which were the focus of the SWAS effort. In model I we ignore the emission

from dust and CMB, whereas a dust temperature between 15 K and 50 K

is assumed in models II – IV, in order to assess the influence of the dust

and temperature, respectively, on the excitation of the water molecule. The

temperatures in model V are a factor of ∼ 2 lower than in the other models

since, to maintain a temperature of the gas of 50 K throughout the cloud, a

strong UV radiation field is needed, which is not always the case. Note that

the gas and dust temperatures are independent of cloud depth. The intent

of this chapter is to illustrate the excitation and radiative transfer effects

assuming a ’simple’ cloud model, not to model a realistic cloud. A Galac-

tic dust-to-gas ratio of 10−2 by mass is assumed. In all the models except

for model I, the dust optical depth τdust through the center of the cloud at

the frequency of the ground-state transition of o-H2O is 10−3. Within each

model the water abundance X(H2O) ranges from 10−10 to 10−6. Through-

out the models, a velocity dispersion of 1 km s−1 is adopted, as is typical of

a cloud with moderate turbulence. Note that the results presented in this

chapter depend on the adopted velocity dispersion. A higher (lower) velocity

dispersion will decrease (increase) the optical depth for a given transition,

thereby having an impact on the excitation of the molecule.

Figures 4.2 – 4.4 present the basic results of this work. We plot, as a

function of N(H2), i.e., different impact parameter, the 110-101 line inten-

sity above the continuum per unit column density of o-H2O. The results for

model I, in which we ignore the contribution of dust and CMB on the excita-

tion of the water molecule are displayed in Fig. 4.2. The position of the τ= 1

surface is denoted by a cross for X(H2O) = 10−9–10−6. Models II, III, and IV
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behave in a similar way as in model I in the case n(H2)≥105 cm−3. For this

reason, we only plot the outcome in the low density case for models II, III,

and IV in Fig. 4.3. The results for model V are plotted in Fig. 4.4.

The following trends can be identified, which will be discussed in Sect.

4.3. First, in the case of n(H2)≥105 cm−3 and X(H2O). 10−8, i.e., τ< 10,

a linear relationship holds between the number of photons escaping the

cloud and the impact parameter, i.e., I/NH2O is constant. However, this

relationship breaks down at a high optical depth, i.e., H2O>10−8, for all

the models. Second, in all the models except model I, absorption occurs in

the low density case when abundances are low, i.e., X(H2O)< 10−8, which

becomes more apparent as the dust temperature increases. However, the

amount of absorption is moderate as the self-reversal in the center of the

line is small. Third, when the H2O abundance exceeds 10−7, the ratio of

the intensity to the column density decreases near the edge of the cloud

(N(H2)∼ 5×1020 cm−2) in all the models. Fourth, for high optical depth,

i.e., X(H2O)&10−7 and n(H2) = 106 cm−3, I/NH2O decreases with increasing

column density. Fifth, lowering the gas and dust temperatures by a factor

of ∼ 2 (model V) does not lead to significant differences in the shapes of the

curves. That is, models II – IV and model V experience similar complicating

radiative transfer effects.

4.3 Discussion

The asymmetry of the water molecule causes the rotational levels to split

into a number of different ladders, so called ’K-ladders’, characterized by

different values of the projection of the angular momentum onto the princi-

pal axes of the molecule (JKaKc
), as discussed in Chapter 1. Radiative tran-

sitions occur rapidly between levels in each ladder but are much slower

between levels in different ladders. This leads to a more complex spectrum

than linear or symmetric top molecules, e.g., CO, NH3. Hence, disentan-

gling the different processes that contribute to the observed spectrum is

not straightforward. We now describe the different effects that play a role

in interpreting the figures. In this, the ’edge’ and ’center’ of the cloud refers

to an impact parameter of 1 and 0, respectively. Note that the use of spheri-

cal models leads to angular non-trivial re-distribution of line photons. The

same holds for continuum photons within the line-profile frequency range.

First, one can see in Figs. 4.2 and 4.4 that the curves as function of total

column density (H2) are constant for X(H2O). 10−8 and n(H2)≥105 cm−3.

In this limit, collisional de-excitation and scattering effects are negligible.

Eventually every photon produced in the cloud will escape the cloud with

few interactions with the surrounding medium. Note that the number of

scatterings N to escape depends on the optical depth. Therefore, in the

regime τ≪1 few photons are scattered and N≈ τ. With increasing optical
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Figure 4.2: The intensity of the ortho-H2O ground-state transition for a homo-

geneous sphere with H2 densities of 104 (top), 105 (middle), 106 (bottom) cm−3 and

temperature of the gas of 50 K. The dust emission, as well as the CMB radiation, is

ignored (i.e., model I). In every case, the total column density (H2) is kept constant.

Lines are plotted for an abundance of H2O, relative to H2, of 10−10 (dashed), 10−9

(dash dot), 10−8 (dash dot dot), 10−7 (long dashes), and 10−6 (solid) as a function of

H2 column density along the line of sight, where 2× 1019 cm−2 is at the edge, and

6× 1021 cm−2 is through the center of the cloud. The Y-axis is in units of erg s−1sr−1.

The position of the τ= 1 surface is displayed with a cross for X(H2O) = 10−9–10−6.

depth, i.e., X(H2O)& 10−8, more effects need to be taken into account. All

models show a drop near the edge of the cloud. Because of the increasing

optical depth, line-scattering effects become important. Thus, line photons

then tend to escape in the direction with the lowest optical depth rather

than tangentially to the cloud surface, causing the dip near the edge. How-

ever, towards the center of the cloud, the optical depth increases with orders

of magnitude. The photons will undergo numerous scatterings for τ≫1,

with N≈ τ2, and eventually will escape in the line wings.
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Figure 4.3: The intensity of the ortho-H2O ground-state transition for a homo-

geneous sphere with density (H2) of 104 cm−3 for model II (top), III (middle), and

IV (bottom). Lines are plotted for an abundance of H2O, relative to H2, of 10−10

(dashed), 10−9 (dash dot), 10−8 (dash dot dot), 10−7 (long dashes), and 10−6 (solid) as

a function of H2 column density along the line of sight, where 2× 1019 cm−2 is at the

edge, and 6× 1021 cm−2 is through the center of the cloud. The Y-axis is in units of

erg s−1 sr−1.

Second, at densities as low as 104 cm−3 and abundances not exceeding

10−8 (modest optical depth) the line is strongly subthermally excited and

radiatively colder than the dust background. Hence, the line appears in

absorption. The decrease in I/N(H2O) shown in Fig. 4.3 now indicates that

lines of sight through the cloud center are no longer contributing evenly to

the emissivity across their entire column. The line is not strictly in absorp-

tion yet, but it has developed an intensity dip around line center. Thus, the

presence of dust causes the trend in the intensity per column density in

this regime to decrease (Takahashi et al. 1983). This behaviour is not seen

in case n(H2)& 105 cm−3, as collisions are the dominant process in the exci-
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Figure 4.4: The intensity of the ortho-H2O ground-state transition in case of a

homogeneous sphere with densities (H2) of 104 (top), 105 (middle), 106 (bottom) cm−3

and temperatures for gas and dust of 30 K and 15 K, respectively (i.e., model V). In

every case, the total column density (H2) is kept constant. Lines are plotted for an

abundance of H2O, relative to H2, of 10−10 (dashed), 10−9 (dash dot), 10−8 (dash dot

dot), 10−7 (long dashes), and 10−6 (solid) as a function of H2 column density along

the line of sight, where 2× 1019 cm−2 is at the edge, and 6× 1021 cm−2 is through the

center of the cloud. The Y-axis is in units of erg s−1 sr−1.

tation of the water molecule in this regime, thereby nullifying the effect of

dust emission. The influence of dust on the excitation/level populations of

water is plotted in Fig. 4.5 where the relative population of the 110 level is

displayed. One notices that level 110 is more populated for warmer dust. In

essence, dust continuum emission will tend to drive the level populations

towards a Boltzmann distribution at the temperature of the dust. For a

given density, the effects of radiative excitation by dust continuum emission

is more pronounced for higher dust temperatures, e.g., higher continuum

intensities.
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Figure 4.5: The population of the 110 level of ortho-H2O as function of radius.

The top, middle, and bottom panels are the results in case X(H2O) = 10−10, 10−9,

10−8, respectively. Dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted lines represent the results of

model I, III, and IV, respectively.

Third, the effect of photon trapping is to lower the density at which local

thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is approached, i.e., after each absorp-

tion, the gas has a chance to collisionally de-excite the species and return

the excitation energy to the thermal bath of the gas. For optically thin gas,

the critical density of the ground-state transition at 557 GHz of o-H2O is

∼ 108 cm−3 at 50 K. The optical depth through the center of the cloud varies

from 0.1 to 103 when the abundance rises between 10−10 to 10−6 in all the

models. Hence, for high abundances, i.e., X(H2O)& 10−7, the effective cri-

tical density drops to 105–106 cm−3, since β(τ)∼1/τ for high optical depths.

Collisional de-excitation processes then become important in the regime

where n(H2)& 105 cm−3 and X(H2O)& 10−7. It is seen in Figs. 4.2 and 4.4

that the I/NH2O drops as function of impact parameter for n(H2) = 106 cm−3

and X(H2O) = 10−6. In this part of parameter space, collisional de-excitation
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Figure 4.6: Conversion of the results of models I (top) and IV (bottom) into surface

area weighted values. In each panel the dash-dotted, dotted, and dashed curves rep-

resent the results in case the density n(H2) is 106, 105, and 104 cm−3, respectively.

The Y-axis is in units of erg s−1 sr−1.

is important and the probability is high that line photons are lost to the

thermal bath through collisional de-excitation during one of the many scat-

tering events.

Fourth, calculations are performed for model V (Fig. 4.4) with gas tem-

peratures a factor of 2 lower than the temperatures used in model II. We

find that the shape of the curves are not affected by such a change in gas

temperature. However, it affects the distribution of the level populations

and thus the absolute intensity in the lines. Hence, temperature variations

cannot dispense with the radiative transfer effects studied in this work.

To summarize, we plot in Fig. 4.6, as a function of abundance, the ave-

rage intensity emanating from the cloud for models I and IV, i.e.,

∫

I110→101
(b)2πb db

∫

NH2O(b)2πb db
, (4.1)
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with b the impact parameter. One notices a drop by a factor of ∼ 2 – 5 in the

case n(H2) is 105 – 106 cm−3, respectively. Note that with the assumption of

an effectively optically thin line one would underestimate the water column

density by these same factors.

In addition, models were run with a fixed total column density N(H2) of

4× 1022 cm−2, corresponding to an AV of ∼20 mag. We find that under the

same conditions a maximum drop by a factor ∼ 4 – 18 is found in case n(H2)

is 105 – 106 cm−3, respectively.

4.4 Astrophysical implications

The intensity of the ground-state transition of o-H2O is driven by a com-

bination of the ambient gas and dust temperatures on the one side and by

the density of the surrounding medium on the other. It is this interplay,

together with the complex structure of the molecule, that drives the level

populations. To interpret existing SWAS and future HIFI data, a clear pic-

ture of the information content of the water lines is needed.

SWAS observations of the lowest rotational transition of o-H16
2

O of the

Orion A molecular cloud show that gaseous water correlates much better

with the near surface tracer CN than with the volume tracer C18O, as pre-

sented in Melnick & Bergin (2005). Through these observations, in which

it is assumed that the ground-state transition of o-H2O is effectively op-

tically thin, one concludes that water is a surface tracer. This is plausible

from a chemical point of view in which photodissociation destroys the water

molecule near the surface. Farther inwards the cloud the water abundance

reaches its equilibrium value through photodesorption of H2O-ice and pho-

todestruction of H2O-gas until it freezes-out onto dust grains deeper into

the cloud. However, we have shown (see Fig. 4.6) that the effectively op-

tically thin assumption no longer holds for τ> 10 and n> 105 cm−3. Hence,

under these conditions one is limited to observing the ’τ= 10’ surface and

cannot use water to trace the cloud’s volume, even when it is present, i.e.,

not frozen-out (Cernicharo, private communication). Therefore, as CN is a

surface tracer and the water intensity originates from a layer of gas with an

optical thickness of 1 – depending on local excitation conditions this layer

is a surface layer – the CN intensity correlates much better with the H2O

intensity and not with the volume tracer C18O. Thus, the anti-correlation of

H2O with C18O is partly due to optical depth effects, and is not neccesarily

a result of chemical changes. As a consequence, the presence of water past

the τ= 1 surface cannot be ruled out.

We would also like to point out here that the most interesting aspect of

the correlation of the water line intensity with the CN line intensity is that

both are observed to vary by a factor ∼ 100. Theoretically, the CN abun-

dance is expected to scale with density squared (Boger & Sternberg 2005),
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indicating the importance of density variations over the Orion molecular

cloud. Given the results presented in this chapter, we surmise that these

density variations will hamper the interpretation of the water observations.

In order to deduce the total water column along the line of sight, addi-

tional information is needed from other – effectively optically thin – lines.

These will be observed with future missions such as Herschel/HIFI.
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Chapter 5

Water line emission from the
high-mass star-forming
region AFGL 2591

O
bservations of water lines are a sensitive probe of the geometry, dy-

namics and chemical structure of dense molecular gas. We investi-

gate the diagnostic value of specific water transitions in high-mass

star-forming regions. As a test case, we apply our models to the AFGL 2591

region. Similarities and differences of constant and jump abundance mo-

dels are displayed, as well as when an outflow is incorporated. In general,

for models with a constant water abundance, the ground-state lines, i.e.,

110-101, 111-000, and 212-101, are predicted in absorption, all the others in

emission. This behaviour changes for models with a water abundance jump

profile in that the line profiles for jumps by a factor of ∼10 – 100 are simi-

lar to the line shapes in the constant abundance models, whereas larger

jumps lead to emission profiles. Asymmetric line profiles are found for

models with a cavity outflow and depend on the inclination angle. Models

with an outflow cavity are favoured to reproduce the SWAS observations

of the 110-101 ground-state transition. PACS spectra will tell us about the

geometry of these regions, both through the continuum and through the

lines. It is found that the low-lying transitions of water are sensitive to

outflow features, and represent the excitation conditions in the outer re-

gions. High-lying transitions are more sensitive to the adopted density and

temperature distribution which probe the inner excitation conditions. The

Herschel mission will thus be very helpful to constrain the physical and

chemical structure of high-mass star-forming regions such as AFGL 2591.

Based on Poelman, D. R., & van der Tak, F. F. S., A&A submitted
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5.1 Introduction

High-mass stars, more than their low-mass counterparts, play a critical

role in the energetics and dynamical feedback into the interstellar medium

(ISM). Despite this, the formation mechanisms of massive stars are still

a puzzle, owing to their occurrence in more distant crowded stellar clus-

ters, shorter formation timescales, and formation in regions of high visual

extinction. Despite observational obstructions, promising theoretical work

has been done on the formation of high-mass stars (e.g., Bonnell et al. 1998;

Klessen 2001; McKee & Tan 2002, 2003; Klessen et al. 2007). Whereas low-

and intermediate-mass stars (M.10 M⊙) are formed through gravitational

collapse and subsequent disk accretion (Palla & Stahler 1993), radiation

pressure on the dust in the infalling gas prohibits high-mass stars to suffi-

ciently accrete gas and thus limits the stellar mass at 20 – 40 M⊙ (Yorke &

Krügel 1977; Wolfire & Cassinelli 1987; Beech & Mitalas 1994). However,

observations show that considerably more massive stars exist. Two for-

mation scenarios have been proposed to work out this contradiction: non-

spherical accretion (Yorke & Sonnhalter 2002) and merging of lower mass

stars (Bonnell et al. 1998; Bonnell & Bate 2002). In order to distinguish

between these two scenarios detailed observations, sensitive to a range of

size scales and physical conditions, are required. For this, interferometers

can provide the spatial distribution of dust and gas at the smallest size

scales, while single dish telescopes equipped with large format, wide band-

width, detectors are capable of simultaneously imaging a large number of

molecules (albeit at lower spatial resolution).

Up to date, there is growing evidence that disks are present around

massive young stars as reports of direct imaging of disks in regions of high-

mass star formation are increasing in number (e.g., Beltrán et al. 2004;

Zhang et al. 2002; Sandell et al. 2003; van der Tak & Menten 2005; van

der Tak et al. 2006). In addition to direct imaging of disk-like structures,

outflows provide indirect evidence for disks around massive young stars. In

particular, collimated outflows are a sign of accretion (Beuther et al. 2002).

Outflows are well known phenomena accompanied with sites of low-mass

star formation, transporting angular momentum away from the star. The

situation in the formation of high-mass stars is less clear, since spatial re-

solution has been lacking to resolve the outflows. However, over the last

years, outflows from high-mass stars have received increasing attention

(see recent reviews by, e.g., Shepherd 2003, 2005; Cesaroni 2005; Arce et al.

2007). It is found that the higher-mass objects appear to continue smoothly

the correlation found in T Tauri stars between outflow and accretion sig-

natures. These results suggest that the disk-outflow connection found in

low-mass pre-main-sequence stars extends to more massive objects, and

favour the accretion scenario. Besides this, Krumholz et al. (2005) show

that outflows around massive stars lead to a significant anisotropy in the
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stellar radiation field, hence reducing the radiation pressure experienced

by the gas in the infalling envelope. As a result, a larger fraction of the

material in the envelope can be used in the formation process of a massive

star as opposed to models without outflows.

The dynamical and physical evolution during star formation is accom-

panied by strong chemical evolution. The cold-core phase, dominated by

relatively simple molecular species, is transformed into a hotbed of more

complex molecules after the protostellar object heats up the surrounding

gas. Some of these molecules, e.g., H2, CO, and H2O, play an important role

in regulating the temperature, hence pressure, via the process of heating

and cooling through line absorption and emission. Doty & Neufeld (1997)

constructed models for the thermal balance, chemistry, continuum and line

radiative transfer in dense molecular cloud cores with an embedded pro-

tostar. They find that due to temperature and density gradients, mole-

cular abundances are not constant within dense molecular cloud cores, i.e.,

freeze-out of water onto dust grains for temperatures below the sublimation

temperature of ∼ 100 K and a high abundance of water in regions where the

temperature is larger than 100 K. Also, this behaviour has been found by

Ceccarelli et al. (2000) who modeled the structure of the collapsing enve-

lope around the low-mass protostar IRAS 16293-2422. Besides this, out-

flows not only affect the physical state of the interstellar gas, but are also

accompanied with chemical changes. Observational estimates of molecular

abundances in outflow regions have suggested that particular species, e.g.,

SiO, CH3OH, HCN, H2CO, SO, and SO2 are significantly enhanced (e.g.,

Bachiller & Perez Gutierrez 1997). In particular for water, the elevated gas

temperatures found in the outflows increase the rate coefficients for the

neutral-neutral reactions, leading to an enhanced water production rate.

Consequently, the abundance of water shows significant variations up to a

few orders of magnitude from one region to another. This large variation

in abundance makes water a powerful diagnostic of the physical structure

of the region and of the fundamental chemical interactions between the

gas and the grains. Observations, together with theoretical modeling of

the available rotational and ro-vibrational lines from species and their iso-

topes, are neccesary to shed light on the density, temperature, and chemical

structure over a wide range of conditions relevant for regions of star forma-

tion. Water in particular, with its many rotational lines, is very well suited

to study the physical conditions in regions of low-mass (van Kempen et al.

2007) and high-mass (this chapter) star formation.

In this chapter, we model the excitation of water in the high-mass star-

forming region AFGL 2591. The aim of our research is to make predictions

for the line strengths and profiles of various ortho- and para-H2O (o- and

p-H2O) transitions to be observed with the Heterodyne Instrument for the

Far Infrared (HIFI) and the Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer

(PACS) on board of Herschel, and to study how the results depend on the
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adopted geometry and chemical structure. Resulting line strengths for spe-

cific transitions are then compared to existing Infrared Space Observatory

(ISO) and Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) observations.

5.2 The high-mass star-forming region AFGL 2591

While most massive stars form in clusters, GL 2591, located in the Cygnus

X region, provides one of the rare cases of a massive star forming in rela-

tive isolation. This allows to study the temperature, density, and velocity

structure of the circumstellar envelope without confusion from nearby ob-

jects. Large columns of dust and gas toward GL 2591 block our view of

the stellar photosphere, making it invisible at optical wavelengths, but re-

sults in bright infrared emission. The infrared source is associated with

a weak radio continuum source (Campbell 1984; Trinidad et al. 2003) and

with a bipolar molecular outflow larger than 1′ in extent (Lada et al. 1984;

Mitchell et al. 1992; Hasegawa & Mitchell 1995). Observations of the

molecular cloud complexes in the Cygnus X region indicate that most ob-

jects are located at the same distance of 1.7 kpc (Schneider et al. 2006).

However, in the following we adopt a distance to the Cygnus X region of

1 kpc, fixing the luminosity at ∼ 2× 104 L⊙, to allow comparison with pre-

vious work (van der Tak et al. 1999). The results presented here depend

weakly on distance, making the adopted distance inconsequential.

AFGL 2591 has been observed in water lines over a range of excita-

tion conditions. Helmich et al. (1996) report the detection of more than 30

lines within the bending vibration of water at 6 µm using the Short Wave-

length Spectrometer (SWS, de Graauw et al. 1996) on board ISO (Kessler et

al. 1996). van Dishoeck & Helmich (1996) and Boonman & van Dishoeck

(2003) derive from observed H2O spectra around 6 µm water abundances of

∼ 10−5 up to 10−4 in hot-core regions. Snell et al. (2000) observed with the

Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) the ground-state transi-

tion of o-H2O, thereby detecting the H2O emission from the more extended,

cold gas. They find that the H2O abundances estimated for the hot core gas

is at least 100 times larger than in the gas probed by SWAS, the latter being

6× 10−10 to 10−8. Boonman et al. (2003) observed with the Short and Long

Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS and LWS) on board of ISO and with SWAS

H2O lines toward deeply embedded massive protostars, and find that ice

evaporation in the warmer envelope and freeze-out in the cold outer parts

together with pure gas-phase chemistry reproduces the H2O observations.

This conclusion is strengthened by ground-based observations of the H18
2

O

isotope (van der Tak et al. 2006).

Despite previous observations of the region, the future launch of ESA’s

Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt 2005), with on board HIFI will pro-

vide key information on the physical and chemical conditions in molecu-
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lar clouds by means of observing many water lines with higher sensitivity.

Moreover, its high angular resolution allows to separate regions. HIFI,

a heterodyne receiver, is designed to provide continuous frequency cover-

age from 480 to 1250 GHz (Band 1 – 5), while Band 6 will cover the 1410 –

1910 GHz frequency interval. Going up in frequency, the beam size de-

creases from 39′′ to 13′′, and together with a spectral resolution of 0.2 –

0.4 km s−1 this instrument will be a powerful tool to probe the kinematics,

i.e., infall and/or outflow, and chemical complexity of the AFGL 2591 region.

In addition, PACS will take spectral images over the spectral band from 57

to 210 µm. The main advantages of this instrument are the 9′′ resolution

together with a 5×5 pixel imaging capability. Although the PACS spectral

resolution of λ/∆λ∼1500 is insufficient to probe the kinematics in regions

such as AFGL 2591, mapping of the H2O and continuum emission will pro-

vide supplementary information over a wavelength range inaccessible to

HIFI.

5.3 Model set-up

The temperature and density structure of the gas and dust in the enve-

lope surrounding the young stellar object (YSO) AFGL 2591 has been de-

termined by van der Tak et al. (1999, 2000). In short, the resulting profiles

are based on a study of single-dish submillimeter spectroscopy, combined

with molecular line emission at (sub)-millimeter wavelengths. The tempe-

rature structure of the dust was modeled with the dust radiative transfer

program of Egan et al. (1988), solving for the thermal balance of the grains

as a function of distance to the star. The resulting temperatures follow a

r−0.4 profile in the outer parts of the envelope, i.e., distances greater than

2 – 3× 103 AU from the star, whereas in the inner envelope the temperature

gradient is steeper than r− 0.4. The density structure is then obtained with

the use of the RATRAN code (Hogerheijde & van der Tak 2000) to model

the observed molecular lines, i.e., CS, HCO+, HCN, and H2CO, using the

temperature distribution calculated by the dust code. It is found that the

density follows a power law of the form n=n0(r/r0)−α, with α∼ 1 – 2. Dust

emission profiles are considered as well. In the following, results are pre-

sented for α= 1 and implications of an adopted α= 2 profile are elaborated

on in Section 5.5.

Throughout this chapter, a two-dimensional set-up is chosen in which

the radiative transfer models consist of 78 logarithmically spaced shells

with an outer radius of ∼50 000 AU. A constant Doppler parameter (1/e

width) of 2 km s−1 is assumed for all the models. Fig. 5.1 plots the adopted

temperature and density structure as a function of radius for the models

with α= 1 and 2. It is seen that the α= 1 models tend to have a lower density

and temperature towards the center of the cloud. The gas and dust tempe-
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Figure 5.1: The distribution of density (left) and temperature of gas and dust

(right) as a function of radius in the cloud. Solid lines mean α= 1, dotted α= 2.

rature is assumed to be coupled, due to the high densities reached through-

out most of the cloud. The calculated level populations at each position in

the cloud are then used to compute velocity profiles of various transitions

of o- and p-H2O using the program SKY that calculates the sky brightness

distribution, part of the RATRAN code. SKY has been tested against other

codes. For transitions with a rest frequency within the frequency cover-

age of HIFI, the resulting sky brightness distribution is convolved with the

appropriate beam (depending on the frequency of the transition). In addi-

tion, predictions are made for the spectrum to be observed with PACS. Line

strengths and profiles are compared with existing ISO observations (Boon-

man et al. 2003) and therefore convolved with the appropriate ISO-LWS

beam, between 66′′ and 78′′ in diameter, depending on the frequency.

Due to the complex structure and spectroscopic properties of the water

molecule, inverted transitions (masers) are likely to occur. Maser action, a

process of intense radiation confined within small angular sizes with beam-

ing angles in the range of 10−1–10−2 rad (Elitzur 1992), necessitates higher

angular resolution than achieved with our adopted multi-zone escape prob-

ability method (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3). Moreover, a large negative

optical depth, τ, magnifies the exp(−τ) term in the escape probability which

can hamper convergence. Therefore, we have limited maser growth to a

negative optical depth of −0.1. This has no consequences on the calculated

line intensities since non-saturated masers have negligible effect on the

remaining level populations. Additional tests have been performed with

an optical depth lower limit of −0.08 and −0.12 in order to investigate the

effects of the choice of this lower limit. We find that these lower limits
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give the same level populations as calculated with a lower limit of −0.1.

Nevertheless, in this chapter, maser action is suppressed, and therefore no

predictions are made for maser transitions, e.g., at 22 GHz and 183 GHz.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Constant water abundance

As a first step, we assume the H2O abundance to be uniformly distributed.

Snell et al. (2000) find, using SWAS observations of the 110-101 ground-

state transition at 557 GHz, that the abundance of o-H2O relative to H2 in

giant molecular cloud cores varies between ∼10−10 and 10−8. In particular

for AFGL 2591, a value of 6×10−9 is found. In view of this large observed

spread, a constant H2O abundance with respect to H2, ranging from 10−10

to 10−7 is chosen. Resulting line profiles are plotted in Fig. 5.2, integrated

brightness temperatures are listed in Table 5.1. Beside H16
2

O lines, mul-

tiple H17
2

O and H18
2

O transitions will be observed with HIFI and PACS for

high-mass YSOs. Hence, model results in the case X(H2O) is 10−10 and 10−9

are representative for H17
2

O and H18
2

O, respectively.

Table 5.1: Integrated intensities,
∫

TMB∆v [K km s−1], for models with a

constant H2O abundance.

Transition Frequency Water abundance

[GHz] 10−10 10−9 10−8 10−7

ortho-H2O transitions

110-101 557.936 −1.1(−2) −0.2 −1.2 −1.4

312-303 1097.35 3.3(−2) 0.4 4.1 21.8

312-221 1153.12 6.0(−3) 7.2(−2) 0.9 12.0

321-312 1162.91 4.1(−2) 0.5 5.1 34.6

221-212 1661.01 2.0(−3) 0.1 1.1 0.6

212-101 1669.90 −0.8 −6.7 −17.7 −24.0

303-212 1716.77 6.4(−2) 0.7 4.6 5.0

330-321 2196.34 1.1(−4) 1.4(−3) 1.6(−2) 0.2

414-303 2640.47 6.6(−4) 7.1(−3) 5.2(−2) 0.1

221-110 2773.97 7.9(−4) 9.6(−3) −2.0(−3) −0.7

para-H2O transitions

211-202 752.029 2.1(−2) 0.3 3.0 19.1

202-111 987.924 3.2(−2) 0.4 4.3 20.7

111-000 1113.34 −0.2 −2.0 −7.1 −10.1

220-211 1228.80 2.0(−2) 0.2 2.8 18.7

NOTE: a(b) means a×10b
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In general, the ground-state lines, i.e., 110-101, 111-000 and 212-101, ap-

pear in absorption. All other lines appear in emission. The optical depths

in the 110-101, 111-000 and 212-101 transitions are factors of & 10 higher than

the optical depths in the other lines, causing self-absorbed line profiles.

When increasing the abundance by factors of 10, the line shapes transform

from single-peaked emission into double-peaked self-absorbed profiles for

the 202-111, 221-212, and 303-212 transitions. The strongest transitions are

found to be those arising from the warm inner region, e.g., 312-303, 321-312,

and 303-212.

5.4.2 Water abundance jump profile

In this section we calculate the excitation of water, assuming that the H2O

distribution follows a step function, i.e., a low abundance in the outer re-

gions and a higher abundance in the inner zones. Doty et al. (2006) have

constructed models for the chemical evolution in a collapsing massive YSO.

These models include a realistic evolution of the central source, as well as

ad/desorption of ices from grain mantles as the grains fall in from the cool

exterior into the warm interior. They find that this approach reproduces

the step-function water distribution inferred observationally (van der Tak

et al. 2006). For this reason, models with a water abundance jump pro-

file are computed. The position in the cloud where the jump occurs cor-

responds to the position where the sublimation temperature of water is

reached, assumed to be 100 K in our models. The water abundance outside

the sublimation radius is kept constant at 10−9, whereas for regions with

temperatures exceeding 100 K, the water abundance is increased from 10−8

to 10−4 for the different models. Resulting line profiles are plotted in Fig.

5.3, integrated brightness temperatures are listed in Table 5.2.

It is seen that the line profiles of the ground-state lines, i.e., 110-101,

212-101, and 111-000, are self-absorbed, similar to the constant abundance

models. Line strengths and profiles of the ground-state transitions of o- and

p-H2O, i.e., 110-101, 212-101 and 111-000, for models with a jump of a factor

of 10 – 100 are equivalent to the line strengths and profiles in case of the

model with a constant water abundance of 10−9. Larger jumps, however,

do influence the line strengths and profiles for these transitions. Thus,

the ground-state lines are partly influenced by the warm inner component,

and partly by the cold outer layer. Higher-lying transitions differ from the

constant abundance model in that larger line strengths are found even for

moderate jumps. This is due to the enhanced inner warm water abundance,

the region that favours the excitation of the high-lying transitions.

The peculiar appearance of the line profiles can be explained as a super-

position of two constant models, i.e., a small, warm and abundant compo-

nent together with a cold, large and low abundant component. In other

words, a peak or drop in the line profile corresponds to a peak or drop in
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Figure 5.2: Line profiles of ortho- and para-H2O transitions for models with α= 1.

The water abundance, i.e., o-H2O + p-H2O, is uniformly distributed across the region

and ranges from 10−10 to 10−7, with 10−10 (solid), 10−9 (dotted), 10−8 (dash-dotted),

10−7 (dashed).
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Figure 5.3: Line profiles of H2O for the jump abundance models with α= 1. The

water abundances for positions where T< 100 K is 10−9, whereas for T> 100 K the

abundances range from 10−8 (solid), 10−7 (dotted), 10−6 (dash-dotted), 10−5 (dashed),

10−4 (solid).
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Figure 5.4: Line profiles of two ortho-H2O transitions. The solid line represents

the line profile for a jump with an abundance of 10−9 where T< 100 K and 10−6

where T> 100 K. The dotted and dashed line profiles represent the constant water

abundance of 10−9 and 10−6, respectively.

one of the transitions, when the contributing lines are optically thin. How-

ever, the line profile when one or both of the transitions are optically thick

is not a simple superposition. In this case, photons coming from line center

are lost and only those photons that escape in the line wings will contribute

to the final line profile. This can be seen in Fig. 5.4 where we plot, for two

different transitions, the resulting jump profiles with an inner water abun-

dance of 10−6, together with the constant water abundance profiles of 10−9

and 10−6. It is seen that for the 212-101 transition, the contribution from

the optically thick inner 10−6 part is limited to those photons escaping in

the line wings. However, the resulting jump profile is dominated by the

optically thin outer 10−9 component. On the contrary, the jump profile for

the 312-221 transition is most heavily influenced by the inner component.

One can wonder whether HIFI’s future high spectral resolution observa-

tions can distinguish between a constant or a jump profile water distribu-

tion. Since high-lying transitions, e.g., 312-303, 321-312, 221-212, more than

the ground-state lines, are influenced by the warm inner water abundance,

these lines are favoured to examine the occurence of an abundance jump.

HIFI’s high sensitivity allows to probe features in the line profile of ∼ 1 K

in Band 6, down to ∼ 0.05 – 0.1 K in Band 1 with sufficient integration time.

Despite the differences in line strengths, a jump of a factor of ∼ 10 – 100

leads to line shapes similar to the profiles in the constant abundance mod-

els. Hence, we do not expect HIFI to be able to distinguish between the two

scenarios for jumps up to a factor of ∼ 100. However, jumps of a factor of

& 1000 lead to line profiles more flattened around line center, with peaks in

the line wings. This feature is not seen in the constant models for abun-
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Table 5.2: Integrated intensities,
∫

TMB∆v [K km s−1], for models with a H2O

abundance jump profile. The water abundance outside the sublimation radius is

kept constant at 10−9.

Transition Frequency Inner water abundance

[GHz] 10−8 10−7 10−6 10−5 10−4

ortho-H2O transitions

110-101 557.936 −0.2 −0.2 0.1 1.2 3.5

312-303 1097.35 1.9 6.4 9.6 13.2 17.0

312-221 1153.12 0.4 4.5 17.3 19.8 20.5

321-312 1162.91 2.3 9.9 17.0 21.2 25.9

221-212 1661.01 0.7 2.0 4.6 9.3 18.7

212-101 1669.90 −6.6 −6.3 −4.5 1.7 15.3

303-212 1716.77 3.3 6.3 10.8 13.2 21.1

330-321 2196.34 1.3(−2) 7.7(−2) 0.2 0.3 0.4

414-303 2640.47 3.9(−2) 8.1(−2) 0.2 0.3 0.5

221-110 2773.76 2.3(−2) 6.0(−3) 9.0(−3) 2.7(−2) 0.2

para-H2O transitions

211-202 752.029 0.8 2.5 5.5 13.4 21.3

202-111 987.924 1.4 5.7 7.8 8.6 12.5

111-000 1113.34 −1.9 −1.9 −1.2 1.5 7.4

220-211 1228.80 0.8 3.5 5.3 6.5 11.2

NOTE: a(b) means a× 10b

dances up to 10−7 for the high-lying transitions, and thus can be used to

determine the water abundance structure.

5.4.3 Cavity

We next consider cylindrically symmetric models in which an outflow cavi-

ty is incorporated. Observations confirm a powerful bipolar molecular out-

flow associated with AFGL 2591 (e.g., Bally & Lada 1983; Lada et al. 1984),

∼ 1.5 pc in extent. In addition, van der Tak et al. (2006) constructed a repre-

sentation of the geometry of AFGL 2591, based on millimeter interferome-

tric observations. They conclude that a young protostar is observed with a

disk close to face-on (inclination between 26 – 38 degrees). Therefore, mo-

dels are constructed to study the effect on the line strengths and profiles of

a low-density outflow with an half-opening angle θ, as function of inclina-

tion angle. For this, a model with an outflow cavity with half-opening angle

θ= 15◦ is computed. Models with larger opening angles are also computed

and discussed in Section 5.5. The water abundance outside the cone is

set at a constant value of 10−9, and the density and temperature structure

follow Fig. 5.1. The outflow is characterised as a low density region with
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Figure 5.5: Line profiles of H2O for a model with α= 1, a cavity with half-opening

angle θ= 15◦ and an outflow velocity field with Vout = 12 km s−1. The abundance out-

side the cavity has a constant value of 10−9, whereas inside the cavity the abun-

dance is 10−7. The different line profiles are the result of the different inclination

angles. Inclination of 0◦ means face-on, as the line of sight is directed along the

cavity; inclination of 90◦ is edge-on. Inclination = 0◦ (solid), 20◦ (dotted), 45◦ (dash-

dotted), 70◦ (dashed), 90◦ (solid).
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n(H2) = 5×103 cm−3, in agreement with the overall density found through

hydrodynamical modeling of outflows (Shang et al. 2006), and a coupled

gas and dust temperature of 300 K. This high gas and dust temperature is

reasonable as in outflows the temperatures reach a few 100 K (Giannini et

al. 2001). Due to these high temperatures, enhanced neutral-neutral rates

lead to elevated H2O abundances. For this reason, a constant water abun-

dance of 10−7 is chosen throughout the outflow. The outcome of models with

a water abundance of 10−6 in the outflow is discussed in Section 5.5. The

outflow velocity field is modeled as a function of radius, i.e., V∝R, reach-

ing a maximum velocity of ±12 km s−1 at the outer radius. Resulting line

profiles are plotted in Fig. 5.5, integrated line strengths are listed in Table

5.3.

One notices the difference in width of the line profiles for models with an

inclination angle of 0◦ compared to 90◦. This is the result of the fraction of

the outflow velocity field lying in the line of sight, i.e., face-on models tend

to have a broader line profile as opposed to edge-on models. It is seen from

Table 5.3 that a decrease in inclination angle leads to an increase in the line

strengths as the cavity is more uncovered. The outflow is best seen in the

ground-state transitions for models with a small inclination angle, i.e., close

to face-on. This is expected since the low density cone favours the emission

Table 5.3: Integrated intensities,
∫

TMB∆v [K km s−1], for a model

with an outflow cavity with half-opening angle θ= 15◦.

Transition Frequency Inclination angle

[GHz] 0◦ 20◦ 45◦ 70◦ 90◦

ortho-H2O transitions

110-101 557.936 8.7 6.8 3.1 1.1 0.7

312-303 1097.35 32.9 17.4 3.7 1.8 1.6

312-221 1153.12 5.5 2.7 0.5 0.3 0.2

321-312 1162.91 36.6 17.8 3.4 1.7 1.5

221-212 1661.01 17.5 7.0 0.8 0.4 0.3

212-101 1669.90 105.8 33.9 −5.0 −7.2 −6.8

303-212 1716.17 67.2 25.3 3.6 1.8 1.5

330-321 2196.34 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2

414-303 2640.47 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.1 1.0

221-110 2773.97 2.7 2.8 2.5 1.9 1.7

para-H2O transitions

211-202 752.029 12.1 8.1 2.7 1.3 1.2

202-111 987.924 26.6 13.7 3.1 1.7 1.6

111-000 1113.34 25.6 12.2 −0.3 −1.8 −1.7

220-211 1228.80 11.2 5.3 1.0 0.5 0.5
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from low-lying transitions, in that the critical densities of the water lines

are of the order of 108 cm−3. From Fig. 5.5 we see that the peak in the

blue wing is weaker than the peak in the red wing of the line profile for

the 110-101 ground-state transition, in contrast with the line profiles of the

constant abundance and jump profile models. Note that for an inclination

angle of 0◦, the optical depth through the center, i.e., along the outflow, is

larger than 1 for the ground-state transition. It is found that models with

an inclination angle of 90◦ produce line profiles similar to the profiles in

the case of a model with a constant water abundance of 10−9, except for the

transitions seen with ISO. However, line strengths differ by a factor of a

few.

Clearly, HIFI’s sensitivity can put constraints on the inclination angle

of the outflow, in that for small inclination angles, the blue wing is found to

be less strong than the red wing.

5.4.4 Circumstellar disk

Even though the formation of high-mass stars is not completely understood,

more and more observational evidence is found that the creation originates

in a similar manner as its low-mass counterpart (Cesaroni et al. 1999).

Therefore, we examine the influence of an embedded disk in the center of

the AFGL 2591 region on the line profiles and strengths. We consider the

scenario of Section 5.4.1, for which we adopt a constant water abundance

of 10−9 throughout the region.

The size of a disk can be quantified as rd = 350 AU (γ/0.007) (M⋆/20 M⊙)
1/2,

where γ is the ratio of rotational to gravitational energy. For high-mass

star formation, γ ∼ 0.007 (Pirogov et al. 2003). When adopting a mass of

the central star toward AFGL 2591 of 16 M⊙, as inferred by van der Tak &

Menten (2005), a disk with radius ∼300 AU is found. We adopt an overall

disk density of 109 cm−3, and a water abundance of 10−6. The temperature

of the gas and dust is assumed to be 100 K. Note that the characterization

of the density and temperature structure of the disk is far from accurate.

However, the intent of this section is to investigate the influence of a ’sim-

ple’ disk model, not to model a realistic disk. The excitation of rotational,

as well as ro-vibrational, water transitions in a circumstellar disk when

the chemistry and temperature structure is calculated self-consistently is

discussed in chapter 6 (Meijerink et al. 2007).

It is found that the line profiles and strengths are insignificantly influ-

enced under all possible inclination angles (less than 1%). Since HIFI will

be able to spectrally resolve disk structures, the emission from our adopted

disk model with a diameter up to a few hundred AU in size is overwhelmed

by that of the envelope within the HIFI beams. However, observations

show that more massive, elongated disks with a diameter up to few thou-

sands of AU are likely to exist (Beltrán et al. 2005). Due to high densities
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and large columns of dust in circumstellar disks, the stellar radiation field

is attenuated. As a result, the temperature of the gas and dust at radial

distances of a more than a few 10 AU drops below 100 K (see Glassgold et

al. 2007). Consequently, water will be frozen out on dust grains, reducing

significantly the gas phase water abundance. When adopting the same disk

density as in previous model, a water abundance value of 10−8, and a disk

radius of 1500 AU, the line profiles differ only a few % from the models

without a disk.

5.4.5 Predictions for PACS

Besides HIFI detections, observations by PACS will enlarge significantly

our knowledge on high-mass star-forming regions. PACS will carry out

spectral scans from 57 to 210 µm, thereby providing information on the dust

continuum emission at wavelengths currently poorly characterized. How-

ever, the PACS data will be spectrally unresolved (λ/∆λ∼1500), in contrast

to HIFI observations.

In this section, we compute the spectral output for PACS for two diffe-

rent scenarios. The first scenario (Model I) is for a model with a constant

water abundance of 10−8, the second scenario (Model II) is for the model

as described in Section 5.4.3, in which the outflow cavity is seen under an

inclination angle of 0◦. Resulting spectra are plotted in Fig. 5.6, integrated

line strengths are listed in Table 5.4.

It is seen from Fig. 5.6 that the two models lead to rather different out-

put spectra. Strong lines are 220-111, 221-110, 414-303, 303-212, and 212-101.

Depending on the model, the 321-212, 220-111, 221-110, and 212-101 transi-

tions are found either in emission or in absorption. One notices the change

in the behaviour of the dust continuum emission between the two models.

Hence, PACS spectra will tell us about the geometry of these regions, both

through the continuum and through the lines. Note that the signal-to-noise

(S/N) ratios for the different lines vary between 30 and 3000 for Model I and

between 25 and 300 for Model II.

It is now interesting to compare the results from Kaufman & Neufeld

(1996) in which far-infrared water emission from shock waves is presented.

They find that the strongest transitions are the 212-110, 303-212, 221-110,

414-303, 313-202, 110-101, and 322-211 lines. We find that these transitions are

also the strongest in the case of models with an outflow cavity.
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Figure 5.6: Predictions for the spectrum to be observed with PACS for two dif-

ferent scenarios. Integrated intensities are plotted on top of the continuum back-

ground. The top panel denotes the spectrum for a model with a constant water

abundance of 10−8. Bottom panel plots the spectrum when a cavity with an outflow

velocity field, with Vout = 12 km s−1, is seen under an inclination angle of 0◦. The

Y-axis is in K km s−1. To convert to W cm−2, multiply by ν3TMB∆v× 10−57.
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Table 5.4: Integrated intensities,
∫

TMB∆v [K km s−1],

for two different models, when convolved with the

PACS beam. In Model I a constant water abundance

of 10−8 is assumed. Model II describes AFGL 2591 as

a region with a cavity outflow, with Vout = 12 km s−1,

seen face-on, i.e., inclination angle = 0◦. To convert to

W cm−2, multiply by ν3TMB∆v× 10−57.

Transition Wavelength Model I Model II

[µm]

ortho-H2O transitions

330-221 66.48 0.3 13.2

321-212 75.43 −1.7 27.0

423-312 78.79 0.6 11.7

505-414 99.56 1.5 4.3

221-110 108.1 −1.9 25.4

414-303 113.5 2.7 17.6

432-423 121.7 1.8 7.6

423-414 132.4 2.2 7.9

303-212 174.6 6.9 36.5

212-101 179.5 −23.1 39.2

para-H2O transitions

331-220 67.13 0.2 8.3

322-211 89.99 0.4 7.6

220-111 100.9 −2.2 14.8

313-202 138.5 2.5 14.4

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Comparison to SWAS and ISO observations

Observations by SWAS of the ground-state transition of o-H2O at 557 GHz

reveal an asymmetric line profile (Boonman et al. 2003). However, radia-

tive transfer modeling of line profiles in the massive young stellar object

AFGL 2591 show that constant and jump water profile distributions do not

fit this SWAS observation of the ground-state transition of o-H2O, in that a

symmetric line profile is found. In contrast to these models, an asymmetric

line profile is derived for the ground-state transition for models with an out-

flow cavity and an inclination angle between 0◦ and 30◦. This agrees with

the observations by van der Tak et al. (2006), who conclude that the outflow

is seen under an inclination angle of 26◦– 38◦. The integrated intensity of

± 7 – 9 K km s−1 reduces, after convolution with a beam size comparable to

the size of the SWAS beam, i.e., 3.3′ × 4.5′, to a value of ± 0.5 K km s−1. This
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value is in agreement with the observed 0.37± 0.04 K km s−1 strength. Note

that this observed value is a lower limit, and that the actual value may be

increased by a factor of ∼ 2, due to the presence of foreground clouds as

discussed in Boonman et al. (2003).

Table 5.5 lists the observed integrated line intensities for some selected

ISO transitions, published in Boonman et al. (2003). The observed line

fluxes [W cm−2 µm−1] have been converted into integrated line intensities

[K km s−1], by adopting the appropriate ISO beam size, to simplify compar-

ison with the results presented in this chapter. For the 330-321 and 414-

303 transitions, the predicted integrated intensities are below the observed

strengths for all the models by a factor of ∼4, except for the models with an

outflow that overproduce the 414-303 strength by a factor of ∼ 2. The 221-110

line is observed in absorption, whereas our models favour to produce this

transition in emission. The model with a constant water abundance of 10−7

is favoured to fit this transition. However, due to the lack of more o- and p-

H2O observations and the poor spectral resolution of the ISO satellite, the

ISO-LWS data are not decisive on which model is favoured. The Herschel

mission will bring additional (line profile) information on water transitions

with somewhat lower energies, which is needed to decide between the dif-

ferent models.

Table 5.5: Observed ISO and SWAS line in-

tensities [K km s−1] for AFGL 2591, see Boon-

man et al. 2003

Transition and Wavelength [GHz]

2773.97 2640.47 2196.34 557.936

221-110 414-303 330-321 110-101

<−0.5 < 0.7 < 1.2 0.37± 0.04

5.5.2 Parameter dependency

Steepness of density gradient

We examine the influence of the adopted density and temperature distri-

bution, i.e., adopting an α= 2 profile, on the resulting line profiles and

strengths. In analogy to the models descibed in Section 5.4.1, we assume

the water abundance, ranging from 10−10 to 10−7, to be uniformly distributed.

Resulting line profiles are plotted in Fig. 5.7, integrated brightness tempera-

tures are listed in Table 5.5.2.

In general, the line shapes are similar to the profiles presented in Sec-

tion 5.4.1. However, the 221-212, 303-212, and the ISO transitions are found

in absorption, in contrast to the α= 1 models. This is a consequence of a
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steeper density slope, providing more material within the Herschel beam.

Note that the optical depth in the lines increases by a factor of ∼5 – 10 for

the high-lying transitions. The line strengths of the ground-state lines, i.e.,

110-101 and 111-000, are similar to the strengths for the α= 1 models. This

is not surprising since in the outer regions the temperature distribution

follows the distribution of the α= 1 model.

In addition, the effect of an α= 2 temperature and density profile on

the line profiles and strengths is tested for models with an outflow cavity,

described in Section 5.4.3. We find that the line shapes are similar to the

profiles for the models with an α= 1 density gradient. However, the line

strengths drop by a factor of ∼ 2 to 3 for the different transitions.

Opening angle

In this section we briefly discuss the influence of the adopted outflow ope-

ning angle. We adopt density, temperature and abundance distributions

from Section 5.4.3. Outflows with a cavity half-opening angle of 7.5◦ and

22.5◦ are computed. It is found that the adopted opening has minor influ-

Table 5.6: Integrated intensities,
∫

TMB∆v [K km s−1], for models with a

constant H2O abundance. The adopted water abundance is denoted on top

of each column. The density and temperature distribution is described by a

α= 2 profile coefficient.

Transition Frequency 10−10 10−9 10−8 10−7

[GHz]

ortho-H2O transitions

110-101 557.936 −6.0(−2) −0.6 −1.6 −2.1

312-303 1097.35 5.6(−2) 0.6 3.5 9.9

312-221 1153.12 1.8(−2) 0.2 2.4 15.4

321-312 1162.91 0.1 1.0 7.0 23.7

221-212 1661.01 −0.2 −1.6 −8.2 −18.3

212-101 1669.90 −2.3 −14.5 −31.9 −42.4

303-212 1716.77 −0.1 −1.1 −6.4 −16.8

330-321 2196.34 −1.1(−3) −1.0(−2) −6.1(−2) −0.1

414-303 2640.47 −3.4 −3.1(−2) −0.2 −0.4

221-110 2773.97 −7.5(−3) −6.8(−2) −0.4 −0.9

para-H2O transitions

211-202 752.029 3.1(−2) 0.3 2.4 8.6

202-111 987.924 7.2(−2) 0.7 5.2 8.7

111-000 1113.34 −0.4 −3.2 −10.1 −14.5

220-211 1228.80 3.0(−2) 0.3 2.2 6.3

NOTE: a(b) means a× 10b
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Figure 5.7: Line profiles of ortho- and para-H2O transitions for models with α= 2.

The water abundance, i.e., o-H2O + p-H2O, is uniformly distributed across the region

and ranges from 10−10 to 10−7, with 10−10 (solid), 10−9 (dotted), 10−8 (dash-dotted),

10−7 (dashed).
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ence on the line shapes. However, the line strengths drop (increase) by a

factor of ∼2 – 3 (2) for models with an half-opening angle of 7.5◦ (22.5◦).

Outflow water abundance

In this section we briefly discuss the influence of an increased outflow water

abundance by a factor of 10, i.e., 10−6. We adopt density, temperature and

abundance distributions from Section 5.4.3. It is found that the adopted

outflow water abundance has minor influence on the line shapes. However,

the line strengths increase by a factor of ∼ 2 to 10. Note that the lowest gain

in the line strengths is found for the ground-state transitions, i.e., 110-101,

212-101, and 111-000, and that the line strengths of the higher-lying transi-

tions, e.g., 312-303, 312-221, 321-312, 221-101 and 220-211, are increased by a

factor up to ∼10. This difference in enhancement factor can be explained

due to the high gas and dust temperature in the outflow, favouring the ex-

citation of the high-lying transitions.

5.6 Summary and conclusions

We have constructed models to examine the excitation of water in the high-

mass star-forming region AFGL 2591. Depending on the adopted density,

temperature and abundance structure, a completely different set of line

profiles and strengths is found. Hence, the line profiles are very sensitive

to the adopted physical and chemical structure. We have found that (i)

the ground-state transitions 110-101, 212-101 and 111-000, with relatively low

upper energy levels (. 110 K), become highly optically thick in the outer

regions. The line profiles for these transitions, are mainly dominated by

the emission from the outer regions, and are therefore not useful to put

constraints on the water abundance in the inner regions. However, (ii)

the emission from lines with higher upper energy levels is dominated by

the emission originating in the inner regions, and are therefore useful to

probe the water abundance in the warm inner regions. (iii) For models

with an outflow cavity, the outflow feature (blue peak less strong than the

red peak) is best seen in the ground-state transitions of o- and p-H2O. (iv)

The influence of a moderate disk (few 100 AU in size) in the centre of the

AFGL 2591 region does not change the water line profiles and strengths

within the Herschel beam.

The Herschel mission will thus greatly help to understand the structure

of high-mass protostellar objects, and consequently the formation process

of high-mass stars.
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Chapter 6

Detecting the snow-line:
water emission from proto-
planetary disks

B
esides being a reservoir of accreting material onto a newly formed

star, the study of circumstellar disks not only sheds light on the for-

mation mechanisms of stars, but also on the formation of planets,

formed within these disks. Models that calculate the thermal and chemical

structure throughout the disk are combined with radiative transfer tools

in order to investigate the water emissivity in a disk around a typical T

Tauri star. We find that rotational transitions are observable for sufficient

integration times with upcoming instruments such as HIFI on theHerschel

Space Observatory and EXES on SOFIA. Fluorescent ro-vibrational transi-

tions around 6 µm tend to have stronger fluxes, observable with the afore-

mentioned instruments. Their emissivity characteristics depend strongly

on the adopted dust properties, in that lower dust opacities, i.e., up to a

factor of 1000, increase the line strengths by orders of magnitude. We find

that the flux of the fluorescent lines drops when freeze-out is included, and

that this has an observable effect on the line profiles as well. Hence, future

observations of the 6 µm fluorescent transitions will be helpful to constrain

the position of the snow-line in circumstellar disks.

Based on Meijerink, R., Poelman, D. R., Spaans, M., & Tielens, A. G. G. M.,

in preparation
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6.1 Introduction

The habitable zone within a solar system is defined as the region favourable

for sustaining life as it is found on Earth. One of the conditions to provide

life is that the surface of the planet maintains liquid water. However, Mor-

bidelli et al. (2000) pointed out that the regions where such planets exist,

were too hot to allow hydration of the planetesimals and protoplanets at

the time of formation. They proposed a scenario in which circumstellar

material was accreted from beyond 2.5 AU, where the asteroid belt con-

tains objects that are sufficiently water-rich, i.e., where the temperature is

low enough for the water to remain present in solid form on the surface.

The inner edge of the region in a protoplanetary disk, where the dust tem-

perature at the mid-plane falls below the water sublimation temperature,

is generally called the snow-line. This temperature is between 145 K and

170 K depending on the water vapour pressure (Podolak & Zucker 2004).

Although it is possible to evaporate grains when they are not shielded from

ultraviolet (UV) photons, the opacities are too high to dissipate icy grains in

the mid-plane of a disk. The photodesorption yield (molecules per photon)

of water-ice is very low (∼ 0.2% for low UV fluxes), and as a consequence the

H2O desorption rate is orders of magnitudes lower than the accretion rate

(Westley et al. 1995; Andersson et al. 2006). This border is of particular

interest, as it has a special role in planet-formation. It is generally be-

lieved that giant planets are formed beyond this snow-line as first pointed

out by Hayashi (1981). Unfortunately, the location of the snow-line in a

planet-forming disk is very uncertain. Hayashi (1981) finds that the snow-

line is located at about 2.7 AU for our own Solar System. This position can

change in a disk around a T Tauri star, depending on the disk mass, opac-

ity, and accretion rate. As a result, Sasselov & Lecar (2000) determined

that the snow-line in this phase varies between 0.7 AU and 1.3 AU for a

star with massM⋆ = 0.5 M⊙, depending on the accretion rate between 0 and

10−8 M⊙/yr and an assumed sublimation temperature of T= 170 K. Lecar

et al. (2006) finds that dust opacity, disk mass and/or accretion rates have

to be increased up to an order of magnitude to shift the snow-line from

1.6 – 1.9 AU past 2.7 AU (for an adopted minimum mass disk of 0.02 M⊙,

conventional dust opacities and an accretion rate of 10−8 M⊙/yr). Garaud &

Lin (2007) find that the snow-line around T Tauri stars evolves from 10 AU

during the FU Orionus outbursts, to 2 AU during the quasi-steady accre-

tion phase, to 0.7 AU when the accretion rate falls below 10−9 M⊙/yr and

expands again when it goes through the protostellar-to-debris disk transi-

tion at which the disk becomes optically thin. Unfortunately, up to now the

place of the snow-line has not been determined observationally in proto-

planetary disks around T Tauri stars.

Water is very abundant in the gas phase at temperatures between the

dissociation temperature, T∼2500 K, and the water-ice sublimation tem-
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perature, T∼ 145 – 170 K. Carr et al. (2004) and Thi & Bik (2005) observed

warm H2O gas at temperatures T>1200 K and radii R<0.4 AU from ob-

servations of high-lying, ro-vibrational lines around 2.3 µm. Unfortunately,

water at the temperature of interest is hard to observe from the ground. Al-

though H2O can sample a large range of physical conditions due to its very

rich ro-vibrational and rotational spectrum in the near- and far-infrared,

atmospheric H2O has a large opacity and makes ground-based observations

nearly impossible and very scarce. However, future space telescopes such

as the Heterodyne Instrument for the Far-Infrared (HIFI) on the Herschel

Space Observatory and the Echelon Cross Echelle Spectrograph (EXES) on

the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) will open up

new spectral windows which are particularly suited to study water in the

Universe.

In this chapter, we discuss the expected characteristics of line emission

produced by H2O at temperatures T∼100 – 1000 K, present in X-ray irradi-

ated protoplanetary disks and the possible observables for these telescopes.

In this study, we will focus on identifying diagnostic H2O lines that will help

to locate the snow-line in disks around T Tauri stars.

6.2 Disk model

The density structure is based on the generic T Tauri disk model of D’Alessio

et al. (1999), defined byM⋆ = 0.5 M⊙, R= 2 R⊙, T⋆ = 4000 K,M= 10−8 M⊙ yr−1.

The chemical and thermal structure of a protoplanetary disk is calculated

using the code as presented by Glassgold et al. (2004) with minor correc-

tions and updates. Important processes in determining the thermal ba-

lance included in the model are X-ray heating, gas-grain heating and cool-

ing, accretion heating, wind-disk heating and line cooling (Lyα, recombi-

nation lines, OI fine-structure and forbidden lines, and CO rotational and

ro-vibrational lines). The chemical network considers about 125 reactions

and 25 species. For the interested reader we refer to Glassgold et al. (2004)

for a detailed description of all the physical processes involved. An X-ray

luminosity of LX = 2× 1030 erg s−1 and a thermal spectrum kTX = 1 keV is

adopted, characteristic for T Tauri stars (Feigelson et al. 2007).

The X-ray luminosity and spectrum of young stars change with time,

and vary from source to source. The Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project

(COUP) study of the Orion Nebula Cluster (Getman et al. 2005) found

that the X-ray luminosity function spans five orders of magnitude from log

LX = 27 – 32 for the entire Orion Nebula Cluster. This is consistent with the

findings of Wolk et al. 2005, for a subset of 28 solar-mass stars in the Orion

Nebular Cluster with masses in the range M⋆ = 0.9 – 1.2 M⊙, which have

a median luminosity of log LX = 30.25 erg s−1. Similar results have been

found in the XMM-Newton study of the Taurus-Aurigae cluster (Guedel
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et al. 2007; Telleschi et al. 2007), where the X-ray luminosity ranges over

three orders of magnitude, log LX = 28 – 31.

A number of simplifications are adopted into the model. First, in order

to account for the attenuation by X-rays, we calculate the absorption by

the amount of gas in the disk between the star and the point of interest.

However, scattering of X-ray photons is not considered, which would in-

crease the ionization rate at column densities NH ∼1023 – 1025 cm−2, but we

do take into account ionization due to 26Al radioactive decay. Second, the

thermal balance is calculated at about 45 radial points through a 1D escape

probability method, where the photons are allowed to escape in the vertical

directions. Third, we do not consider far-ultraviolet (FUV) photons in our

model, contrary to the models by Jonkheid et al. (2004, 2007) and Kamp

& Dullemond (2004). Unlike X-ray fluxes, FUV fluxes are hard to observe.

As a result, FUV fluxes toward star-forming regions are scarce and badly

quantified. For normal dust opacities, the FUV opacity is much higher

then the X-ray opacity, hence the heating and photodissociation effects of

the photons are limited to a thin photon dominated region (PDR) layer near

the surface of the disk. Inclusion of FUV photons would solely increase the

temperature in the very top layers of the disk especially when PAHs are

present, and would be able to dissociate, e.g., H2O, especially when ambi-

ent opacities are low. In contrast, X-rays can penetrate much deeper into

the disk and hence are more important than UV photons for the global

thermal and molecular characterisation of the disk. Which of these heating

agents is more important will depend on the characteristics of the disk and

the wavelength under consideration. We will a posteriori check how are

conclusions are affected by the neglect of UV processes. Fourth, we assume

a flaring disk geometry, which varies continuously from 0.028 to > 500 AU.

However, the present calculations do not take into account structures such

as holes, gaps, and rims, although structural and physical modifications

may occur at small and large radii. For example, spectral energy distribu-

tions measured with the Spitzer IRS indicate the occurrence of inner holes

and rims at distances on the order of several AU (Dullemond et al. 2007).

6.2.1 Disk structure

Gas temperatures versus perpendicular column densities are plotted in the

left upper panel of Fig. 6.1. For radii R< 25 AU, we find that gas tem-

peratures in the upper layer range from 3500 – 5000 K. However, the pre-

cise gas thermal structure is very sensitive to the computational details

(Röllig et al. 2007). Deeper in the disk, the X-rays are attenuated and

the density increases toward the mid-plane. This results in a sharp drop

in temperature. Note that the gas temperature couples to the dust tem-

perature for column densities NH ∼ 1022 cm−2. In the right panel of Fig. 6.1,

the fractional water abundances versus perpendicular column densities are
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Figure 6.1: Temperature (Left upper panel), fractional water abudances (right

panel) and density structure (bottom panel) vs. perpendicular column density for

different radii from the central star.

shown. Water abundances are insignificant, i.e., X(H2O)<10−10, at temper-

atures Tg = 3000 – 5000 K. In the transition zone from atomic to molecular

hydrogen, i.e., around NH ∼ 1022 cm−2, a peak in the water abundance of

X(H2O)∼ 10−6 is found. At even larger column densities (NH >1023 cm−3),

the water abundance increases to values higher than 10−5. Even higher

abundances ar found for regions at radii R. 0.5 AU where the gas is warm

enough to drive large parts of the oxygen into water, and directly after the

H/H2 transition, where water abundances as large as 10−4 are found. The

bottom panel of Fig. 6.1 plots the adopted density structure. The density

spans a large range from 104 cm−3 to 1014 cm−3. The lowest densities are
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present in the surface layers, whereas the density increases towards the

midplane of the circumstellar disk.

6.3 Radiative transfer

The H2O line list of the HITRAN database (Rothman et al. 2005) is used

to model the rich water spectrum in a protoplanetary disk. In order to

make the list manageable for spectral line modeling, we restrict ourselves

to those lines with strengths greater than 1% of the strongest line in the

region at a temperature of 3000 K. This leaves about 2700 rotational and

ro-vibrational transitions, of which ∼60% are ortho-transitions.

The pure rotational lines, involving the first 45 o- and p-H2O levels, are

calculated taking into account radiative and collisional (de-)excitation rates

using the Leiden Atomic and Molecular Database (LAMDA, Schöier et al.

2005). Higher excitation lines are considered as well, and are to first order

assumed to be in thermal equilibrium (LTE). This assumption is appropri-

ate since due to the large densities (up to 1014 cm−3 in the midplane) the

critical density of the transitions is on the order of, or less than the density

of the disk. In the top layer, the densities are much lower than the critical

densities of most transitions. Hence, the level populations are not in LTE

there. However, the water abundance level at these positions in the disk is

very low, and therefore will not influence the integrated intensities.

In addition to collisionally (de-)excited rotational and ro-vibrational tran-

sitions, we calculate the excitation of fluorescent lines between 5.5 – 6.5 µm.

We select transitions with an upper level in the first fundamental vibra-

tional mode (with energies up to .2300 K) and all the levels in the ground-

state vibrational mode up to J= 7. In this way, 53 ortho- and 43 para-H2O

fluorescent transitions are selected. The effect on the resulting fluxes of

the fluorescent transitions described throughout this chapter, by taking

into account levels up to J= 9 or higher, is around a factor of 3 or lower.

Fluorescent excitation rates are calculated as

σlu =
Ω⋆

4π
nl
gu
gl
Aul[exp(hcνul/kT⋆) − 1]−1, (6.1)

with gu, gl the statistical weights of the upper and lower level, nl the re-

lative population of the lower level, Aul the Einstein-A coefficient, and Ω⋆
the solid angle of the exciting blackbody. As a consequence, fluorescent

excitation rates vary with distance to the star as Ω⋆ is a function of dis-

tance. Fluorescent excitation rates of the transitions under consideration

are small with respect to the rotational and vibrational Einstein-A coeffi-

cients. As a result, the molecules will have enough time to cascade down to

the lowest rotational levels between subsequent fluorescence cycles. There-

fore, the level populations for fluorescent lines are solely determined by
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Figure 6.2: Distribution throughout the disk for the ortho-H2O 110-101 cooling.

radiative processes, and no collisional rate input is needed.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Rotational transitions

The pure rotational lines of water considered here have wavelengths be-

tween 75 and 1600 µm. These lines are therefore potentially observable

by HIFI and the Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS) on

Herschel. At 34 radii between 0.15 and 100 AU, the emergent intensity as

a function of distance z, relative to the disk mid-plane, is calculated.

The flux of a transition u→l from a disk annulus between R and R+dR

is given by:

dFul =
1

4πd
2

2πRdR

∫ z=∞

z=0

dz′Iul(z
′), (6.2)

which we use to calculate the fluxes of a face-on disk. The fluxes are cal-

culated for a source located at d= 140 pc, the distance to the Taurus star-

formation region. The results are listed in Table 6.1. In Fig. 6.2, the dis-

tribution of the o-H2O 110-101 line is plotted. The highest emissivities are

seen at the smallest radii, since both temperatures and densities are the

highest there. Some of the lines would in principle be observable within a

couple of hours when water would not freeze-out, given a sensitivity of 1.3 –

34× 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 (622 –156 µm) for a 5σ detection within one hour (see

http://herschel.esac.esa.int/). It is clear from observations of Giant Molec-

ular Clouds by SWAS and ODIN (Snell et al. 2000), however, that this will
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Table 6.1: H2O integrated line fluxes for pure rotational lines in case

LX = 2× 1030 erg s−1, and a distance to the source of 140 pc. There is one column

whithout freeze-out, and three columns with freeze-out at 110 K, and assumed

gas-phase H2O abundances of 10−8, 10−10 and 10−15 in the freeze-out zone.

Transition Wavelength Flux [erg cm−2 s−1]

no freeze-out with freeze-out

[µm] 10(−8) 10(−10) 10(−15)

o-H2O 110-101 538.3 4.8(−16) 3.9(−16) 1.3(−16) 7.9(−19)

o-H2O 212-101 179.5 2.7(−15) 2.0(−15) 5.7(−16) 1.7(−17)

o-H2O 221-110 108.0 2.9(−15) 1.7(−15) 3.0(−16) 6.5(−17)

o-H2O 221-212 180.5 2.1(−15) 7.9(−16) 5.7(−17) 1.7(−17)

o-H2O 303-212 174.6 2.0(−15) 9.0(−16) 9.0(−17) 1.8(−17)

o-H2O 312-221 259.9 5.7(−16) 8.5(−17) 7.1(−18) 5.6(−18)

o-H2O 312-303 273.2 8.7(−16) 2.2(−16) 1.4(−17) 5.4(−18)

o-H2O 321-212 75.3 3.0(−15) 1.0(−15) 2.0(−16) 1.6(−16)

o-H2O 321-312 257.7 6.6(−16) 1.3(−16) 1.0(−17) 6.4(−18)

o-H2O 414-303 113.5 2.2(−15) 6.4(−16) 8.1(−17) 5.8(−17)

o-H2O 330-321 136.5 7.2(−16) 1.0(−16) 3.6(−17) 3.4(−17)

p-H2O 111-000 269.3 1.8(−15) 1.5(−15) 4.5(−16) 5.4(−18)

p-H2O 202-111 303.4 1.3(−15) 7.5(−16) 6.7(−17) 3.7(−18)

p-H2O 220-111 100.9 7.4(−16) 3.4(−16) 2.3(−17) 1.8(−18)

p-H2O 211-202 398.6 2.5(−15) 1.2(−15) 1.7(−16) 7.6(−17)

p-H2O 220-211 243.9 1.2(−15) 3.1(−16) 1.7(−17) 7.0(−18)

p-H2O 313-202 138.5 2.0(−15) 8.1(−16) 7.9(−17) 3.4(−17)

p-H2O 313-220 1645.7 2.8(−18) 1.4(−19) 2.0(−20) 1.9(−20)

p-H2O 322-211 89.9 2.4(−15) 6.2(−16) 1.2(−16) 1.0(−16)

p-H2O 404-313 125.3 1.3(−15) 4.1(−16) 2.1(−16) 2.1(−16)

NOTE: a(b) means a×10b

lead to an overestimate of the gas-phase water abundance, since part of

the water will freeze-out onto dust grains. However, the remaining gas-

phase water abundance is very uncertain when the dust temperature drops

below the sublimation temperature. This abundance will depend on uncer-

tain and ill-understood processes as photodesorption and turbulent mixing.

Nevertheless, Boonman et al. (2003) concluded from the modelling of water

toward massive protostars that the gas-phase water abundance in regions

where water freezes-out is lower than 10−8. To account for this, we have

opted to simply assume an uniform H2O abundance when the temperature

is below the H2O sublimation temperature, T= 110 K. We adopt gas-phase

abundances in the freeze-out zones of 10−8, 10−10 and 10−15. The flux reduc-

tion in the most favourable case, i.e., X(H2O) = 10−8, ranges between 10 to

80 percent. Most lines will still be observable. This is also the case when
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Figure 6.3: Radial profile of the ortho-H2O 110-101 line without (solid line) and

with freeze-out and gas-phase water abundance of 10−8 (dotted), 10−10 (dashed) and

10−15 (dash-dotted).

X(H2O) = 10−10, but becomes impossible for 10−15. In Fig. 6.3, the effect on

the radial profile is plotted when freeze-out is included. We find that the

bulk of the emission resides within a radius of ∼3 AU.

6.4.2 Ro-vibrational transitions

EXES on the SOFIA telescope will observe emission between 5 and 28 µm

with spectral resolutions of 3, 30 and 100 km s−1 – depending on the spec-

tral resolving power, R= λ/∆λ, of 105, 104 and 3000 – and has an angular

resolution of 1.5′′ at 5 µm. The angular resolution can resolve scales of the

order of 200 AU at 140 pc, the distance to Taurus, and is therefore unable

to resolve the small radii, R< 10 AU, we are considering. Fortunately, the

spatial distribution of the emissivity has consequences for the rotational

broadening of the lines. Assuming Keplerian rotation for the disk, i.e., R=

GM⋆/v
2, and a star of 1 M⊙, velocities range from ∼90 km s−1 (0.1 AU) to

∼ 17 km s−1 (3 AU). In the high resolution mode, EXES is able to resolve the

effects on the line shape when water freezes-out at a particular distance

from the star, especially at radii R<3.0 AU, where the velocity differences

are large.

Note that the dust size distribution in a protoplanetary disk is not ne-

cessarily the same as in the interstellar medium. Effects such as photo-

evaporation, grain-growth and settling play a major role. As a result, the

dust opacity per unit (gas) mass can be much reduced. In the following,

we mimic the dust growth by reducing the dust opacity by a factor of 10,
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Figure 6.4: Temperature distribution (K) for radii R= 0 – 10 AU. The white coun-

tours indicate the perpendicular column density at values NH = 1019, 1021, and

1023 cm−2. The black lines mark the snow line, when it would be situated at 110 K

and 170 K, repectively.

100 and 1000. The reduced dust opacities are especially important when

fluorescent excitation is considered, as the penetration depth of the photons

that are able to fluorescently excite the 6µm lines increases. This leads to

an elevated water excitation rate and line fluxes.

Local thermal equilibrium versus fluorescent excitation

Because collisional excitation rates for the ro-vibrational transitions under

consideration are not available, and since it would also be numerically chal-

lenging to include the full radiative transfer, we first calculate the emission

under the assumption that water is fully thermalized (LTE). Moreover, the

estimated critical densities, i.e., ncr = 108 – 1010 cm−3, are close to the den-

sities where most of the water is situated in the disk. Note that when the

ambient densities are lower than critical, the obtained emission is an upper

limit. The obtained fluxes for all the lines are very small, ranging from ∼
10−18 – 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1, depending on the assumed opacity and the par-

ticular line of interest. More importantly, we only find significant emission

at very small radii (R< 0.4 AU). This would make it impossible to detect
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the effects of water freezing-out in the disk, since the snow-line at the mid-

plane is expected to be at radii between 1.3 AU – 1.9 AU for this particular

protoplanetary disk, when freeze-out temperatures are between 110 K and

170 K. In Fig. 6.4, the temperature distribution is plotted, and the contours

indicate the place of the snow-line when it would be at 110 K and 170 K,

respectively.

In Table 6.2 – 6.6, we tabulate 21 of the 96 calculated ortho- and para-

H2O line fluxes of the selected transitions as described in Sect. 6.3 for the

’normal’ opacities. Table 6.2 lists the results when the level populations

are assumed to be in LTE, together with the results when the lines are

ascribed to fluorescent excitation, to simplify comparison. Tables 6.3 – 6.6

lists the results for the fluorescent transitions for the different dust opac-

ities and freeze-out temperatures. Some lines are stronger and some are

weaker than the LTE calculations. When a line is weaker, there is less flux

emitted at small radii, i.e., R<0.25 AU. For all the lines, the emission at

large radii, i.e., R> 1.0 AU, is enhanced by an order of magnitude compared

to LTE, but the total integrated intensities are still weak and unobserv-

able. For lower opacities (see Table 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6), fluorescent excitation

is more important than collisional excitation for all lines at all radii, and

the unresolved fluxes are a few (when reducing the opacity by 10), up to

a 100 times higher (for the lowest opacity). In this way, water is excited

further out to radii as far as 5 AU, and still contributes significantly to the

total flux, when in the gas-phase. Water beyond a radius of 1 AU is primar-

ily at temperatures below 170 K. As a result, when water freezes-out below

a certain temperature – generally assumed to be between 100 K and 170 K

– the total flux will be affected. In Tables 6.3 to 6.6, the fluxes are also

shown for different freeze-out temperatures (110 K, 145 K and 170 K). The

integrated intensities do not change significantly for the ’normal’ opacity

(≪1%), since larger radii are not contributing to the emission, even when

there is no freeze-out. This reduction increases from ∼ 10% to ∼ 40% for the

highest freeze-out temperatures and for opacities 10 to 1000 times lower

than the ’normal’ opacity. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.5, for the ortho-H2O

(010) 303 - (000) 312 transition. It is seen that the radial profiles change for

different freeze-out temperatures, and opacity reductions by factors of 10,

100 and 1000. Cleary, larger radii become increasingly important when the

dust opacities are lowered.
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Table 6.3: Unresolved fluxes for fluorescent ro-vibrational transitions,

(v1v2v3)-(v’1v’2v’3) = (010)-(000) in case of ’normal’ dust opacities. The freeze-out

temperatures are indicated at the top of each column. Fluxes are calculated for

LX = 2× 1030 erg s−1, and a distance of 140 pc to the source.

Transition Wavelength Flux [erg cm−2 s−1]

[µm] no 110 K 145 K 170 K

p-H2O 111-220 6.667 9.4(−17) 9.4(−17) 9.4(−17) 9.4(−17)

p-H2O 404-413 6.282 1.1(−16) 1.1(−16) 1.1(−16) 1.1(−16)

p-H2O 331-422 6.652 2.7(−17) 2.7(−17) 2.7(−17) 2.7(−17)

p-H2O 211-202 6.154 1.0(−16) 1.0(−16) 1.0(−16) 1.0(−16)

p-H2O 220-211 6.076 6.4(−17) 6.4(−17) 6.4(−17) 6.4(−17)

p-H2O 404-313 5.764 1.1(−16) 1.1(−16) 1.1(−16) 1.1(−16)

p-H2O 606-515 5.469 1.3(−16) 1.3(−16) 1.3(−16) 1.3(−16)

p-H2O 422-313 5.612 5.8(−17) 5.8(−17) 5.8(−17) 5.8(−17)

p-H2O 440-331 5.602 7.3(−17) 7.3(−17) 7.3(−17) 7.3(−17)

o-H2O 414-505 6.677 2.4(−16) 2.4(−16) 2.4(−16) 2.4(−16)

o-H2O 505-514 6.568 2.8(−16) 2.8(−16) 2.8(−16) 2.8(−16)

o-H2O 303-312 6.412 2.7(−16) 2.7(−16) 2.7(−16) 2.7(−16)

o-H2O 101-110 6.338 2.0(−16) 2.0(−16) 2.0(−16) 2.0(−16)

o-H2O 423-330 6.159 1.1(−16) 1.1(−16) 1.1(−16) 1.1(−16)

o-H2O 212-101 6.045 1.7(−16) 1.7(−16) 1.7(−16) 1.7(−16)

o-H2O 432-505 5.950 1.2(−17) 1.2(−17) 1.2(−17) 1.2(−17)

o-H2O 221-110 5.880 1.2(−16) 1.2(−16) 1.2(−16) 1.2(−16)

o-H2O 321-212 5.745 1.4(−16) 1.4(−16) 1.4(−16) 1.4(−16)

o-H2O 532-505 5.538 4.1(−17) 4.1(−17) 4.1(−17) 4.1(−17)

o-H2O 441-330 5.417 1.5(−16) 1.5(−16) 1.5(−16) 1.5(−16)

NOTE: a(b) means a× 10b
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Table 6.4: Unresolved fluxes for fluorescent ro-vibrational transitions,

(v1v2v3)-(v’1v’2v’3) = (010)-(000) in case the dust opacities are reduced by a fac-

tor of 10. The freeze-out temperatures are indicated at the top of each column.

Fluxes are calculated for LX = 2× 1030 erg s−1, and a distance of 140 pc to the

source.

Transition Wavelength Flux [erg cm−2 s−1]

[µm] no 110 K 145 K 170 K

p-H2O 111-220 6.667 4.9(−16) 4.7(−16) 4.6(−16) 4.5(−16)

p-H2O 404-413 6.282 7.2(−16) 6.9(−16) 6.7(−16) 6.6(−16)

p-H2O 331-422 6.652 2.7(−16) 2.6(−16) 2.6(−16) 2.5(−16)

p-H2O 211-202 6.154 5.7(−16) 5.5(−16) 5.4(−16) 5.3(−16)

p-H2O 220-211 6.076 1.8(−16) 1.8(−16) 1.7(−16) 1.7(−16)

p-H2O 404-313 5.764 7.3(−16) 6.9(−16) 6.8(−16) 6.6(−16)

p-H2O 606-515 5.469 2.0(−15) 1.9(−15) 1.9(−15) 1.8(−15)

p-H2O 422-313 5.612 4.3(−16) 4.1(−16) 4.0(−16) 3.9(−16)

p-H2O 440-331 5.602 4.6(−16) 4.3(−16) 4.2(−16) 4.1(−16)

o-H2O 414-505 6.677 2.1(−15) 2.0(−15) 1.9(−15) 1.9(−15)

o-H2O 505-514 6.568 2.5(−15) 2.3(−15) 2.3(−15) 2.2(−15)

o-H2O 303-312 6.412 2.4(−15) 2.3(−15) 2.2(−15) 2.2(−15)

o-H2O 101-110 6.338 1.4(−15) 1.3(−15) 1.3(−15) 1.3(−15)

o-H2O 423-330 6.159 1.2(−15) 1.1(−15) 1.1(−15) 1.1(−15)

o-H2O 212-101 6.045 1.4(−15) 1.3(−15) 1.3(−15) 1.3(−15)

o-H2O 432-505 5.950 4.5(−16) 4.3(−16) 4.3(−16) 4.2(−16)

o-H2O 221-110 5.880 6.6(−16) 6.2(−16) 6.1(−16) 5.9(−16)

o-H2O 321-212 5.745 1.1(−15) 1.0(−15) 1.0(−15) 9.8(−16)

o-H2O 532-505 5.538 6.9(−16) 6.6(−16) 6.5(−16) 6.3(−16)

o-H2O 541-514 5.394 1.0(−15) 9.9(−16) 9.8(−16) 9.5(−16)

NOTE: a(b) means a× 10b
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Table 6.5: Unresolved fluxes for fluorescent ro-vibrational transitions,

(v1v2v3)-(v’1v’2v’3) = (010)-(000) in case the dust opacities are reduced by a factor

of 100. The freeze-out temperatures are indicated at the top of each column.

Fluxes are calculated for LX = 2× 1030 erg s−1, and a distance of 140 pc to the

source.

Transition Wavelength Flux [erg cm−2 s−1]

[µm] no 110 K 145 K 170 K

p-H2O 111-220 6.667 8.7(−15) 7.3(−15) 6.5(−15) 6.0(−15)

p-H2O 404-413 6.282 1.5(−14) 1.2(−14) 1.1(−14) 1.0(−14)

p-H2O 331-422 6.652 5.7(−15) 5.0(−15) 4.5(−15) 4.1(−15)

p-H2O 211-202 6.154 1.1(−14) 9.6(−15) 8.5(−15) 7.9(−15)

p-H2O 220-211 6.076 3.0(−15) 2.6(−15) 2.4(−15) 2.2(−15)

p-H2O 404-313 5.764 1.5(−14) 1.3(−14) 1.1(−14) 1.0(−14)

p-H2O 606-515 5.469 3.9(−14) 3.2(−14) 2.9(−14) 2.6(−14)

p-H2O 422-313 5.612 1.0(−14) 8.9(−15) 8.0(−15) 7.3(−15)

p-H2O 440-331 5.602 1.1(−14) 9.6(−15) 8.6(−15) 7.9(−15)

o-H2O 414-505 6.677 2.4(−14) 1.9(−14) 1.7(−14) 1.6(−14)

o-H2O 505-514 6.568 2.6(−14) 2.1(−14) 1.9(−14) 1.8(−14)

o-H2O 303-312 6.412 2.4(−14) 2.0(−14) 1.7(−14) 1.6(−14)

o-H2O 101-110 6.338 1.5(−14) 1.3(−14) 1.1(−14) 1.0(−14)

o-H2O 423-330 6.159 1.8(−14) 1.5(−14) 1.4(−14) 1.3(−14)

o-H2O 212-101 6.045 1.6(−14) 1.4(−14) 1.2(−14) 1.1(−14)

o-H2O 432-505 5.950 1.2(−14) 1.1(−14) 9.9(−15) 9.4(−15)

o-H2O 221-110 5.880 1.1(−14) 9.9(−15) 8.9(−15) 8.4(−15)

o-H2O 321-212 5.745 1.7(−14) 1.5(−14) 1.3(−14) 1.3(−14)

o-H2O 532-505 5.538 1.5(−14) 1.5(−14) 1.3(−14) 1.2(−14)

o-H2O 541-514 5.394 2.1(−14) 1.9(−14) 1.7(−14) 1.6(−14)

NOTE: a(b) means a× 10b
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Table 6.6: Unresolved fluxes for fluorescent ro-vibrational transitions,

(v1v2v3)-(v’1v’2v’3) = (010)-(000) in case the dust opacities are reduced by a factor

of 1000. The freeze-out temperatures are indicated at the top of each column.

Fluxes are calculated for LX = 2× 1030 erg s−1, and a distance of 140 pc to the

source.

Transition Wavelength Flux [erg cm−2 s−1]

[µm] no 110 K 145 K 170 K

p-H2O 111-220 6.667 2.5(−14) 1.9(−14) 1.7(−14) 1.6(−14)

p-H2O 404-413 6.282 4.5(−14) 3.4(−14) 3.0(−14) 2.8(−14)

p-H2O 331-422 6.652 2.2(−14) 1.8(−14) 1.6(−14) 1.5(−14)

p-H2O 211-202 6.154 3.4(−14) 2.6(−14) 2.3(−14) 2.2(−14)

p-H2O 220-211 6.076 1.7(−14) 1.4(−14) 1.3(−14) 1.2(−14)

p-H2O 404-313 5.764 4.8(−14) 3.7(−14) 3.3(−14) 3.0(−14)

p-H2O 606-515 5.469 1.0(−13) 7.8(−14) 6.9(−14) 6.5(−14)

p-H2O 422-313 5.612 4.0(−14) 3.1(−14) 2.8(−14) 2.6(−14)

p-H2O 440-331 5.602 4.2(−14) 3.3(−14) 2.9(−14) 2.7(−14)

o-H2O 414-505 6.677 5.4(−14) 4.0(−14) 3.4(−14) 3.2(−14)

o-H2O 505-514 6.568 6.0(−14) 4.4(−14) 3.8(−14) 3.5(−14)

o-H2O 303-312 6.412 5.4(−14) 4.0(−14) 3.4(−14) 3.2(−14)

o-H2O 101-110 6.338 3.6(−14) 2.6(−14) 2.3(−14) 2.1(−14)

o-H2O 423-330 6.159 4.8(−14) 3.6(−14) 3.1(−14) 2.9(−14)

o-H2O 212-101 6.045 4.0(−14) 3.0(−14) 2.6(−14) 2.4(−14)

o-H2O 432-505 5.950 4.5(−14) 3.5(−14) 3.1(−14) 2.9(−14)

o-H2O 221-110 5.880 3.4(−14) 2.6(−14) 2.3(−14) 2.1(−14)

o-H2O 321-212 5.745 4.9(−14) 3.7(−14) 3.2(−14) 3.0(−14)

o-H2O 532-505 5.538 5.9(−14) 4.5(−14) 4.0(−14) 3.7(−14)

o-H2O 541-514 5.394 7.1(−14) 5.4(−14) 4.8(−14) 4.4(−14)

NOTE: a(b) means a× 10b
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Figure 6.5: Radial intensity profiles for the ortho-H2O (010) 303 - (000) 312 transi-

tion for opacities reduced by factors of 10 (top left), 100 (top right) and 1000 (bottom).

The lines indicate no freeze-out (solid), freeze-out at 110 (dotted), 145 (dashed), and

170 K (dot-dashed), respectively. The Y-axis is in units of erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 .

Line ratios

The distribution of the emission throughout a disk differs from one line

to another, as a result freeze-out decreases the integrated emission by dif-

ferent amounts depending on the line. In principle, this could provide an

estimate of the freeze-out characteristics, e.g., temperature, location of the

snow-line, in a particular disk. The reduction of the line emission is be-

tween 3 – 10% when the dust opacity is reduced by a factor of 10, and be-

tween 25 – 40% when reduced by a factor of 1000, depending on the freeze-

out temperature. These reductions are very small and are all of the same

order. As a consequence, ratios between these lines do not differ much for

different freeze-out temperatures or no freeze-out at all. Therefore, ratios

between these lines are not diagnostic in detecting the position of a possible

snow-line. However, the transitions are all of energies E∼ 1500 cm−1.

It would be interesting to look at H2O lines which have a much higher

excitation energy, e.g., around 2.3 µm. These lines will not be affected when

freeze-out is included into the models, since it is observed by Carr et al.
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Figure 6.6: Line profile for the ortho-H2O (010) 303 - (000) 312 (top), (010) 212 -

(000) 101 (middle), and (010) 532 - (000) 505 (bottom) transition for opacities reduced

by factors of 10 (left) 100 (middle) and 1000 (right) respectively. The different lines

represent no-freezout (solid), and freeze-out at 110 K (dotted), 145 K (dashed), and

170 K (dot-dashed). The Y-axis is in units of erg s−1 cm−2 per cm s−1.

(2004) and Thi & Bik (2005) that the emission of these transitions is dom-

inated by regions in the disk close to the star, i.e., R∼ 0.05 – 0.1 AU, while

the snow-line is much more further out. These observations reveal strong

line emission, which would either require large water columns in LTE at

high temperatures (T∼ 1500 K), or fluorescent excitation. Fluorescent exci-

tation is favoured, since the large column densities needed in LTE are not

produced by our model. Of course, other processes such as vertical mixing

may also play a role.

6.4.3 Line profiles

Freeze-out does not readily have an effect on ratios between the lines under

consideration. However, the emission is reduced in a very specific region in

the disk, and this is expected to have an effect on the line shapes. Here we

calculate line profiles in a simple way. The disk is assumed to be in Keple-

rian rotation, although Shu et al. (2007) suggest that deviations may occur
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under the influence of magnetic fields. The observed velocity for emission

at each point in the disk is then given by:

vobs(R, φ, i) =

√

GM⋆

R
sin(φ)sin(i), (6.3)

where (R, φ, i) represents the place in the midplane of the disk in cylindri-

cal coordinates and i is the inclination angle of the disk. We also assume

that the emission escaping the surface of the disk is uniformly emitted in

every direction. For simplicity, we consider line profiles for edge-on disks.

For these disks, most of the emission will be blocked by the flaring outer

parts. However, we will directly look into the center of disks for an incli-

nation i<45◦ or smaller. Then, the line profiles will be smaller by a factor

sin(i)/sin(90◦). In Fig. 6.6, line profiles are plotted for the o-H2O (010) 303 -

(000) 312, (010) 212 - (000) 101, (010) 532 - (000) 505 transitions for models with

reduced dust opacities by a factor of 10, 100 and 1000, with respect to the

normal opacities. Models with the ’normal’ opacity do not show any change

in the line shape, since all the emission of the lines is produced within a ra-

dius R< 1 AU, and are therefore not plotted. For the models where no water

is frozen-out, two peaks are seen, located at velocities between v=± 13 and

± 40 km s−1. When water freezes-out, these two peaks shift towards larger

velocities. For models with a reduced dust opacity by a factor of 10, the

shift in the peak velocity is small. However, for lower dust opacities, i.e.,

100 and 1000 times reduced, the difference is much larger. Even for the

lowest freeze-out temperature, i.e., at 110 K, the shift of each peak is more

than 10 km s−1, and therefore the velocity difference between the peaks in-

creases by more than 20 km s−1. EXES on board of SOFIA, when observing

at a resolution of 3 km s−1, will be able to detect this effect. It will also be

possible to say something about the temperature at which the H2O freezes-

out, since the lines shift even more for freeze-out temperatures of 145 and

170 K. Unfortunately, the differences are not very pronounced, especially

for the lowest dust opacity. We will get better constraints, however, with a

multi-line approach.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have constructed models to study the excitation of wa-

ter in a protoplanetary disk. In this, numerical simulations that produce

the thermal structure of X-ray irradiated disks are combined with radia-

tive transfer tools. We have found that (i) rotational water lines, observa-

ble with HIFI and PACS, will be marginally detectable, when there is no

freeze-out in the disk, or when the remaining gas-phase abundances are be-

tween 10−10 and 10−8 in the freeze-out zone. However, the lines will be un-

detectable for lower remaining gas-phase abundances. (ii) Ro-vibrational
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lines are unobservable, when dominated by collisional excitation, for the

amount of water produced in our X-ray irradiated model. However, lines

around 2.3 µm are observed to be bright, which requires large hot water

column densities or a different excitation mechanism, e.g., fluorescence. Up

to now, we have modeled the fluorescent water lines around 6 µm. We find

that 6 µm fluorescent excitation increases both the unresolved flux and the

region where water emission is produced, for dust opacities which are 10

to 1000 times smaller than the canonical value for the interstellar medium

(ISM). Altered dust size distributions are expected, due to dust settling and

photo-evaporation of small grains. (iii) The reduction of the line intensities

varies from 3% to 40% depending on freeze-out and dust opacity. Line ratios

between fluorescent transitions around 6 µm are not useful as a diagnostic

tool to determine the location of the snow-line. However, in the future, line

ratios between 2.3 µm and 6 µm fluorescent lines should be helpful to inves-

tigate the position of the snow-line. (iv) Line profiles change when water

freezes-out, especially for small dust opacities. We have shown that there is

a clear shift in the peak velocities, which is observable within the available

velocity resolution of EXES on SOFIA.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Stralingseigenschappen van water in het heelal

In tegenstelling tot wat hun naam doet vermoeden, bestaan sterrenstelsels

niet enkel uit sterren, maar ook uit uitgestrekte gas- en stofwolken waaruit

nieuwe sterren geboren kunnen worden. Dit interstellaire gas bestaat voor-

namelijk uit neutrale atomen zoals waterstof (H) en helium (He); moleculen

zoals moleculair waterstof (H2), koolstofmonoxide (CO) en water (H2O); en

ook geladen deeltjes zoals electronen en ionen. Deze verscheidenheid aan

elementen was er niet vanaf het begin. Nieuwe (zwaarder dan He) elemen-

ten – waaruit onze ster, de planeten en wijzelf opgebouwd zijn – worden

geproduceerd door nucleaire reacties in het binnenste van sterren of door

supernova explosies van hoge-massa-sterren. Dit zorgt voor een continue

verrijking met elementen als koolstof (C), stikstof (N), zuurstof (O), ... in

het heelal. Tot op de dag van vandaag zijn ongeveer 130 verschillende inter-

stellaire moleculen waargenomen, zoals CH3OH, HCONH2, CH2CHCHO,

..., en nog meer wachten om ontdekt te worden.

De manier om meer te weten te komen over objecten in het heelal is het

analyseren van de uitgezonden electromagnetische straling. Een stralings-

bron kan energie op verschillende golflengtes uitzenden, bv. radiogolven

(10 cm – 100 km) of gamma-straling (10−6 – 10−2 nm). De soort uitgezonden

straling en de hoeveelheid ervan vertellen iets over de eigenschappen van

het object. Zo zendt een warm object het merendeel van zijn energie uit

op korte golflengtes (met een oppervlaktetemperatuur van ∼6000 K straalt

de zon het overgrote deel van zijn energie uit in het visueel licht), terwijl

een koud object meer straling op langere golflengtes produceert (de aarde

absorbeert de korte-golf straling van de zon en straalt vervolgens een deel

terug in het infrarood op 300 K). Op vergelijkbare wijze gedragen atomen

en moleculen zich: elk chemisch element straalt energie uit (als het heet is)

of absorbeert energie (als het koud is) op nauwkeurige golflengten. Naar-

gelang de omgeving waarin het molecuul/atoom zich bevindt, produceert

het op die manier zijn eigen reeks lijnen in het electromagnetisch spectrum

en brengt vervolgens een uniek patroon voort. De hoeveelheid aan verschil-

lende gebieden in het universum, bv., koude, warme, en compacte gebieden,
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maakt het bestuderen ervan, en dus het begrijpen van de chemische reac-

ties tussen het gas en stof, complex.

In dit proefschrift worden de stralingseigenschappen van het watermole-

cuul onderzocht. In wat volgt ga ik nader in op een paar punten waaruit de

significantie van het onderzoek naar dit molecuul blijkt.

Het belang van het onderzoek naar water in het heelal kan niet onder-

schat worden. Eerst en vooral komt water op uiteenlopende plaatsen voor,

waaronder moleculaire wolken, stervormingsgebieden, planetaire nevels,

kometen, enz. Daarnaast kan water, als gevolg van zijn interne structuur,

straling absorberen en/of uitzenden in zowel koude (<100 K) als warme

(>100 – 1000 K) gebieden. Dit maakt van water een uitermate geschikt

molecuul om te observeren. Ten tweede, het begrijpen van fundamente-

le interstellaire chemische processen staat of valt met het doorgronden van

de rol van water (in gas- en bevroren toestand) in deze chemie. Aangezien

water, naast CO, één van de grootste reservoirs van zuurstof is, speelt het

een sleutelrol in de chemische reacties die zich voordoen in interstellaire

wolken, en meer bepaald in gebieden van stervorming. Water, in gasvorm,

komt overvloedig voor in de nabijheid van een warme bron zoals een jonge

ster. Hoge temperaturen (& 230 K) leiden tot een opeenvolging van snelle

reacties met zuur- en waterstof, met als gevolg een stijging in de abundan-

tie tot wel ∼2× 10−4, t.o.v. H2. Deze hoge abundanties worden niet enkel

gevonden in de binnenste gebieden rond jonge sterren, maar ook in gebie-

den die onder invloed van schokken samengeperst worden. In tegenstel-

ling tot de warme gebieden, daalt de abundantie aanzienlijk tot een lager

niveau, van de orde 10−9 – 10−8 t.o.v. H2, in gebieden met een lage tempe-

ratuur (.100 K). Bij deze temperatuur vriezen de watermoleculen uit op

stofdeeltjes, en verdwijnen hierdoor uit de gasfase. Dit gedrag, m.a.w. ho-

ge (lage) abundantie bij hoge (lage) temperaturen, leidt ertoe dat water

uitermate geschikt is om de energetische input te bestuderen in interstel-

laire wolken. Ten derde, water kan een belangrijke rol spelen in het koelen

van een medium. Dit komt vooral voor in stervormingsgebieden waar de

hoge temperaturen en dichtheden ervoor zorgen dat water de opgeslagen

energie overvloedig wegstraalt. Hierdoor kan een wolk, die als gevolg van

de zwaartekracht ineenstort, blijven samentrekken tot de vorming van een

ster.

Het observeren van straling uit het heelal is één, het analyseren is een

ander. De analyse gebeurt door middel van stralingstransport. In dit proef-

schrift presenteren we een nieuw ontwikkelde code voor het oplossen van

het stralingstransportprobleem. De toepassingen van de code worden in de

volgende paragrafen kort toegelicht, alsook de rol van de Herschel satelliet

met betrekking tot toekomstige waarnemingen van water.
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Foton-gedomineerde gebieden

Foton-gedomineerde gebieden zijn gebieden in het interstellair medium

(ISM) die een overgang vormen tussen een gebied bestaande uit geı̈oni-

seerd of atomair gas, waarin ultraviolette (UV) fotonen vrij spel hebben, en

een gebied opgebouwd uit moleculair gas en stof, ondoordringbaar voor UV

fotonen. In principe stelt elke rand van een moleculaire wolk in onze Melk-

weg en andere sterrenstelsels een foton-gedomineerd gebied voor, m.a.w. de

chemie en de temperatuurstructuur in deze gebieden wordt bepaald door

de UV fotonen uitgezonden door een nabijgelegen ster of van het Galac-

tisch stralingsveld op zich. Het bestuderen van deze gebieden is belangrijk

daar deze systemen tonen wat de interactie is tussen stervorming en het

moleculaire medium, aangezien moleculair materiaal voor een deel wordt

vernietigd door de straling van reeds gevormde sterren. Het observeren en

modelleren van deze gebieden draagt derhalve bij tot een beter begrip van

de interactie tussen stervorming/straling en het moleculaire gas.

In hoofdstuk 3 nemen we het foton-gedomineerd gebied S140 onder de loep.

Om de inhomogeniteit van het gebied in rekening te brengen maken we ge-

bruik van drie-dimensionale modellen waarin klompjes van dicht opeenge-

pakt gas willekeurig verspreid liggen in een gas met lagere dichtheid. Deze

aanpak leidt tot een ietwat ander resultaat in vergelijking met homogene

modellen. De inhomogeniteit laat de UV fotonen, uitgezonden door een na-

bijgelegen ster, dieper doordringen, met als gevolg een lagere abundantie

van water en een uitgebreider gebied dat opgewarmd wordt door de fotonen.

We hebben aangetoond dat niet-homogene modellen de waarnemingen be-

ter reproduceren dan wanneer S140 als een homogeen gebied beschouwd

wordt. We vinden dat het merendeel van de wateremissie wordt uitge-

zonden door de lage energetische lijnen, afkomstig van de warme (∼ 50 K)

randen van de klompjes.

Massieve sterren

Alhoewel massieve sterren (M& 10 M⊙, L>104 L⊙) niet in grote aantallen

voorkomen (ze maken maar 1% uit van de totale massa van alle sterren),

leveren ze de belangrijkste bijdrage aan de energetische en chemische in-

put in sterrenstelsels. Het waarnemen van de geboorte van een massieve

ster, in tegenstelling tot hun lagere massa kompanen, wordt voor een groot

deel verhinderd door de grote afstanden (> 1 kpc), hun korte levenscyclus

en het feit dat ze omhuld worden door een dikke laag stof. Het gebied rond

een in vorming zijnde massieve ster wordt gekenmerkt door een geheel aan

temperaturen (10 K – 2000 K) en dichtheden (104 – 109 cm−3), met elk hun

eigen chemische eigenschappen. Zo wordt water in de koude buitengebie-

den gevormd op stofdeeltjes. Dieper naar binnen toe stijgt de abundantie
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van water met ordes van grootte als gevolg van twee processen. Ten eerste

de in de gasfase endothermische reacties van zuurstof (O) met moleculair

waterstof (H2), efficiënt wanneer de temperatuur hoger is dan 230 K. Ten

tweede, het verdampen van het waterijs gevormd op de stofdeeltjes wan-

neer de temperatuur van het stof ∼100 K overschrijdt. De enorme afstan-

den maken het voor de huidige telescopen onmogelijk om deze warme en

koude gebieden, en dus de zones met verschillende waterchemie, ruimte-

lijk op te lossen. Om toch deze zones te bestuderen is er behoefte aan een

enorme hoeveelheid moleculaire lijndata gekoppeld aan gedetailleerde fy-

sische modellen en stralingstransportmodellen.

In hoofdstuk 5 modelleren we AFGL 2591, één van de prototypes van mas-

sieve sterren. De complexe structuur van het systeem – een koud buiten-

en een compact binnengebied, tesamen met hogesnelheidsgas dat langs de

polen van de centrale ster wordt uitgestoten – noodzaakt het gebruik van

axi-symmetrische modellen. We vinden dat (i) de lage energetische lijnen,

zoals de 110-101, 212-101 en 111-000 transities, voornamelijk gevoelig zijn voor

de condities van excitatie in de buitengebieden. (ii) De hoge energetische

lijnen daarentegen, waaronder 312-303, 321-312 and 221-212, worden gepro-

duceerd in de binnengebieden en kunnen dus gebruikt worden om de ex-

citatiecondities aldaar, en ook de waterabundantie, te bepalen. (iii) Het

plaatsen van een proto-planetaire schijf in het centrum van het systeem

heeft geen invloed op de lijnsterktes en -profielen voor de rotationele lijnen

die we onderzoeken.

Schijven rond jonge sterren

Een deel van het omhullend materiaal, bestaande uit gas en stof, rond een

ster-in-vorming zal na verloop van tijd deel uitmaken van een draaiende

schijf rond de uiteindelijke ster. Deze schijf levert het materiaal aan waar-

uit later planeten gevormd kunnen worden. De meeste schijven hebben een

variabele dikte – hoe verder van de ster, hoe dikker de schijf – en vangen

een deel van de uitgezonden straling van de ster op. Hierdoor onstaat een

gelaagde structuur waarbij in de hete (>1000 K) toplaag, als gevolg van fo-

todissociatie, maar enkele moleculen overleven. Een deel van de straling

van de ster wordt door de toplaag geabsorbeerd. De overgebleven straling

creëert een laag met temperaturen tussen de 100 K en 500 K en zijn verant-

woordelijk voor een actieve chemie. Onder deze laag bevindt zich nog een

koud gebied waar de meeste moleculen uitgevroren zijn op de stofdeeltjes.

Een belangrijk fenomeen in deze schijven is de zogenaamde sneeuwlijn.

Deze denkbeeldige lijn wordt gedefinieerd als de positie waar de water-

moleculen, vastgevroren op stofdeeltjes, terug in de gasfase terechtkomen.

Het belang van deze positie mag niet onderschat worden, daar deze geacht

wordt een belangrijke rol te spelen in het ontstaan van planeten. De aan-

wezigheid van een sneeuwlijn deelt de schijf op in twee gebieden, bestaande
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uit voornamelijk solide silicaten (binnen de sneeuwlijn) en een gebied met

bevroren deeltjes (buiten de sneeuwlijn). De verschillende radiële snelhe-

den van elementen in gecondenseerde- en gasvorm leiden tot een mogelijke

opeenhoping van materiaal langs de sneeuwlijn, het begin van de vorming

van een planeet.

Het bewijs van het bestaan van zo een sneeuwlijn is observationeel nog niet

onomstotelijk vastgelegd. In hoofdstuk 6 onderzoeken we de wateremissie

in een schijf rond een T Tauri ster. We vinden dat de fluxen van lijnen

die d.m.v. fluorescentie tot stand komen (en dus niet in thermodynamisch

evenwicht zijn) voldoende sterk zijn om waargenomen te worden met de

Echelon Cross Echelle Spectograph (EXES) aan boord van de SOFIA tele-

scoop. De intensiteiten van de fluorescerende transities rond 6 µm hangen

af van de karakteristieken van het aanwezige stof en variëren met de aan-

genomen temperatuur waaronder watermoleculen uitvriezen op stofdeel-

tjes. Hierdoor zullen observaties van deze 6 µm transities, tesamen met de

2.3 µm fluorescerende lijnen, in de toekomst bijdragen tot het bepalen van

de positie van de sneeuwlijn in schijven rond jonge sterren.

De rol van Herschel

Het observeren van de wateremissie komende uit het heelal met behulp

van telescopen op aarde wordt verhinderd door de aardse atmosfeer. Deze

absorbeert het merendeel van de uitgezonden waterstraling, met uitzon-

dering van enkele maserovergangen. Satellieten zijn dus onmisbaar in de

zoektocht naar straling afkomstig van watermoleculen in de ruimte. In het

verleden werd dit al gedaan door ISO (Infrared Space Observatory), SWAS

(Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite) en Odin, maar hun beperkte

ruimtelijke en/of spectrale resolutie verhinderden het verkrijgen van op-

timale lijndata om een accuraat beeld te vormen van het geobserveerde ob-

ject. Met de toekomstige lancering van Herschel worden drie instrumenten

de ruimte ingebracht: HIFI (Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared),

PACS (Photodetector Array Camera & Spectrometer) en SPIRE (Spectral &
Photometric Imaging Receiver). Tesamen zullen ze waarnemingen verrich-

ten tussen 57 – 670 µm, het gebied waar water straalt. HIFI, in het bijzon-

der, heeft een frequentie afhankelijke bundelgrootte tussen de 13′′ en 39′′.

Met deze bundelgrootte is het een ideaal instrument om op kleine schaal te

onderzoeken of water de dominante koeler is van het interstellair medium.

Met een maximale spectrale resolutie van 0.2 – 0.4 km s−1 is het instrument

in staat om voor het eerst de kinematica in stervormingsgebieden te onder-

zoeken met behulp van water waarnemingen. Het instrument zal bijgevolg

een belangrijke rol spelen in het ontleden van de stralingseigenschappen

van water in het heelal.
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截截截至至至目目目前前前，，，天天天文文文学学学家家家已已已在在在太太太空空空中中中侦侦侦测测测到到到如如如甲甲甲醇醇醇(CH3OH)、、、甲甲甲胺胺胺(HCONH2)、、、

丙丙丙醛醛醛(CH2CHCHO)等等等等等等约约约一一一百百百三三三十十十种种种不不不同同同的的的分分分子子子，，，还还还有有有更更更多多多不不不同同同分分分子子子等等等待待待着着着

被被被发发发觉觉觉。。。

我我我们们们可可可以以以透透透过过过对对对物物物体体体所所所发发发出出出的的的电电电磁磁磁辐辐辐射射射的的的分分分析析析，，，去去去了了了解解解宇宇宇宙宙宙中中中物物物体体体的的的性性性

质质质。。。一一一个个个发发发射射射源源源能能能将将将它它它的的的能能能量量量辐辐辐射射射于于于不不不同同同的的的电电电磁磁磁波波波段段段：：：譬譬譬如如如，，，波波波长长长介介介于于于十十十公公公

分分分到到到一一一百百百公公公里里里的的的无无无线线线电电电波波波或或或是是是波波波长长长介介介于于于百百百万万万分分分之之之一一一至至至百百百分分分之之之一一一奈奈奈米米米的的的伽伽伽玛玛玛射射射

线线线。。。一一一个个个物物物体体体在在在哪哪哪个个个波波波段段段，，，发发发出出出多多多少少少能能能量量量的的的现现现象象象，，，可可可以以以提提提供供供给给给我我我们们们关关关于于于这这这些些些

物物物体体体性性性质质质的的的讯讯讯息息息。。。譬譬譬如如如说说说，，，一一一个个个温温温度度度较较较高高高的的的物物物体体体会会会将将将大大大部部部分分分的的的能能能量量量以以以波波波长长长较较较

短短短的的的电电电磁磁磁波波波辐辐辐射射射出出出：：：譬譬譬如如如表表表面面面温温温度度度为为为六六六千千千绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度的的的太太太阳阳阳将将将大大大部部部分分分的的的能能能量量量以以以

可可可见见见光光光的的的形形形式式式放放放出出出；；；而而而一一一个个个温温温度度度较较较低低低的的的物物物体体体，，，则则则更更更多多多地地地以以以波波波长长长较较较长长长的的的电电电磁磁磁波波波

辐辐辐射射射能能能量量量：：：譬譬譬如如如地地地球球球吸吸吸收收收了了了太太太阳阳阳的的的辐辐辐射射射而而而维维维持持持绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度三三三百百百的的的表表表面面面温温温度度度，，，地地地

球球球再再再将将将这这这些些些能能能量量量以以以红红红外外外线线线的的的形形形式式式放放放出出出。。。原原原子子子与与与分分分子子子也也也是是是按按按照照照同同同样样样的的的规规规则则则去去去辐辐辐

射射射或或或吸吸吸收收收能能能量量量，，，譬譬譬如如如每每每种种种化化化学学学元元元素素素在在在高高高温温温的的的状状状态态态下下下在在在特特特定定定波波波长长长辐辐辐射射射能能能量量量；；；而而而

低低低温温温时时时在在在特特特定定定波波波长长长吸吸吸收收收能能能量量量。。。原原原子子子和和和分分分子子子根根根据据据所所所在在在环环环境境境的的的不不不同同同而而而辐辐辐射射射或或或吸吸吸收收收

特特特定定定波波波长长长的的的电电电磁磁磁波波波，，，这这这一一一系系系列列列的的的吸吸吸收收收与与与发发发射射射线线线就就就造造造成成成了了了电电电磁磁磁波波波谱谱谱上上上种种种类类类不不不同同同

且且且独独独特特特的的的模模模型型型。。。由由由于于于宇宇宇宙宙宙中中中物物物质质质（（（原原原子子子与与与分分分子子子）））以以以各各各种种种不不不同同同的的的形形形式式式存存存在在在于于于不不不

同同同的的的环环环境境境（（（譬譬譬如如如温温温度度度的的的高高高低低低或或或且且且致致致密密密的的的差差差异异异））），，，这这这使使使得得得经经经由由由分分分析析析电电电磁磁磁波波波谱谱谱去去去

研研研究究究与与与理理理解解解气气气体体体、、、尘尘尘埃埃埃间间间的的的化化化学学学作作作用用用成成成为为为一一一门门门复复复杂杂杂的的的学学学问问问。。。

在在在本本本论论论文文文中中中，，，我我我们们们探探探讨讨讨水水水分分分子子子在在在电电电磁磁磁波波波谱谱谱的的的发发发射射射特特特性性性。。。接接接下下下来来来，，，我我我将将将强强强

调调调了了了解解解水水水分分分子子子行行行为为为的的的重重重要要要。。。

关关关于于于宇宇宇宙宙宙中中中水水水的的的研研研究究究的的的重重重要要要性性性是是是不不不能能能被被被低低低估估估的的的。。。这这这是是是由由由于于于：：：第第第一一一，，，我我我们们们

能能能在在在宇宇宇宙宙宙中中中许许许多多多不不不同同同的的的地地地点点点发发发现现现水水水的的的存存存在在在，，，譬譬譬如如如分分分子子子云云云、、、恒恒恒星星星形形形成成成区区区，，，行行行星星星
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状状状星星星云云云及及及彗彗彗星星星等等等等等等。。。除除除此此此之之之外外外，，，由由由于于于其其其内内内部部部结结结构构构的的的特特特性性性，，，水水水能能能在在在低低低温温温区区区域域域

（（（< 100 K）））或或或高高高温温温区区区域域域（（（> 100 K – 1000 K)吸吸吸收收收或或或且且且辐辐辐射射射能能能量量量，，，这这这项项项特特特性性性使使使

得得得水水水在在在观观观测测测上上上成成成为为为一一一项项项特特特殊殊殊的的的工工工具具具。。。第第第二二二，，，若若若要要要了了了解解解基基基本本本的的的化化化学学学反反反应应应，，，我我我们们们

必必必须须须了了了解解解水水水（（（气气气态态态和和和固固固态态态）））在在在化化化学学学上上上的的的角角角色色色。。。由由由于于于水水水是是是宇宇宇宙宙宙间间间数数数量量量仅仅仅次次次于于于一一一

氧氧氧化化化碳碳碳的的的含含含氧氧氧分分分子子子，，，水水水分分分子子子在在在星星星际际际云云云气气气尤尤尤其其其是是是恒恒恒星星星形形形成成成区区区域域域的的的化化化学学学反反反应应应中中中扮扮扮

演演演着着着主主主要要要的的的角角角色色色。。。水水水在在在譬譬譬如如如年年年轻轻轻星星星球球球之之之类类类的的的温温温热热热发发发射射射源源源周周周边边边以以以气气气态态态的的的状状状态态态大大大

量量量存存存在在在。。。在在在大大大于于于绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度二二二百百百三三三十十十度度度的的的较较较高高高温温温环环环境境境下下下，，，高高高温温温引引引发发发一一一连连连串串串氧氧氧和和和

氢氢氢的的的化化化学学学反反反应应应，，，这这这导导导致致致水水水的的的数数数量量量提提提高高高到到到氢氢氢分分分子子子的的的万万万分分分之之之二二二。。。这这这对对对比比比于于于在在在温温温度度度

小小小于于于绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度一一一百百百度度度低低低温温温环环环境境境下下下，，，水水水分分分子子子的的的数数数量量量则则则大大大幅幅幅降降降低低低至至至氢氢氢分分分子子子的的的千千千万万万

分分分之之之一一一到到到亿亿亿万万万分分分之之之一一一。。。这这这是是是因因因为为为在在在低低低温温温的的的状状状态态态下下下，，，水水水分分分子子子不不不再再再以以以气气气态态态方方方式式式存存存

在在在而而而是是是冰冰冰冻冻冻于于于尘尘尘埃埃埃颗颗颗粒粒粒的的的表表表面面面。。。正正正因因因为为为水水水分分分子子子的的的丰丰丰度度度与与与环环环境境境温温温度度度关关关系系系的的的特特特

性性性，，，使使使得得得水水水分分分子子子非非非常常常适适适合合合用用用来来来判判判定定定星星星际际际云云云气气气的的的能能能量量量挹挹挹注注注。。。第第第三三三，，，水水水对对对于于于介介介质质质

的的的冷冷冷却却却也也也扮扮扮演演演着着着重重重要要要的的的角角角色色色。。。冷冷冷却却却作作作用用用主主主要要要发发发生生生在在在恒恒恒星星星形形形成成成区区区，，，那那那里里里的的的高高高温温温

度度度和和和高高高密密密度度度使使使得得得水水水分分分子子子能能能将将将能能能量量量以以以辐辐辐射射射的的的形形形式式式放放放出出出，，，因因因而而而使使使得得得重重重力力力（（（大大大于于于云云云

气气气的的的气气气体体体压压压力力力）））导导导致致致云云云气气气团团团持持持续续续收收收缩缩缩直直直到到到在在在中中中心心心形形形成成成新新新的的的恒恒恒星星星。。。

观观观测测测宇宇宇宙宙宙间间间不不不同同同的的的辐辐辐射射射的的的工工工作作作与与与分分分析析析观观观测测测资资资料料料是是是截截截然然然不不不同同同的的的。。。我我我们们们经经经由由由

对对对于于于辐辐辐射射射转转转移移移机机机制制制的的的认认认识识识去去去分分分析析析观观观测测测资资资料料料。。。在在在本本本论论论文文文中中中，，，我我我们们们展展展示示示一一一个个个能能能对对对

辐辐辐射射射转转转移移移机机机制制制求求求解解解的的的新新新数数数值值值模模模型型型。。。我我我们们们接接接下下下来来来将将将讨讨讨论论论关关关于于于这这这个个个数数数值值值模模模型型型的的的具具具

体体体应应应用用用以以以及及及此此此模模模型型型在在在分分分析析析未未未来来来Herschel卫卫卫星星星所所所取取取得得得的的的水水水分分分子子子资资资料料料所所所扮扮扮演演演的的的角角角

色色色。。。

光光光子子子显显显著著著区区区

光光光子子子显显显著著著区区区(Photon dominated regions, PDR)是是是星星星际际际介介介质质质在在在介介介于于于对对对紫紫紫外外外线线线光光光

子子子光光光深深深(optical depth) 较较较短短短的的的游游游离离离气气气态态态原原原子子子区区区与与与对对对紫紫紫外外外线线线光光光子子子光光光深深深较较较长长长的的的高高高

密密密度度度分分分子子子气气气体体体与与与尘尘尘埃埃埃区区区的的的过过过渡渡渡区区区域域域。。。原原原则则则上上上，，，每每每个个个在在在本本本银银银河河河系系系与与与其其其他他他星星星系系系中中中

的的的分分分子子子云云云的的的边边边界界界部部部份份份，，，都都都代代代表表表着着着一一一个个个光光光子子子显显显著著著区区区，，，因因因此此此光光光子子子显显显著著著区区区的的的化化化学学学和和和

温温温度度度结结结构构构都都都是是是被被被来来来自自自附附附近近近恒恒恒星星星或或或是是是星星星系系系所所所辐辐辐射射射的的的紫紫紫外外外线线线光光光子子子决决决定定定。。。对对对于于于光光光子子子

显显显著著著区区区的的的研研研究究究是是是非非非常常常重重重要要要的的的，，，因因因为为为这这这些些些系系系统统统显显显示示示分分分子子子物物物质质质与与与恒恒恒星星星形形形成成成区区区的的的交交交

互互互作作作用用用。。。因因因此此此对对对于于于这这这个个个区区区域域域的的的观观观测测测与与与理理理论论论假假假设设设，，，能能能使使使我我我们们们对对对恒恒恒星星星形形形成成成、、、恒恒恒星星星

辐辐辐射射射与与与分分分子子子气气气体体体间间间的的的作作作用用用有有有更更更近近近一一一步步步的的的了了了解解解。。。在在在本本本论论论文文文的的的第第第三三三章章章，，，我我我们们们着着着重重重

研研研究究究编编编号号号S140的的的光光光子子子显显显著著著区区区。。。为为为了了了因因因应应应在在在这这这个个个区区区域域域物物物质质质分分分布布布的的的不不不均均均匀匀匀性性性，，，在在在

我我我们们们所所所建建建立立立的的的三三三维维维的的的立立立体体体模模模型型型中中中，，，我我我们们们假假假设设设高高高密密密度度度团团团块块块随随随机机机分分分布布布于于于（（（均均均匀匀匀分分分

布布布的的的）））低低低密密密度度度区区区域域域。。。利利利用用用这这这个个个方方方法法法，，，我我我们们们得得得到到到与与与假假假设设设光光光子子子显显显著著著区区区为为为均均均匀匀匀的的的理理理

论论论模模模型型型不不不同同同的的的结结结果果果：：：由由由于于于物物物质质质分分分布布布的的的不不不均均均匀匀匀性性性，，，使使使得得得来来来自自自邻邻邻近近近恒恒恒星星星的的的紫紫紫外外外线线线

光光光子子子得得得以以以穿穿穿透透透到到到低低低密密密度度度星星星际际际介介介质质质的的的更更更深深深处处处，，，导导导致致致水水水分分分子子子的的的数数数量量量降降降低低低以以以及及及温温温热热热

区区区域域域范范范围围围更更更广广广。。。我我我们们们的的的研研研究究究显显显示示示在在在模模模型型型中中中对对对于于于光光光子子子显显显著著著区区区为为为不不不均均均匀匀匀区区区域域域的的的假假假

设设设是是是必必必需需需的的的，，，因因因为为为这这这样样样的的的模模模型型型能能能解解解释释释其其其他他他假假假设设设光光光子子子显显显著著著区区区为为为均均均匀匀匀的的的模模模型型型所所所无无无

法法法解解解释释释的的的观观观测测测现现现象象象。。。我我我们们们也也也发发发现现现水水水分分分子子子辐辐辐射射射，，，主主主要要要是是是由由由绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度约约约五五五十十十度度度的的的

温温温热热热团团团块块块的的的边边边界界界在在在能能能量量量较较较低低低的的的（（（能能能阶阶阶）））转转转换换换所所所产产产生生生。。。
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大大大质质质量量量恒恒恒星星星

虽虽虽然然然大大大质质质量量量恒恒恒星星星的的的数数数量量量不不不多多多，，，但但但它它它们们们却却却是是是星星星系系系中中中主主主要要要能能能量量量与与与化化化学学学丰丰丰度度度的的的挹挹挹注注注

来来来源源源。。。由由由于于于他他他们们们的的的距距距离离离远远远、、、寿寿寿命命命短短短再再再加加加上上上周周周围围围包包包覆覆覆着着着厚厚厚层层层的的的尘尘尘埃埃埃，，，关关关于于于这这这些些些

大大大质质质量量量恒恒恒星星星的的的形形形成成成机机机制制制，，，我我我们们们所所所知知知不不不多多多。。。大大大质质质量量量恒恒恒星星星周周周边边边区区区域域域的的的水水水在在在不不不同同同温温温

度度度（（（可可可以以以介介介于于于绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度十十十度度度至至至两两两千千千度度度间间间）））和和和密密密度度度（（（可可可介介介于于于每每每立立立方方方公公公分分分一一一万万万至至至

一一一亿亿亿个个个）））环环环境境境下下下以以以各各各自自自的的的化化化学学学特特特性性性存存存在在在。。。在在在这这这样样样的的的情情情况况况下下下，，，水水水形形形成成成于于于外外外层层层区区区

域域域的的的尘尘尘埃埃埃颗颗颗粒粒粒表表表面面面。。。随随随著著著深深深入入入云云云气气气内内内部部部同同同时时时也也也接接接近近近中中中心心心星星星球球球，，，水水水的的的数数数量量量经经经由由由

两两两种种种化化化学学学反反反应应应增增增加加加了了了好好好几几几个个个数数数量量量级级级。。。第第第一一一种种种反反反应应应是是是氧氧氧分分分子子子和和和氢氢氢分分分子子子在在在气气气态态态下下下

生生生成成成水水水分分分子子子的的的吸吸吸热热热反反反应应应。。。这这这个个个反反反应应应的的的反反反应应应速速速率率率必必必须须须在在在温温温度度度超超超过过过绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度两两两百百百

三三三十十十度度度才才才会会会显显显著著著。。。第第第二二二种种种是是是水水水冰冰冰从从从温温温度度度高高高于于于绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度一一一百百百度度度尘尘尘埃埃埃颗颗颗粒粒粒的的的表表表面面面

蒸蒸蒸发发发。。。但但但是是是由由由于于于我我我们们们距距距离离离那那那些些些大大大质质质量量量恒恒恒星星星形形形成成成区区区实实实在在在太太太远远远，，，所所所以以以现现现有有有的的的望望望远远远

镜镜镜还还还无无无法法法解解解析析析出出出温温温度度度不不不同同同的的的区区区域域域在在在空空空间间间上上上的的的分分分布布布，，，也也也因因因而而而无无无法法法判判判断断断出出出不不不同同同的的的

水水水合合合化化化学学学反反反应应应所所所在在在位位位置置置的的的不不不同同同。。。因因因此此此，，，我我我们们们同同同时时时需需需要要要大大大量量量的的的分分分子子子光光光谱谱谱资资资料料料以以以

及及及这这这些些些光光光谱谱谱的的的详详详细细细物物物理理理模模模型型型还还还有有有辐辐辐射射射转转转移移移的的的模模模型型型去去去进进进行行行研研研究究究。。。在在在论论论文文文第第第五五五章章章

中中中，，，我我我们们们建建建立立立了了了关关关于于于编编编号号号AFGL 2591这这这个个个大大大质质质量量量原原原型型型恒恒恒星星星的的的理理理论论论模模模型型型。。。这这这个个个

系系系统统统的的的结结结构构构十十十分分分复复复杂杂杂，，，它它它包包包含含含了了了一一一个个个冷冷冷的的的外外外层层层，，，一一一个个个致致致密密密的的的内内内部部部以以以及及及沿沿沿着着着中中中

心心心恒恒恒星星星极极极轴轴轴向向向外外外分分分布布布的的的高高高速速速气气气体体体。。。这这这使使使得得得我我我们们们必必必须须须使使使用用用轴轴轴对对对称称称的的的模模模型型型去去去描描描述述述

此此此系系系统统统。。。我我我们们们发发发现现现：：：一一一，，，能能能量量量较较较低低低的的的转转转移移移，，，譬譬譬如如如110-101, 212-101 以以以及及及111-000,

主主主要要要是是是受受受到到到外外外层层层区区区域域域的的的激激激发发发条条条件件件的的的影影影响响响。。。二二二，，，能能能量量量较较较高高高的的的转转转移移移譬譬譬如如如312-303,

321-312 以以以及及及221-212, 是是是在在在内内内部部部区区区域域域产产产生生生，，，因因因此此此我我我们们们可可可以以以利利利用用用这这这些些些波波波长长长去去去研研研究究究

靠靠靠近近近恒恒恒星星星区区区域域域的的的激激激发发发条条条件件件。。。三三三，，，当当当一一一个个个大大大质质质量量量星星星形形形成成成区区区域域域的的的中中中心心心有有有着着着环环环星星星盘盘盘

时时时，，，经经经由由由水水水分分分子子子旋旋旋转转转所所所产产产生生生的的的谱谱谱线线线的的的强强强度度度和和和形形形状状状与与与无无无环环环星星星盘盘盘存存存在在在的的的状状状况况况下下下并并并

没没没有有有差差差异异异。。。

环环环星星星盘盘盘

一一一部部部份份份源源源自自自于于于原原原始始始恒恒恒星星星包包包层层层的的的气气气体体体和和和尘尘尘埃埃埃会会会形形形成成成一一一个个个环环环绕绕绕在在在前前前主主主序序序星星星周周周

围围围的的的旋旋旋转转转盘盘盘，，，也也也因因因而而而提提提供供供了了了形形形成成成行行行星星星的的的原原原料料料。。。近近近期期期的的的观观观测测测及及及理理理论论论模模模型型型都都都指指指

出出出，，，大大大部部部分分分的的的环环环星星星盘盘盘有有有着着着厚厚厚度度度在在在离离离中中中心心心恒恒恒星星星距距距离离离远远远处处处较较较厚厚厚，，，这这这样样样类类类似似似喇喇喇叭叭叭形形形

状状状(flaring) 的的的结结结构构构。。。这这这种种种结结结构构构的的的表表表层层层暴暴暴露露露在在在源源源自自自中中中心心心星星星球球球的的的强强强烈烈烈紫紫紫外外外线线线辐辐辐射射射

下下下，，，使使使得得得他他他们们们有有有著著著强强强烈烈烈的的的层层层状状状结结结构构构。。。上上上层层层为为为因因因为为为光光光分分分解解解作作作用用用而而而只只只留留留下下下少少少量量量分分分

子子子，，，温温温度度度在在在绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度一一一千千千度度度之之之上上上的的的热热热层层层。。。一一一部部部份份份的的的辐辐辐射射射会会会被被被这这这一一一热热热层层层所所所吸吸吸

收收收，，，而而而其其其他他他没没没有有有被被被吸吸吸收收收的的的辐辐辐射射射会会会形形形成成成另另另一一一温温温度度度介介介于于于一一一百百百至至至五五五百百百绝绝绝对对对温温温度度度的的的温温温

中中中间间间层层层。。。这这这个个个温温温中中中间间间层层层在在在化化化学学学上上上十十十分分分活活活跃跃跃，，，是是是大大大部部部分分分我我我们们们观观观测测测到到到的的的发发发射射射线线线的的的

产产产生生生区区区。。。在在在这这这温温温中中中间间间层层层之之之下下下，，，是是是一一一个个个温温温度度度低低低且且且密密密度度度高高高的的的平平平面面面层层层，，，大大大部部部分分分的的的

化化化学学学分分分子子子在在在这这这一一一层层层都都都冻冻冻结结结在在在尘尘尘埃埃埃颗颗颗粒粒粒表表表面面面。。。在在在这这这些些些环环环星星星盘盘盘中中中有有有一一一个个个称称称为为为雪雪雪

线线线(snow line)的的的重重重要要要现现现象象象。。。它它它实实实际际际上上上是是是一一一条条条想想想像像像中中中的的的线线线，，，定定定义义义为为为水水水分分分子子子冻冻冻结结结

于于于（（（尘尘尘埃埃埃）））颗颗颗粒粒粒表表表面面面和和和水水水分分分子子子以以以气气气态态态形形形式式式存存存在在在的的的分分分界界界线线线。。。这这这条条条线线线位位位置置置所所所在在在的的的

重重重要要要性性性是是是不不不容容容被被被低低低估估估的的的，，，因因因为为为大大大多多多研研研究究究者者者认认认为为为这这这条条条雪雪雪线线线的的的位位位置置置在在在行行行星星星形形形成成成上上上

有有有着着着非非非常常常重重重要要要的的的角角角色色色。。。雪雪雪线线线将将将环环环星星星盘盘盘分分分隔隔隔为为为两两两个个个区区区域域域：：：雪雪雪线线线以以以内内内，，，气气气态态态水水水和和和
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矽矽矽化化化物物物尘尘尘埃埃埃颗颗颗粒粒粒各各各自自自存存存在在在；；；而而而雪雪雪线线线以以以外外外，，，则则则是是是易易易被被被蒸蒸蒸发发发的的的水水水冰冰冰依依依附附附在在在矽矽矽化化化物物物

尘尘尘埃埃埃颗颗颗粒粒粒表表表面面面。。。由由由于于于重重重元元元素素素在在在凝凝凝结结结态态态和和和气气气态态态时时时在在在一一一般般般径径径向向向速速速度度度上上上的的的差差差别别别，，，造造造

成成成物物物质质质在在在雪雪雪线线线位位位置置置堆堆堆积积积而而而启启启动动动了了了行行行星星星的的的形形形成成成。。。不不不过过过到到到目目目前前前为为为止止止，，，在在在观观观测测测上上上尚尚尚

未未未发发发现现现雪雪雪线线线确确确实实实存存存在在在于于于环环环星星星盘盘盘的的的有有有力力力证证证据据据。。。在在在本本本论论论文文文的的的第第第六六六章章章中中中，，，我我我们们们研研研究究究

金金金牛牛牛座座座T型型型星星星(T Tauri star)周周周围围围环环环星星星盘盘盘中中中水水水的的的发发发射射射谱谱谱线线线。。。我我我们们们发发发现现现，，，若若若考考考虑虑虑

在在在小小小范范范围围围区区区域域域内内内的的的热热热力力力平平平衡衡衡(local thermodynamic equilibrium) ，，，我我我们们们的的的计计计

算算算结结结果果果显显显示示示，，，水水水的的的发发发射射射谱谱谱线线线的的的强强强度度度将将将太太太微微微弱弱弱而而而无无无法法法被被被探探探测测测到到到。。。然然然而而而在在在非非非热热热力力力

平平平衡衡衡状状状态态态机机机制制制下下下产产产生生生的的的萤萤萤光光光谱谱谱线线线的的的强强强度度度，，，却却却会会会大大大幅幅幅提提提升升升到到到足足足以以以被被被SOFIA望望望远远远

镜镜镜所所所承承承载载载的的的EXES 光光光谱谱谱仪仪仪(Echelon Cross Echelle Spectrograph)探探探测测测到到到的的的程程程

度度度。。。并并并且且且我我我们们们可可可以以以借借借由由由这这这些些些萤萤萤光光光谱谱谱线线线的的的强强强度度度在在在当当当水水水开开开始始始冻冻冻结结结于于于颗颗颗粒粒粒表表表面面面也也也就就就

是是是雪雪雪线线线位位位置置置时时时会会会大大大幅幅幅减减减弱弱弱30%– 45%的的的特特特性性性去去去判判判定定定雪雪雪线线线的的的位位位置置置。。。研研研究究究的的的结结结果果果
显显显示示示，，，随随随着着着仪仪仪器器器设设设备备备的的的进进进步步步，，，我我我们们们将将将来来来探探探测测测到到到雪雪雪线线线位位位置置置是是是有有有可可可能能能的的的。。。

卫卫卫星星星Herschel的的的目目目标标标

由由由于于于地地地球球球的的的大大大气气气层层层中中中水水水的的的存存存在在在，，，这这这使使使得得得所所所有有有在在在地地地面面面上上上进进进行行行的的的对对对太太太空空空中中中水水水

分分分子子子的的的观观观测测测都都都受受受到到到限限限制制制。。。这这这是是是由由由于于于大大大气气气中中中的的的水水水吸吸吸收收收了了了除除除了了了maser 外外外绝绝绝大大大部部部

份份份由由由太太太空空空中中中的的的水水水所所所发发发出出出的的的辐辐辐射射射。。。因因因此此此卫卫卫星星星对对对于于于寻寻寻找找找宇宇宇宙宙宙间间间来来来自自自于于于水水水的的的辐辐辐

射射射有有有著著著无无无法法法取取取代代代的的的地地地位位位。。。过过过去去去有有有ISO (Infrared Space Observatory), SWAS

(Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite) 以以以及及及ODIN 等等等卫卫卫星星星，，，但但但他他他们们们在在在

空空空间间间或或或且且且光光光谱谱谱的的的解解解析析析度度度的的的不不不足足足，，，限限限制制制了了了取取取得得得谱谱谱线线线资资资料料料的的的品品品质质质，，，以以以至至至于于于天天天

文文文学学学家家家难难难以以以建建建立立立对对对于于于观观观测测测天天天体体体的的的准准准确确确概概概念念念。。。随随随著著著不不不久久久后后后Herschel 卫卫卫星星星的的的升升升

空空空，，，HIFI, PACS 以以以及及及SPIRE 这这这三三三样样样仪仪仪器器器也也也将将将被被被送送送上上上太太太空空空。。。它它它们们们将将将执执执行行行波波波长长长

介介介于于于57 – 670微微微米米米这这这段段段包包包括括括水水水发发发射射射谱谱谱线线线的的的观观观测测测。。。特特特别别别是是是HIFI这这这个个个仪仪仪器器器有有有着着着随随随

波波波长长长变变变化化化介介介于于于13 至至至39角角角秒秒秒的的的高高高解解解析析析度度度，，，这这这样样样的的的高高高解解解析析析度度度，，，使使使得得得HIFI 成成成为为为一一一

个个个可可可以以以探探探测测测到到到在在在温温温度度度较较较高高高、、、密密密度度度较较较大大大这这这样样样水水水分分分子子子得得得以以以大大大量量量辐辐辐射射射能能能量量量的的的小小小尺尺尺度度度

区区区域域域的的的理理理想想想仪仪仪器器器。。。同同同时时时，，，每每每秒秒秒介介介于于于0.2– 0.4 公公公里里里的的的速速速度度度解解解析析析度度度，，，也也也使使使得得得HIFI

能能能够够够第第第一一一次次次凭凭凭借借借对对对于于于水水水的的的观观观察察察去去去探探探讨讨讨恒恒恒星星星形形形成成成区区区域域域的的的运运运动动动状状状态态态。。。因因因此此此，，，HIFI

将将将会会会在在在宇宇宇宙宙宙中中中水水水的的的发发发射射射机机机制制制特特特性性性的的的研研研究究究中中中扮扮扮演演演重重重要要要的的的角角角色色色。。。
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Het samen luisteren naar, neuriën en meetokkelen met en uitwisselen van

muziek heb ik erg geapprecieerd. Kortom, een leuke kamer waar ik mij

in thuis heb gevoeld. Wanneer ik dan toch eens m’n bureau verliet, kon

ik altijd terecht bij Wilfred, Teffie, Alicia en/of Chris om even pauze te ne-

men en m’n zegje te doen. Om een lang verhaal kort te maken bedank ik

iedereen van het instituut voor de relaxte tijd. In het bijzonder richt ik

mijn aandacht nog even op Derek en Eite voor het mogelijk maken van de

Chinese samenvatting in deze thesis, but without you, Yang-Shang, not a

single character would have been printed down on paper. Xiexie en merci

voor alles mensen.



Toch is er naast het maken van een proefschrift nog tijd over voor een

heel ander leven. Zonder dát leven, zat ik dit hier nu niet te schrijven,

en daarom is een bedankje meer dan op zijn plaats. Maaike en Vincent,

Marjolein en Jan, Kim en Koen, Isabel en Wouter, Dimitri, Koen, Dick,

Pavla, Katrien en m’n beste Tim: vrienden, moaten, ik zien hunder zoa

geiren. Heb mij altijd super geamuseerd met jullie in Gent en Groningen.

Een jarenoude belofte noodzaakt mij het nu toch even te hebben over de

parabel van Jochen. Wel Jochen, broere, al die tijd heb ik gezocht naar iets

dat jouw parabel kan overtreffen, het is mij niet gelukt. Maar dit boekje

heb ik met mijn blote handen gemaakt, hopelijk wordt het ietwat bekender

dan jouw verhaal! Het doet deugd te zien dat Griet je gelukkig maakt en

dat jullie een plekje gevonden hebben om te wonen. Indra, zusje van mij,

bij jou kan ik soms nog even zijn net als toen we klein waren. Je bent een

sterke vrouw die alles aankan, en dat is goed om te zien. Maak nog maar

veel reizen naar het verre noorden en kom met nog meer sterke verhalen

thuis. Mama en papa, ik moet het jullie niet zeggen, maar door jullie ben

ik geworden wie ik ben, en sta ik waar ik nu sta. En dat bevalt mij wel.

Een grote merci om mij onvoorwaardelijk aan te moedigen in de keuzes die

ik maak.

En dan, last but not least, m’n muze. Zhaozhao, ik weet nog goed de

eerste keer dat ik hét voelde, ik was verkocht. Het is niet altijd makkelijk

geweest voor jou hier in Nederland, en toch heb je gekozen om bij mij te

zijn. Je hebt mij al die tijd bijgestaan, altijd in mij geloofd en opgevangen.

The holidays in China and more specifically Qingdao were the best of my

life. Not only had I the chance to meet and know your family and friends,

but it also brought me closer to you. Lou Zhao, je bent een pracht van een

vrouw, mijn vrouw!
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